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Foreword
Aided by his extensive knowledge of economic development and a
special sensitivity to the challenges of growth in rural communities,
Phillip Phillips has prepared an excellent examination of a process that
can lead to success in this area. Equally important, he writes in a clear and
unambiguous manner about the pioblems that small communities face
and the advantages that they can enjoy.

Dr. Phillips also presents a useful annotated bibliography of material
on the subject of economic development, along with many exhibits to
illustrate the development process. As he mentions in the introduction,
no one book can provide all of the information needed Nevertheless, his
treatment of the subject takes much of the mystery out of this important
activity. This book should prove to be an invaluable reference for local
government officials, community leaders, and others involved in this
field.

Charles E. Yozoll
Director
CIES Program
November, 1990
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Introduction
This book is designed to provide an introductory understanding of
challPnges, goals, processes, and procedures for economic developers in
rural areas and small towns. It is aimed at economic development
volunteers in communities of under 20,000 population, communities that
generally do not have full time, paid, economic development profes-
sionals. This book is intended to serve an audience that includes iocal
elected and appointed officials, volunteers serving in local economic
development organizations, and paid pi ofessional economic developers
in regional deelopment corporations, utilities, and state development
agencies who work with rural areas and small communities.

Your goals as an economic developer in a rural area or smaller town
are not fundamentally different from those of an economic developer in
a larger city. You seek a more prosperous, stable, local economy that will
afford both a better standard of living and quality of life. The challenges
you face and the resources available to you as rural and small town
developers are, however, much different from those of your counterparts
in larger communities and metropolitan areas.

Most smaller communities and rural areas are dependent on just a
few major industries, many rely heavily on just a fcw individual firms to
support their local economy. As a result, small town economies often
lack the diversity and resiliency found in larger cities. Hard times for a
single industry or a single firm can propel a small town's economy into
a recession or depression even in the midst of national prosperity.

Moreover, you must often work with much more limited resources
than those available to larger communities. Most importantly,, small town
and rural development agencies are generally operated by olunteers
without any paid staff and do not have the budgets needed for lavish
advertising campaigns, such as those for states and metropolitan areas
often found in economic development and business magazines.

Thc approach to de elopment presented here takes these limitations
into account, but does not underestimate the capabilities of small town
and rural area economic developers. This book recognizes that while
rural areas and small towns cannot mount major traditional marketing
campaigns, they can participate in more elaborate marketing programs
as part of larger regional efforts or through state and public utility
development campaigns. This book also recognizes that in rural areas
and small towns the greatest success in economic development is most
likely to come from growing companies and jobs locally rather than from
wooing them from elsewhere with incentives. Yet the book does not

3



2 Economic Development for Small Communities and Rural Areas

ignore the beneficial impacts that outside investment can have on the
economy of a small community or rural arca. A good deal of attention is
paid to attracting outside investment both because of the interest in this
topic and because understanding business attraction clearly defines
those things that an arca must do not only to attract but also to create,
retain, and grow businesses.

You as a rural or small town economic developer have some
advartages and special satisfactions that those working in larger com-
munities do not have. The development process in large cities is often
bureaucratic and indirect. In a small community you can makc a clear
and visible difference, and you can see the results of your activities.
Moreover, the quality of life benefits to fricnds and neighbors coming
from econorna. development arc much morc visible in a small community
than in a larger city.

Economic development in small communities and rural areas MIR
overcome many hurdles, and progress is oftcn slow. But the results are
most rewarding for those who are willing to put in the timc and effort that
is required to turn dreams into realities. I hope that this book will make
the formidable tasks of rural and small town economic development
somewhat easier for its readers.

Clearly, no single book can provide all of thc information needed by
a community development agency. Nor can any book published at a
particular point in time keep you up to date on thc many rapid changes
in governmental policies and the economic and social environment that
you need to know about to operate effectively. Thus an important feature
of this book is an extensive annotated bibliography of additional books,
articles, and government publications that you may wish to consult, as
well as a list of development organizations that can provide additional
information and updatcs on important development topics. At the end of
each chapter of this handbook, references arc given to books, articles,
and organizations that are particularly relevant to the topics col ered.

10



Chapter 1

Defining Economic
Development
Economic development has become a panacea over the past decade.
V;rtually every politician makes economic. development a plank in his or
her election platform, whether at the local, state, or national level. As
with any catch word ur cliché, the term eGununnc development has been
overused and misused.

What Economic Development Is and Is Not
It is best tu begin by dispensing w ith some common misunderstandings
of economic development. Economic development is nut purely quan
titative. It is not just a measure of new jobs or of dollars of income
generated. True economic development is a qualitative change that
transforms the local economy tu make it more dive:se ane more resilient
rather than Just larger. It is a change that produces better jobs as well as
more jobs.

Likewise, good economic development policy incorporates com-
munity valuesit is not "growth for growth's sake." A good local
development program recognizes the character of the community. It
recognizes that some types uf development are nut acceptable to the
community because they exploit it through low wages and pour w coking
conditions, environmental pollution, or I other ways. A good economic
developer recognizes what is compatible with the community and avoids
promoting excessive or unwelcome development.

Economic development is not a quick fix. Successful develcpment
programs take years in building a development team, in planning, and in
implementing tf-e tools of development, such as adequate sites and
utilities. Even when a strung development team and program are in
place, several years may pass before a small community experiences a
highly visible successif it ever comes. Outside companies to be lured
into a community are few, while the quiet but very important work of
helping local entrepreneurs grow and keeping local companies in tow n
is rarely dramatic. Communities that seek instant gratification in economic
development will be disappointed.

Finally, economic development cannot be measured as a body
count. Many development agencies have created such body count goals,
for exampie by stating that they will create 200 or 2,000 jobs a year for
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4 Economic Development for Small Communities and Rural Arras

the next live years. This is doubly unwise As already indicated,
cconomic development is more than a numerical change Also, ocal
development efforts will have widely vry ing fortunes based on the
international, national, and regiGnal economies, on the ty pes of business
already present in thc area, and on good old fashioned luck Economic
developers can influence the processthey can try to make their own
luckbut thcy will never control it. The economic development agency
that promises a regular payoff in new jobs has set an impossible goal and
will sooner or later (and mare likely sooner) be judged a failur

So what is economic development? What should y ou seek in your
development efforts? A complete development program should w ork
toward all of the following goals:

1. Increased economic divencuy and adaptabilul In t(Klay's %%odd ot
global competition, rapid technological change, and corporate up
hcaval, diversity is the watchword for a healthy economy Any
community or region that depends heail on a single industry or
company is a disaster waiting to happen

7. Less cychcal fluctuation. Some industries, including .riculture,
mining, and most types of manufacturing, are prone to chronic-
boom-and-bust cycles that take local economies dependent on them
on a roller coaster ride. Wise communities seek to div ersify into
stable economic sectors, including a strong service base,

3. Increased income levels. Developed economies hay e better pay mg
jobs, well as morefrs. And in today's world of two-income
families, more jobs arc rideded to meet employment demand ev en
when an area's population is not growing.

4. Improved quality of jobs The "quality of work life" has bewmc
major issue in recent years and should be addressed in development
programs. A community should consciously seek employers that
provide plcasant, safe working conditions and good employee
benefits.

5. Jobs for all segments of the population. Even in smaller communities
and rurai arcas, the work force is becoming more diverse Commu
nity development efforts should seek to provide jobs for persons
with a variety of skills and education levels, both to retain the best
and brightest in thc community and to provide opportunities for
those at the lower cnd of the socioeconomic spectrum. It is especially
important that communities also seek a good balance of jobs in
occupations traditionally dominated by women. For example, den
cal facilities such as insurance clai TIS processing offices are increasingly

1 2



Defining Economic Development 5

locating in smaller communities and provide an excellent alternative
to traditional service employment opportunities for women.

6. Stronger local business and financial communities. Many smaller
communities are rapidly losing their retail and financial service base,
they are becoming a residential shell with no commercial core. This
is unfortunate partly because it is the local business sector that is the
functional basis of the community. It is also unfonunate because it is
the local business and financial community that circulates money
within the local area through retail sales, provides a service employ-
ment base, and provides funds for business expansion and start-ups.

7. Increased tax base. The tax base of rural areas and small towns was
particularly hard hit by tile decline in the v..lue of farmland through-
out much of the country in the 1980s. Thus development of
additional tax sources beyond agricultural and residential property
tax is especially important for small towns and rural areas. An
adequate tax base is important to the quality of life, for it is taxes that
pay for schools, roads, parks, and other public services and facilities.

8. Compatible, controlled growth. A community that finds itself in a
desperate economic condition is often forced to make a deal with the
devil; that is, to seek undesirable facilities or to make unreasonable
commitments of incentives in order to attract more employment.
Communities should not automatically shun facilities such as prisons,
but neither should they be forced to accept them Arithout question in
a desperate quest for development attlity cost. Even more unfortu-
nately, many smaller communities have been tempted to offer
tremendous tax incentives to fly-by-night firms that are gone when
the incentives run oul.

9. A foundation for a healthy .?conomic future. In many rural areas and
small communities, virtually all of the young people leave when they
graduate from high school or shortly after. The most important goal
of economic development programs is to retain the next generation,
because without them any gains are only temporary.

Defming Some Terms
As much as possible, this book avoids the technical jargon sJmetimes
used in economic development. There are, however, a few basic terms
that anyone involved in economic development should be familiar w ith.
Many of them are used in this manual, others are foi. nd in many other
books and articles on economic development or in the everyday
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6 Economic Development for Small Communities and Rural Areas
0,.-

conversation of economic development professionals. Among these
terms are the following:

Basic and nonbasic employment. Basic jobs are those that bring new
money Into the economy. Traditionally these were manufacturing
jobs, but increasingly they include service sector jobs in areas such
as tourism and insurance. Nonbasic jobs are those that recycle money
through the local economy, typically in retail trade. A balance of
basic and nonbasic jobs is necessary for a healthy local economy.
Business retention and attraction. Business retention is, quite sim-
ply, keeping those businesses you already have, while attraction is
bringing in new businesses and the investment that they represent
from outside the community. Attraction and retention are often
described in economic development presentations as if they are
alternativesa community should engage either in attraction or in
retention. In truth, they are two sides of the same coin. \Vhat makes
a community an attractive place for outside busniessesreasonable
taxes, good roads, a coopczative local governmentwill also hAp to
retain existing local businesses. Attraction and retention can come
into conflict when a community is willing to give outside businesses
some incentives that it has not provided to existing local businesses,
especially if they are competitors.

Comparative advantage. A community's comparative advantage re-
flects its competitive advantages over other communities. This term
is often overused in ecnnomic development today, and many
advantages are difficult to measure. For example, rural areas and
small communities rarely have a comparative advantage over their
neighbors in market access. Rather, they tend to have ,imilar level
of accessibility to major regional markets. On the other hand, quality
of the local labor force is promoted by many communities as an
advantage, but it is very difficult to measure.
Employment multiplier. The employment multiplier is a ratio that
describes the number of nonbasic jobs and the number of total jobs
that each new basic job creates within a local economy. A 1.1 basic
to nonbasic employment multiplier indicates that each new basic job
creates one additional nonbasic job in the local service economy.
This would result in a 1:2 basic to total employment multiplier
because, including service jobs, there are two new jobs in the area for
each basic job created.
Marketing and sales. A community's marketing program is an oerall
approach to promoting economic development by making the
community a better place in which to live and work, and it
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Defining Economic Devezpmem 7

encompasses far more than a sales program designed to promote the
area's emsting assets. A community's marketing effort might include
programc to develop industrial sites and to improve the appearance
of roads entering the community, as well as general community
improvement goals such as better schools. On the other hand, a sales
program would include promotional brochures and other technique;
for promoting the are2.

Retail sales leaka8e. The loss of retail sales from smaller communities
to nearby larger citiesand today especially to regional shopping
mallsis referred to as a retail sales leakage. In many areas this
leakage is the majority of retail sales dollars, which immediately flow
out of the community and thus do not benefit local, merchants or
create sales tax dollars.

Strategic planning. While strategic planning is a much overused
term, a strategic approach is valuable to community economic
development. In capsule form, a strategic plan assesses (1) where
you are now, (2) what is going on in the world around you, (3) where
you want to be, and (4) how to get from where you are to where you
NA ant to be. The specific steps of the strategic planning process arc
outlined in chapter 6.

Thrgeting Resources in economic development arc limited, and
each community has its own attractions and drawbacks. Targeting of
development efforts is a means of getting "the most bang for the
buck" (and for your time and energy) by focusing development
efforts on retaining and attracting types of businesses that are likely
to prosper and grow in your community. For example, most small
communities are not suited to very large manufacturing facilities
because they do not have a large enough labor pool. Targeting tools
and techniques are described in more detail in chapter 7.

Sources of Information
Readers seeking more information on the general nature and practicc of
economic development may consult the following references prov ided
in the bibliography of this book. American Economic Development
Council, Economic Development Thday, A Report to the Profession,
Howard D. nessire, A Handbook for the Eighties, Robert H. Evans, The
Practical Approach tu Industrial Development, and Kenneth C. Wagner,
Economic Development Manual.

Development organizations of special interest to those seeking a
general understanding of the field are the American Economic Dev el-
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8 Econornn; Development for Small Communities and Rural Areas

opment Council and the Council for Urban Economic Development
(which has an interest in small towns and rural areas as well as larger
communities). Addresses and telyhone numbers for these organizations
are provided in the Annotated Bibliography.

Additional discussion of terminology and analytical techniques used
in economic development may be found in David M. Smith, Industrial
Location. An Economic Geographical Analysis; in Hustedde, Shaffer, and
Pulver, CommuniV Economic Analysis; and in Michael J. Webber, In-
dustrial Location.

1 6



Chapter 2

Factors Influencing
Economic Development
Prospects
It is said that no man is an island, neither is any community. The fate of
your community is heavily dependent on trends and changes from
outside the local area. No rural community can ignore the impact of
world demand and federal policy on its agricultural and manufacturing
products. Likewise, a community must understand the challenges and
opportunities that international and technological innovation will hal, e in
creating opportunities and threats for established lot.al businesses. Thus
a prerequisite for an economic development program is to conduct a
"horizon scan" to determine which major economic, social, and demo-
graph c trends in the larger region, the nation, and the world will have
strong impacts on the community's development. (The role of a horizun
scan in preparing an economic development strategy is discussed in
more detail in chapter 6.)

An understanding of general trends is necessary to develop realistic
local development programs and to implement them efficiently. The
review of major trends influencing small community and rural devel-
opment presented here is intended to be only a starting point to indicate
topics that should be considered in creating your own local economic
development program. Moreover, your review of the development
environment should be reviewed at regular intervalsperhaps every
year or two yearsto determine if any major changes in the outside
environment will affect your community's development efforts.

Provided below is a brief description of some of the major economk,
social, and demographic trends that will surely influence your community 's
development prospects. Most of these trends have been the subject of a
great deal of attention, interpretation, and misinterpretation in the
popular press, so I have provided some of my own observations of their
significance and meaning to small communities and rural areas.

Globalization of the Economy
Not only are American corporations facing increasing foreign competi-
tion, so also are our communities. When a foreign corporation wins the
battle for market share in an industrywhether computers, spark plugs,

9
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10 Economic Development for Small Communities and Rural Areas

or tractorsit is often at the expense of an American community that was
dependent upon that induouy. Moreover, corporations are also global izing,
so that even when an "American" comp! y maintains its competitive
edge in an industry, it is often only by mcving much of its component
production and assembly to low-cost foreign production locations.

Trade Deficits
The balance of tradc between the United Statcs and thc rest of the world
was positive as recently as 1977, but it has been more than $100 billion
on the negative side for several years. This overall pattern masks
tremendous differences within specific economic sectors. The United
States today has an enormous negative trade balance for petroleum
products, a rapidly growing negative balance in automobiles and
electronia,, and a trade surplus in food products, lumber, and aircraft.
The impact of the trade deficit for a particular community reflects much
more the export and import balance for its basic industries than it reflects
the widely published overall balance of trade. A community must
understand the current and probable future international trade balance
for its specific basic industries as a ba:.s for planning a reasonable
development program.

Slower Population and Labor Force Growth
For the United States, the baby boom is long since over. Indeed, except
for immigration, the United States now has a negative, long-term rate of
population change. In the decade of the 1990s thc "baby bust" years of
the late 1960s and 1970s will be reflected in rapidly declining numbcrs
of ncw entrants into the labor force. Already the emphasis in government
and business is shifting from the goal of finding jobs for the baby boom
generation of thc 1950s to finding enough qualified workers. For rural
communities and small towns, this means that the upcoming generatk n
will be thcir most important development assetif the young people are
well trained and have good work habits, and if they can be kept in thc
local community.

Increased Labor Force Participation by Women
In the decades of the 1970s and 1980s, the two-income household
became the norm rather than the exception. More and more women are
also heads of households. The majority of all women are in the labor
force, including nearly 80 percent between the ages of 25 and 34. Rural
areas and small tow, ns typically have had few high quality, high paying,

1 8



Factors influencing Ec.,_Inomic Development Prospects 11

stable jobs for women. As a result, economic developers in rural and
small town America face a particular challenge in this area.

Growth of High-Tech Industries and Knowledge-
Based Economy
Increasingly, our economy specializes in the manipulation and transfer
of information rather than in physical goods, and even tradijonal
industries such as textiles and automotive components rely on sophis-
ticated product engineering and computer-controlled production pro-
cesses. Many small communities and rural areas hurried into the battle for
high-tech industries in the early 1980s, but most have quit the fray,
realizing that they are poorly equipped to compete in this arena. Even in
retaining traditional industries, however, small communities and rural
areas must work with their state government programs and regional
universities and colleges to make technological information av ailable to
local businesses.

Worldwide Overproduction of Commodities and
Manufactured Goods
In the mid-1980s, management scientist Peter Drucker sounded a
warning: The coming cconomic crisis is one of overprouu,ion, not of
scarcity. The world's ability to produce increasing amounts of mtneral
products, agricultural commodities, and many manufactured goods
ranging from steel to automobiles to electronics far exceeds growth in
consumption. As a result, many industries arc facing cutthroat compe-
tition and intense downward pressure on wages. This crisis of over-
abundance will hit small towns and rural areas especially hard, because
thcir economies are especially dependent on goods production rather
than on services and knowledge-based industries.

The Changing Nature of the "Basic" Economy
Economic base thcory indicates how certain industries and firms play an
especially important role in the economy because they export goods and
services from the area, in return for which they bring money into the local
economy (chapter 1). 't raditionally these have been referred to as basic
industries, with the understanding that they were smokestack, or goods-
producing industries, as well as agriculture and mining. Today, rural
areas and small communities must recognize that some kinds of businesses
that are traditionally referred to as service establishments are in fact basic
sectors of the economy. For example, "service" businesses, such as

1 9



12 Econo.nic Development for Small Communities and Rural Awa.s

hotels and restaurants, that catct to tourists can be an important means
of bringing money into the local economy.

Corporate and Economic Instability
Today we live in an era of unparalleled changes in technology that create
whole new industries within a matter of years, while making old
industnes obsolete. Moreover, there is great turmoil within corporations
through acquisitions, leveraged buy-outs, and the purchase and sale of
corporate divisions. This translates to instabilityand often tragedyat
the level of individual corporate f.:cilities. A technological innovation or
a foreign acquisition can lead to closing a plant and el: ninating the jobs
in it. This creates a tremendous risk for small communities and rural areas
that depend on just a few industries and firms for much of their basic
employment.

Increased Competition ard Cooperation in
Seeking Jobs
Two seemingly contradictory trends coexist in economic development
today. On the one hand, more and more organizations seek development
with ever more sophisticated and expensive promotional programs. On
the other hand, smaller communities and rural areas are increasingly
banding together to conduct regional development efforts. The expla-
nation is that the escalating cost of development promotional efforts has
forced smaller communities to join together or be swept aside by the
competition.

Development agencies in smaller communities and rural areas must
recognize, however, that regional efforts arc not a cure-all. The neigh-
boring communities that you work with in these efforts are often also
your prime competitors for specific projects, so cooperati e arrangements
must be carefully crafted to succeed.

The Battle of Business Incentives and Business
Climate
Almost any experienced development official will say that the incentiN,e
game has gotten out of hand. But no one seems to know how to stop the
merry-go-round because, if just one state or community aps giving
incentives, it will be at a great disadvantage. The measure.nents of these
incentives and other elements of thc business climate tiav e become a

20



Facton Influencing Economic Development Prospects 13

virtual industry, with groups ranging from the accounting firm of Grant-
Thornton, to Inc. magazine, to the Corporation fo: Enterprise Develop-
ment, each issuing wildly differing rankings of "state b Js;ness climate."

What all of these rankings seem to show is that (1) different factors
are important to different businesses, (2) no one really knows what a
good business climate is, or (3) both 1 and 2. Whatever the case, small
communities and rural arew- should not become overly concerned with
the parlor game of rating business climates, nor should they be overly
concerned with the shell game of general business incentives.

The Growing Importance of Private-Public Sector
Partnerships
Economic de% elopment is a complex undertaking requiring many
resources and talents. Especially in smaller communitics and rural areas,
which have limited resources to work with, the public and private sectors
must work together to promote the regiou. There is plenty of work to go
around, as well as some ricaural division of labor. For example, private
sector groups often excel at marketing, while public bodies must be
involved in other ways, from the provision of infrastructure facilities to
zoning.

Conclusion
Smaller communities and rural areas generally share many common
characteristics that influence their development programs. Most have
stable or declining population numbers. Moreover, they have high
outmigration of young people after high school graduation and, as a
result, a rapidly aging population. Most have faced declining farmland
values and, as a result, declining property tax revenue. Provision of
essential serviceseducation, roads, and sewers, to name a fewhas
become more difficult. Perhaps the most pernicious change has been the
loss of small town retail and medical service functions. This not only
drains money from tne local economy, but has also begun to rob many
rural areas and small towns of their sense of community.

The trends discussed here certainly present a formidable array of
challenges on the horizon for the small town or rural developer. Perhaps
there is some comfort in knowing that other communities face the same
problems, certainly communities should look carefully to their neighbors
and not hesitate to imitate strategies that have brought thcm success.
Thus another important element of the development process is to
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14 Economic Developnwnt for Small Communities and Rural Aims

systematically assess what neighboring communitie: have done and
adopt their most successful strategies for your own community. This will
he discut, ,ed in more detail in chapter 6.

Reme:nber, however, that pure imitatioil is not likely to succeed. You
must adapt other communities' strategies to the needs, strengths, and
weaknesses of your own community rather than slavishly copying v%, hat
another community has done.

Sources of Information
Sources of information on trends and factors influencing economic
development prospects include Economic Development Today and
Readings in Economic Development (volumes I and II), published by the
American Economic Development Council, Conway and Liston, Facili-
ties Planning Thchnology, the National Academy of Engineering, ne
Thchnological Dimensions of International Comptuitivemss. the National
Governors' Association, Jobs, Growth & Competitiveness, Glen C. Pulver,
Community Economic Development Strategies, and University of Wis-
consin Division of Cooperati..c Education, Revitalizing Rural America.
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Chapter 3

Establishing a Successful
Economic Development
Program
No magic formula will guarantee succcss in economi,:. development.
Every community is unique in tcrms of its assets, liabilities, and
opportunities. Even morc importantly, every community diffcrs in its
history and governmental structure and has its own set of community
leaders, with their on personal strengths and weaknesses and habib of
intcraction.

Common Denominators of Success
Common denominators arc, however, found among successful develop-
ment organizations. These are common approaches not in terms of
budget, marketing plan, or cxact organizational structure, but rathcr in
how thcy operate. In my own work with communities, I have found ten
such common denominators of success for development organizations.

A Single Coordinating Organization
Each word in the heading above has meaning. A community should have
onc organization that has overall responsibility for coordinating devel-
opment efforts. This does not mean that thc single organization will do
everything, though it will certainly have some kcy tasks. Rather, it
indicates that similar to a football team, a development program needs
an organization to serve as a quarterback calling the plays.

Formal organization is also important. The umbrella organization for
cconomic development is today most commonly a not-for-profit cor-
poration with a title such as the "Greater Blankville Economic Devel-
opment Corporation" or the "Blank County Economic Development
Corporation." Whatever thc format, thc organization is formally incor-
porated, with a charter, bylaws, and officers. Typically it is a private-
publ ic partnership w ith representatives of both government and business
on its board.

All development-related organizations in the community should be
involved in this lead or umbrella organization and should look to it for
coordination and leadership. Eliminating turf battles between different
groupsfor example, municipal government, county government, and

15
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16 Ec.onomk Development for Small Communincs and Rural Areas

the chamber of commerceis one the most important and difficult
tasks facing an economic development organization.

Long Term Goals
Economic development is not a quick fix, and economic development
organizations are unlikely tu mount an immediately successful effort in
response to a crisis. Successful development organizations are in for the
long haul. They have annual plans and five-year plans. But there is a clear
understanding that the commitment is furever, that economic develop
ment will never be "done." Many development programs, including
espeually community infrastructure improvements, take a long time to
implement. Others, including marketing and retention efforts, take a long
time to bear fruit.

A Realistic Program
Optimism is a prerequisite for becoming involved in economic devel-
opment, but too much optimism only sets a community up for a fall.
Many development organiations hay e est.thlished goals for how many
jobs they will create each year for the next five years. 'Ibey fail to
Ncognize that they do not control but rather only influence the job
creation process.

Outside factorsthe economy, the decisions of private businesses
and luckwill determine succe.ss, and all of these factors will certainly'
not operate in your favor for one year much les.s for sev.eral years. You
must also recognize, unfortunately , that your community is not ivradise.
local businesses may choose to lea% c, and outside companies will look
at your community and choose to go elsewhere. 13e sure to avoid
recriminations and attempts to place blame for losing a prospect that y ou
never had.

Successful development organizations also learn tu prioritize. Your
money and time resources are limited, and it is impossible to do
everything that you want to do and indeed should do. You must put a
price tag on those things you want to do, realistically assess your money
and manpower resources, and select program goals that fit within your
resources. Otherwise, your development program is likdy to bog down
in half-completed efforts and plans that were never implemented.
Moreover, volunteers will soon burn out and drop by the wayside.

Broad Community 'Involvement
Whatever the particular title and organizational structure of a dev clop
ment organization, it must have broadly based community invohement
if it is to be soccessful in the long run. A self-appointed, "elite" group
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Establishing a Successful Economk Development Program 17

often has difficulty obtaining community support for its programs.
Moreover, a small group often is unable to remain innovative and fails to
change with the times. In one community where I worked as a
connItant, a former "elite" development foundation had more than
$200,000 in the bank from sale of industrial sites twenty years before. The
community could not use this money, however, because all of the
members of this group hadquite liwrallydied and the funds were
tied up in a legal limbo.

A conscious effort should be made to include a wide range of
membership on the board of directois of your economic development
corporation. For example, the board of directors of the greater Urbana-
Champaign fIllino;s1 Economic Development Corporation includes the
presidents of the two local chambers of commerce, the mayors of the two
communities, and representatives from local utilities, education, organized
labor, and the minority community. A board for an economic develop-
ment corporation should also strive to include younger as well as older
members and women as well as men.

Several additional devices can be used to broaden participation
within a development corporation. !:lost important an...mg these are.

Creation of committees to deal with var.ous areas, for example, ites,
transportation, labor, marketing, and retention.
Conducting surveys of existing business and employers to determine
problems and attitudes. This is especially appropriate in retention
efforts.
Publicity to let people in the community know what the corporation
is doing. This would include public meetings, newspaper stories, fact
sheets, brochures, and annual reports.

Effective Use of Manpower and Money Resources
Money and manpower are in short supply in any endeavor. This is true
of economic development, but resource!, are especially limited in a rural
or small town development group that does not operate from a large
population base and relies on volunteers. Careful strategic planning and
coordination among organizations is important for the wise use of
resources.

Bllaiice Between Continuity and Change
DevelOpment organizations must walk a fine line betwetl excessive
stability (discussed above) and the revolving door of cyclical ups and
downs and burnout. Too much stability produces fossilization Jr hard-
ening of the arteries, while too much change can lead a community to
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18 Economic Development for Small Communakl and Rural Areas

attempt to reinvent thc wheel every three years as new development
organizations and leaders arise.

Typically, members of the board of directors of an economic
development organization should serve for terms of about three years. In
my experience, in an organization with one-year terms, members of the
board arc coming and going so rapidly that they barely learn whm the
organization is doing before their term ends. As a result, they 0..e always
at thc bottom of the learning curve. On the other hand, board members
should rotate after one or two 1...:rms to give new blood a shot at
participation and leadership.

Established Incentive Programs
Incentives arc one of the most troublesome and potenti.dly diisie
aspects of cconomic development. Older firms that have long operated
in a community are often dismayed (to say the least!) to see a new and
unproven company gc. tax or other incentives that they do not receive,
especially if the new firm Ls a competitor. Thus it is well worth taking time
in advance to decide what ty pes cif Incentive.s your wmmunity will offer
and under what circumstances Ask yourself and consider carefully.

will you offer in:entives to a new company that competes with an
existing company in the community?

lb what types of businesses will you offer incentiv es?Th all firms that
generate jobs? To industrial employers only?

What types of penalties or erforcement pros Lsions w ill you have if a
company does not live up to its end of the bargain in terms of jobs
created or investment?

What programs will you offer? Enterprise zonesn'ax incr nl
financing? Reduced cost sites? Utility extensions at reduced or no
cost? Sales tax rebates?

Consideration of these que,tion.s in advance will d',ow you to explain
incentive policies in a meaninbful way to prospects. Prioi ev aluation can
also help to avoid charges of favoritism and unseemly and time-
consuming battles over incentiv es in tile presence of a dev elopment
prospect.

Suitable Sites
hey don't call it site selection for nothing, and your community , no
mattcr hcw attractive. is far less likely to attract new firms or retain
existing firms if it cannot provide high quality available sites. Virtually
every company is in a hurryor at least thinks it's in a hurrywhen s.ic
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seeking. Moreover, no firm wants any additional uncertainties of site
availability or quality to add to its other site selection woes. Other things
being roughly equal, a firm will locate or expand every time in the
community with the best physical site.

A cornfield on the edge of town is not a site. To be viable, a site
should have the following features:

Proper zoning and compatible neighbors. Stories of problems in
getting the proper zoning and objections 'from neighbors are legion
among site selectors. Even though these problems are much less
common in smaller cities and rural areas than in metropolitan areas,
most outside companies will be coming from a larger city and will
judge you by their experience.

Utilities available to the site, or at the very least engineering work and
cost estimates completed for such extension. Even the remote
possibility of million-dollar sewer extension costs and two-year
delays to get utility easements will cause the site selector to make the
safe choice of a site with utilities over a site without them. If your
community's site is the one without utilities, you are out of luck!

Road access should be available and of high quality.

Legal aspects of the site, including title and easements, should be
established and the development agency should be able to deliver
the site. In my work in site selection, I found that many sites had title
flaws or easements and were therefore useless because my client
could not buy or make reasonable use of them.

A willing seller and an established sale price. Most sites shown by
most communities do not meet these criteria. For example, in one
community in Missouri I was shown two "prime" sites. The owner of
one had already obtained commercial zoning, and the price of the
site was far out of reach of my industrial client. The other site was
owned by a farmer who believed that "good corn land should stay in
corn" and refused to even consider selling the parcel. A small
community development organization shou'd have ownership or at
least a firm option and Firm sale price on any site that is being actively
marketed.

-Physical condition of the site, including soil-bearing capacity and
potential for flooding, should be establis'ded. I have been shown sites
located on designated floodplains. It would be impossible for
anyone to Legally builda permanent structure on such a sitesowhy
show it?
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20 Economic Development for Small Communities and Rural Areas

This discussion of sites has been relatively lengthy because they are
so important to the economic development process, whether for indus-
trial or commercial development or for attracting a new company or
holding onto or expanding an existing company. The moral is simple.
Don't try to sell what you can't deliver.

Information and Informed Leadership
Information is the lifeblood of economic development and is the most
important thing that your community can provide to help attract or retain
a business. The range of info-mation that you may need is desc!.;oed in
more detail in chapters 5 ond 6. In addition to having good printed data,
successful communities have well-informed political and private sector
leaders who are willing and able to answer questions or to find the
answers quickly.

Confidentiality
Both retention and attraction programs require confidentiality to be
successful. Local companies considering expansion generally do not
waut to reveal their plans prematurely. Outside companies are notori-
ously concerned with confidentiality. Indeed, one .of the major reasons
that companies use outside site selection consultants is to preserve their
anonymity. Often, even community leaders who are dealing with a
company will not know its identity during the early stages of the site
selection process. Guessing the identity of an unknown prospect is the
favorite parlor game of economic developers.

Outside companies have various reasons for not wanting their
identity known. They may want to prevent rumors from developing in
their present locations, they may also not want competitors to gain this
information. Whatever "the reason, a firm's desire for anonymity should
be honored at all cost, because the consequence of re% ealing its identity
is ofteri the "death penalty." For example, an economic development
director in a small Georgia community recently revealed in a newspaper
interview that the community was one of three finalists for a major facility
of a multinational corporation. The result was swift and directthe next
day there were only two communities under consideration for the
facility.

An especially difficult area to deal with in terms of confidentiality is
what to do about newspapers and other media. When should a story be
published? Some newspaper editors are willing to hold back on a story
until negotiations with a prospect are complete. Others believe that they
are honor bound to report any news as soon as possible. My own
opinion is that newspapers (which most often cause disclosure problems),
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Establishing a Succescful Economic Development Program 21

and radio and television as well should report news, not make it. If a
story could cause a company to change its decision and thus cost the
community an investment, the media should wait. It is better to carry a
story about a facility locating in the community than causing the facility
to go elsewhere.

Steps in Getting Started
One of the most commonly asked questions in economic development
in a smaller community or rural area is: How do we get started? Often no
economic development organization exists yet, but only a small nucleus
of people who believe that something needs to be done to help ensure
the future prosperityindeed the very survivalof their community.
Very little Can be accomplished without an organized effort, so the
logical first step is for this nucleus of concerned citizens to begin to create
a formal development organization.

Defme the Area to Be Served
The first question that a group interested in economic development
should ask is: What is our community? That is, what is the geographic
scope of our development efforts? This may not be as easy to answer as
it would seem at first. Will your organization serve a single community,
the entire county, or some larger region? Many good arguments may be
made for a regional effort, including the regional impact of new job
creation and the greater financial and manpower resources that a
regional group may have. On the other hand, elected city officials may
be concerned prmiarily with improvement of their jurisdiction's tax base.
they will be much less enthusiastic about promoting growth if it is not
within the city's or village's corporate limits. There is no single correct
answer, successful development programs exist for particular cities, for
counties, and for larger multicounty regions. What is important is that
there be consensus within the group as to the geographic scope of the
area to be served.

Encourage a Wide Range of Participants
A second major question for a new (or continuing) development group
is: Who should be members of the group? As suggested above, a broadly
based group is much more likely to be successful ar.d to endure. Thus
another item high on the agenda of a new (or an established) development
group is to include as many individuals and interests as possible. Who
might be included? In no particular order, some likely members are
representatives of the following groups:
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The local chamber of commerce and the business community

City, village, township, and county government

The school district

Banking

Real estate sales and development

Organized labor
Special governmental districtsdrainage, parks, and so forth

Local two- and four-year colleges

Agriculture

Women

Minority groups

Downtown merchants
Outside development allies, including representatives of local utili-
ties, the state department of commerce, and other groups having an
interest in the growth of your area

Some people will want to participate even though they do not fit into
a readily defined group and will derive no special benefit from increased
economic development. Recognizecs well that some people, such as
bankcrs and developers, will have some clear personal benefit. It is
important to avoid favoritism, or even the appearance of favoritism,
toward particulai individuals or businesses in community development
effo rts.

Of course it is never possible to satisfy everyone. Madisonville,
Kentucky, has a sign at the entrance to town that says, "Home of 10,000
happy people and a few soreheads." In economic development, the
soreheads are people who are noL wiling to devote any of their time and
effort to the process and then complain that the results are not what they
wanted, ask why they were not consulted, and complain that the group
gave preference to someone else.

Establish a Formal Organization
Once you have defined what area you are working for and have brought
in a wide range of participants, the time has come to develop a formal
organization. Some members of the group may resist this, but my
experience indicates that a stable, long-term organization must have a
formal structure. This structure has several key components:

Elected officers who generally include at least a president, a vice
president, a secretary, and a treasurer. Terms of the officers should
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probably be no less than two nor more tharrthree years. This allows
time for officers to get to know their jobS while ensuring that
leadership will rotate in order to bring in new blood.

Formal bylaws defining the purpose of the organization, officers,
dues (if any), meeting times, qualifications for membership, quorum,
and other basic aspects of organizational structure.

Standing committees to deal with topics of continuing interest, such
as retention, marketing, and sites. Use of committees is an exLellent
way to involve a wide range of people and to develop future
leadership.

A budget that includes both expenses and sources of revenue. Even
if your organization does not have a paid staff, it will need a budget
for supplies, travel, memberships, training, and marketing materials.
There is no such thing as a free lunch or a free economic develop-
ment program. Knowing how much money will be required, where
it will go toand come fromis important. You will of course want
to keep expenses in line by using volunteers when possible and by
getting in-kind contributions such as having a local copy shop print
site brochures at cost or, better yet, for free as a public service.

Additional aspects of developing a specific work program and
budget are discussed in more detail in chapter 6.

Sources of Information
Additional information on procedures for getting organized is found in
the American Economic Development Council and The Fantus Company,
Guidelines for Estabkshing an Economic Development Organization,
Howard D. Bessire, A Handbook for the Eighties, Matt Kane and Peggy
Sand, Economic Development. What Works at the Local Level, and Ken-
neth C. Wagner, Economic Development Manual.
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Chapter 4

Common Problems Facing
Economic Development
Programs
Every area is unique and has its own particulai? mix of assets and
problems. Yet my experience in helping dozens of communities to meet
their economic development needs also indicates that most share a
surprising number of problems. Summarized below and illustrated with
examples from my experience are the most important of these common
dilemmas that communities face.

Complacency
The most general and serious problem that small communities and rural
areas face in economic development is complacency. Most of us tend to
believe that our home communities are good places in which to live,
work, and raise a family. In every community I have ever visited, quality
of life has been viewed as one of the ai ea's strongest assets. Frequently,
community leaders will add, "If anyone would just come and stay here
for a week, they would be sold on this townin fact we wouldn't bc Able
to chase them out with dynamite." Unfortunately, even if this were true,
outsiders will receive lasting impressions of your community in just a few
minutes or a few hours. Likewise, local businessmen will clearly
recognize those community shortcomings that influence their operating
costs and conditions, even though they may be avid community
boosters.

Complacency is often magnified by some other common human
traits. We generally tend not to see flaws that we have become
accustomed to in our own local environment, to overlook the overgrown
vacant lot near the edge of town, the boarded-up stores on Main Street,
and perhaps some unsightly signs and buildings along the highway
leading into town. Strangers do notice these things. In site selection,
neatness does count!

Complacency may also arise from the fact that at any given time the
vast majority of people in your area do have jobs. This leads many people
to conclude, "If it ain't broke, don't fix it." Ii today's world of rapidly
changing technology, corporate takeovers and international competition,
a community cannot just sit back and let fortune rule its fate even if things
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are going well today. You must prepare for the challenges that will come
in the next few years.

Community leaders in many cities and small towns in the Midwest
will admit that they were "fat, dumb, and happy" during the boom years
of the late 1970s and were totally unprepared to cope with the challenges
of the early 1980s. All communities should learn from this experience
and prepare for the economic challenges that will surely face us in the
1990s.

Poor Working Relationships Among
Development Groups
Lack .of trust and lack of communication are other universal problems
that plague all communities in their development efforts. Mistrust and
poor communications often begin at a fundamental level. The private
sector does not trust government. Government does not trust the private
sector. Local citizens may trust neither government nor business. And so
on. These general problems are reflected and magnified in development
efforts. Economic development is by nature a cooperative effort involving
various levels of government (state, county, city), the private sector (real
(:state developers and businesspersons), and utilities.

Incredible as it may seem, I once worked with a small community in
Tennessee whose local governmental officials assured me that the town's
wealthiest citizen and largest developer was "certifiably insane and
should be committed to a mental institution." For his part, the developer
assured me that city government was comprised only of "incompetents
and thieves." The only virtue I could see here was that, if the city officials
were incompetent as well as dishonest, they at least weren't stealing
much! More seriously, one can hardly picture either a local business or
an outside firm wanting to get involved in a mess like that.

If these groups do not work closely together in common develop-
ment programs and communicate regular:), with each other, a community's
development efforts are virtually doomed to failure. Yet i have seen
situations where economic development corporations were comprised
entirely of private sector members ("no governments allowed") or of
public agency, planning-oriented development agencies with no input
fron the private sector. The results are predictable. Dtwelopment
agencies get into turf battles as several agencies bicker over who should
perform a specific function, generally ihe "sexier" activities such as
entertaining prospects. Meanwhile, there is no overall development
plan, leaving large gaps in the community's development efforts. And no
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one wants to do the dull, time-consuming but absolutely necessary work,
such as gathering data or conducting a retention survey.

A successful economic development effort is a public-private part-
nership that brings together all of the different sectors in the community
under the leadership of a single development corporation that can
"quarterback" the entire effort. The development organization must also
be broadly based. It is not possible for an elite group to handle all of a
community's de% elopment efforts. If they try, the result is usually burnout
among the group members and distrust from the community. There is
plenty of work to go around to keep pvemment, private developers,
utilities, and volunteers from the general public busy.

Poor Image and Attitudes
Poor local self-image and defeatist attitudes are some of the most
frustrating problems many communities face. Many people love to play
the game that Eric Berne described as "Ain't It Awful" in his book Games
People Play. In almost any community there is a popular litany of
problems. Some of them are common to many communities. For
example, in many small communities, the common complaint ("ain't it
awful") is the lack of a "sit down" restaurant. Several have been started,
all have failed. Other complaints are a bit more unusual. In several small
towns in W),uming, the major complaint is how windy the area is:
"People won't come here because it's too windy."

How people can be both complacent and defeatist at the same time
is hard to cAplainbut it happens. The problem with local complaints is
that frequently they reflect something that is not truly very important to
economic development or something that no one can change. I have
never known of a business or an individual who based the decision to
locate somewhere or to relocate out of a community on whether the
community had a "sit down" restaurant, nor du I kno%; of anyone who
can control the wind!

Recognizing and ccr:,..un6 local flaws ,..an help local development
efforts, but it is also important to recognize which problems are
important and which are trivial, which you control (for example sites),
which someone else may control (for example highway access), and
which no one can control (the weather). Local residents must learn to
focus on what is important, to seek outside help when it is useful and to
change what they can, in other words to develop an action-oriented,
goal-directed approach. If the problem is trivial or if you can't do
anything about it, there is no use in discussing it endlessly.
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Communities must also avoid dwelling; on past problems and trying
to place blame for the mistakes that brought them about. In one
community, I was regaled by stories of how municipal officials had made
it difficult for a local not-for-profit development corporation to get a road
and sewer extension to an industrial site it was developing. The problem
sounded serious until I discovered 'hat it had happened thirty years
before, that the corporation involved 1 ad long since dissolved, and that
the municipal officials in office at that time were all dead.

Limited Vision
Very few of us are granted the mixed blessing of being big-picture

thinkers or of visualizing our community as being very different from
what it is today. While smaller communities and rural development
agencies must avoid pie-in-the-sky thinking, they also should not be too
timid.

It is important to look around and see what other towns in your area
have done that is successful. Perhaps they have created an industrial
park, or established an annual festival that attracts thousands of visitors,
or revitalized Main Street. You must also be willing to reconsider old
ideas. A suggestion should never be buried with the eight fatal words,
"We tried that before and it didn't work." Did it fail because it was a bad
idea? Or because it was poorly executed? I lave times changed? Just
because something did not work in 1955 doesn't necessarily mean that
it won't work today.

A friend of mine says, "Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery"so
don't be bashful about flattering your neighbors. Recognize, however,
that you do not have to do something just because they did. Also
recognize that theft accomplishments took a great deal of effort. Even
such a seemingly simple program as getting downtoval merchants to stay
open on the same night of the week can turn out to be a tremendous
effort.

Lack of Outside Investment
Huge sums of money are being invested in new industrial, commercial,
and residential development every day. Unfortunately for most com-
munities, the bulk of this money flows to just a few "hot" areas, almost
all of which are in metropolitan centers. Even more than retaining and
creating jobs, thc goal of economic development programs is to retain
and create investment. After all, it is the dollars that create the lobs. Yet
many small communities have small, conservative financial institutions.
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Their lending limits arc low, and small town bankers arc notoriously risk-
averse and unwg to put money into new and unfamiliar types of
businesses. Increasinbiy, small (and even large) communities arc served
by branches of outside banks that often do a good job of collecting local
savings, but choose to invest the money for higher returns elsewhere.

A word of warning about outside investment must be given,
however. If investment does come into the comaiunity, it tends to raise
difficult questions for local economic developers and local government.
Many communities have had the opportunity to attract a national
franchise such as Wal-Mart or McDonald's. Many new ;_bsoftcn well
over a hundred when part-time employees are countedwill be cicated
and new sales tax revenue will be generated. Popular chain retailers can
also slow the drift of retail trade to larger cities.

But all of these benefits come at a cost. The big, well-tinanced chain
retailer's success may be ihe final nail in the coffin of small, home-owned
businesses that have been struggling. Should your community ex*.
utilities to the site for a new McDonald s! Should you give incentives for
a new \Val-Mart? Are the many new jobs created by the franchise more
important than keeping locally owned businesses in operation? There is
no single right answer to these questions, but you will have to come up
with answers if a franchise conside-s locating in your community.

Limited Commitment to Economic Development
Economic development is increasingly el 'uroad process that encom-
passes many elements of general community development. You must
not only sell youri productwhich is your communityyou must also
improve it. Likewise, economic development is not a quick fix. Many
communities become interested in economic development during a
recession period and lose interest when the national and local econo-
mics begin to gruw again. Yet little success can come cluing a recession
or a local crisis. Efforts during these times must be directed toward lay ing
the base for sound, long-term development. To be successful, your
community must recognize that it needs to have a permanent commit-
ment to economic development and that development programs w ill
take a great deal of effort, often with little immediate gain.

Poorly Developed Policies on Incentives
The granting of incentives to new and expanding businesses has become
a regular part of the economic development process. ;ncentives can
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attract businesses that would otherwise have gone elsewhere and can
make projects possible that would not otherwise have been donc.

Incentives can also bc an expensive and an unfair giveaway. How
much can you give in lix incentives through a TIF district before a new
development is actuahy costing morc than it generates in tax revenue?
How can you decide who should receive incentives and who should not?
What do you say to long-established businesses that complain that they
have been generating jobs and taxes for decades and wonder why a ncw
business should ge! incentives? How can you prevent "kiss and run"
businesses from taking incentives and then leaving the community a fcw
ycars later?

These are all questions that you must face in today's development
climate. The best advice is to carefully define in advance why the
community offering incentives and whcn they will bc offered. This can
at least minimize the questions of favoritism and allow the issues to be
discussed thoroughly, which will not be possible in dealing with a
specific incentive request. Also, it is wise to be wary of new or expanding
firms that first ask the question, "What incentives will you give us?" Thc
firm should be interested in your community primarily on its basic merits,
not for its incentives. If a locally sponsored project makes no sense
unless it is heavily subsidized, or if your community makes no sense as
a location for an outside investment unless there arc large financial
incentives, offering them is just asking for trouble.

Finding Volunteer Time
In today's pressure-cooker world, it is difficult for most of us to find time
for volunteer jobs. Yet economic development efforb in small commu-
nities and rural areas typically have no paid staff and are based entirely
on volunteer efforts.

Those who are busiest. including especially successful businesspeoplc,
arc those whose input is n ost valuable to an economic development
program. Fortunately, those who are busiest arc mos, often willing to
takc on ncw responsibilities. It is important to make a real effort to get
and keep businesspeuple involved, especially those from the industrial
sector. I have worked with many small towns that arc attempting to
attract or retain industry, yet have no representadves of existing industry
on the bor.ird of their cconomic development corporation.

The basic rule for attracting volunteers is to set a limited objective for
any particular volunteer's effort. This also allows you to get more people
involved, make the process more communitywide, and avoid burnout.
For example, ask an individual volunteer to become an expert on one
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arca of development, perhaps available sites or electric supply. Then you
can call on him or her for that limited arca of expertise. Or you can assign
a project of short duration; for example, responsibility for getting a
community information data sheet printed.

Conclusion
Some of the problems your community facescomplacency, poor self-
image, lack of vision, limited local investment, limited understanding of
the development process, what level of incentives to grant, and finding
volunteer timeare universal among small town development agencies.
No community is likely to ever solve them, but recognizing that you arc
not alone in having these problems and considering thc insights and
suggestions provided here will be helpful.

Sources of Information
For further discussion of many of these common problems, bee American
Economic Development Council, Readings in Economic Developinent
(volumes I and II), Kenneth C. Wagner, Economic Development Manual,
Wisconsin Economic Development Associvion, Wisconsin Community
Preparedness Manual, and thc Economic Development Review. Orgini
zations of particular assistance are the American Economic Development
Council, the Council for Urban Economic Development, and the Economic
Development Institute.
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Chapter 5

The Site Selection Process
A primary goal of economic development programs is to influence
corporate site selection. Influencing the site selection decision is vital to
attracting new investment and employment from outside the Community
and is just as important to creating new businesses and retaining existing
businesses. How and why businesses choose where to locate is without
doubt the most frequently discussed topic in economic development, it
is also one of the most misunderstood. This chapter will review some of
the basics:

What types of site selection decisions do businesses make?

What factors control these decisions?

What steps does a business go through in selecting a site?

At what points and how can your community influence the site
selection decision?
How can you best have a positive influence on your community's
chances in a site selection decision?

An understanding of these topics is a prerequisite to knowing what
your community's true strengths and weaknesses for economic devel-
opment are and for designing an action program to improve your
development prospects. Failure to understand the site selection process
!eau:, a community to spend a great deal of time and money doing things
that will not materially improve its prospects for attracting and retaining
businesses while ignoring other important action areas. Failure to
understand the site selection process can also lead t, needless bickering
and recrimination over opportunities that were lust through no fault of
community development organizations. Finally, an understanding of
what factors arc important in business site selection and what makes a
comrnuniLy an attractive location is as important for retaining and
creating busint.,,es as it is for attracting outside business development.

Types of Site Selection Decisions

start-up
All companies face at least one site selection decision during their
corporate history. Where should the business be established? This is true
of retail businesses, manufacturers, wUesalers, high-tech business,
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low-tech businessesall businesses. Because the start-up decision is
made by aI businesses and because it influences so many decisions that
follow, this is undoubtedly the most important of all site selection
decisions.

The start-up decision is often ignored by economic developers.
Generally entrepreneurs choose to start a new business in their home
town, wherever that may be. Just think of the difference it would have
made if I Ienry Ford had been from St. Louis rather than from Detroit! One
important job of community economic development organizations is to
help new busincss start-ups by making it easier for them to find
financing, space, and all of the other things a new business needs.

Expansion
The second most common site selection decision is expansionall
growing companies must make this decision sooner or later. Expanding
on-site at a business's current location is always easiest, yet it may not
always be possible or desirable. Somc busincsscs cannot expand
because of the physical limitations of their current building or sitethere
is simply nowhere to grow. Other businesses may locate expansion
elsewhere for a variety of reasons. For example, they may want to be
iisarer their customers. After all, McDonald's didn't sell 70 billion
hamburgers from one store.

Businesses often expand at ncw locations because of the strong
"pull" of operating advantages, such as lower wages, lower utility costs,
or tax incentives. Unfortunately, Some businesses choose to expand in
new locations because of the "push" of operating difficulties in their
current location. Moreover, as many midwestern and northeastern
communities discovered, expansion by local manufacturing companies
in Sunbelt and foreign locations with better operating ccnditions and
costs was only the first part of a two-step process. Expansion at a new
location was followed by ,ontractionand perhaps complete closure of
facilities in old locations. Bit by bit they lost companies that had been the
mainstay of the community. In business retention you must make certain
that your community does not "push" any local business to locate
elsewhere because of avoidable cost or operating difficulties.

Relocation
A one-time, complete relocation of a business, simply pulling up stakes
in community A and moving to community 13, is rare. Yet this aspect of
site selection receives a great deal of attentbn, partly because it is
dramatic compared with the establishment of a small new firm. There
were r.) newspaper headlines when General Motors, IBM, or almost any
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ther company was founded, despite their future importance. A reloca-
tion also gets a great deal of attention because it tends to put the issues
of economic developmentoperating costs, operating conditions, busi-
ness climate, and incentivesinto clear perspective.

The nature of a site selection decision also varies with the type of
company. Franchise restaurants make these decisions on a contiLuous
basis; new locations are how they grow. Public utilities, on the other
hat.d, are assigned their service territory by government regulation and
so cannot relocate.

Major multinational corporations make site selection decisiol._ within
the context of an ever-changing "portfolio" of products and locations. A
branch plant for such a company is part of a much larger strategy
involving many different products, functions, and locations. For most
manufacturing companies which are small or mid-sized, the site selection
decision is a rare and traumatic occurrence.

Control Factors in Site Selection
While many factors influence site selection, only a few are strong enough
to really control the location process. A first and overriding control factor
is familiarity and knowledge. For any company, a site is chosen from
among those locations it is familiar with. This is why most new
companies are started in the founder's home townthis is the location
he or she knows best. The goal of economic deve' opment marketing to
outside companies is, above all else, to make them aware that your
community exists so that it can become a possible candidate location.

Cost Factors
Cost factors are generally the starting place in a site search, and for good
reason. A business cannot succeed if it does not make a reasonable
profit. Once profitability is assured, a business may consider quality of
life and other operating conditions.

Markets and Raw Material Sources
Market proximity is a major location factor for most i.rms. A few
companies are termed "footloose" because their product does not
involve major transportation costs for 1:ringing in raw materials and
shipping out the finished product. But even theoretically footloose
companiescomputer manufacturers are a good examplehave many
reasons to be near and easily access,ole to their customers so that they
can understand and respond to theii needs. For retail, service, and
wholesale firms, mari-et proximity is the heart of he site selection
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process. For a fast food restaurant, the right location is one that has the
maximum possible number of customers within a nearby area. Other
decisions, such as finding an available piece of property on a major
thoroughfare, are purely tactical.

For some firms, access to raw materials is a key. This relationship is
clear for a grain miller who must be near the farmers who supply the raw
material. It can also be important for other types of firms for reasons that
might not be so obvious. For example, many new food additives and
pharmaceutical products are produced by fermentation processes that
use the by-products of wet grain milling as their feedstock, that is, their
raw material. Thus, for many of these firms, being near a wet-grain
milling center is a major location factor and can be an important aspect
of a community's economic development program.

Labor
Traditionally, labor has been thc most important single cost and location
factor for most businesses. This is still true today, although automation,
rising energy and transportation costs, higher land and building costs,
and other factors have made labor less dominant in the cost picture than
it once was. To be successfulyour community must still be competith e
in terms of labor costs.

Increasingly, labor supply, productivity, quality, skills, and work
ethic are becoming more important in a firm's site selection decision than
simple hourly wage rates. Some of the reasons for this are demographic
and economic. As discussed in chapter 2, the number of new workers
entering the labor force is rapidly declining. This decline, when combined
with the impact of eight years of continued economic expansion in the
1980s, has put a real squeeze on the labor supply. This is especially the
case in some rapidly growing high-tech areas such as New England and
in many rural areas that have had decades of continued outmigration of
younger people.

Also, the increasing incorporation of technology in virtually every
type of ;Gt. from auto mechanics to clerical work to traditional manu-
facturingcalls for better reading and mathematical skills and a gener
ally higher level of employee competence. Education, literacy, and
numeracy (ability to handle arithmetic and mathematics) rather than low
cost have become the new buzzwords in describing what employers are
looking for in workers.

Unionization, which was a major factor in site selection in the 1960s

and 1970s, has faded in importance in the 1980s for several reasons.
Labor unions are weaker and less aggressive now than they were ten or
twenty years ago, although this could certainly change in the future. Also,
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the sectors of the economy that are expanding most rapidlyservices,
clerical, and high-techare generally the least unionized. Site selectors
have also become more sophisticated. No longer is the level of union-
ization viewed as a simple litmus test of a community's labor-management
climate. Rather, educational levels, strke history, abscnteeism, turnover
rates, and other productivity-related facors are more closely analyzed.

Utilities
Utility costs have become a more important site selection factor over the
last two decades as basic energy costs have risers. Electric and natural gas
rates have become much more complex, with many specialized rates and
with negotiated rates for larger users. For site selectors, utility territories
have become "invisible states," and the cost differences between these
"states" are often far more significant than the more generally recognized
tax cost differentials among states.

Sewer and water costs are only minor factors for the vast bulk of
firms, but there are exceptions. For example, food processors may
require large amounts of water and may discharge tremendous amounts
of organic matter, creating high BOD (biologic oxygen demand) load-
ings in their wastewater. For these firms, both cost and availability of
water supply and wastewater treatment are important site selection
factors. There is no more effective way for a community u halt economic
development than to have a sewer moratorium.

Corporations seeking sites consider capabilities as well as cost in
evaluating a community's utility service. This presents a particular
problem for small communities and rural areas. Electric service is often
through rural cooperatives, which are not as experienced in serving the
needs of larger industrial and commercial customers as are larger
investor-owned and public utilities. Water and sewer utilities in small
communities may be unable to meet the additional demands of a
medium or large industrial or commercial user, even if they are well run
and have sufficient reserve capacity to meet existing community needs.
In small communities and rural areas, central water, sewer, and natural
gas services may be entirely unavailable. For all of these reasons, smaller
communities and rural areas are often not considered as locations for
many types of facilities.

Increasingly, high quality, high capacity telephone service is a
location factor. Somc firms, such as order fulfillment centers, need high
volume, voice-grade communications, while others, such as branch
manufacturing plants, depend on data transmission of everything from
orders to payroll. Smaller communities and rural areasespecially those
not served by major telephone companiesare at a disadvantage in
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trying to attract or retain the increasing proportion of companies having
sophisticated telecommunications needs.

Transportation
Transportation costs are an important factor for manufacturing firms. Just
how a community measures up in terms of transportation costs will, of
course, depend on the firm's sources of materials and markets.

One interesting example of trar.sportation costs is provided by the
firm that is distributing to a national market. A very regular pattern of
transportation costs and location exists in this case, with the lowest costs
being in Kentucky, Tennessee, southern Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio, as
illustrated by Exhibit 1. It is no wonder that most of the "transplant"
foreign auto producers such as Mitsubishi, Honda, Nissan, and Isuzu
have located in just this region. After all, a freight cost differential of $100
per car will add up to a billion dollars in five years for a plant producing
200,000 cars per year. Yet many small communities from Minnesota to
Texas to Florida worked hard to lure thc General Motors Saturn plant,
which went to Spring Hill, Tennessee.

Taxes and Business Climate
Taxes are a much less important and a more complex site selection factor
than is commonly recognized. Taxes generally account for only a few
percent of the total operating cost of a facility and can be easily
overwhelmed by other cost factors. But taxes are discussed a great deal,
probably for two reasons. (1) they are visiblea company gets a bill, and
(2) they are negotiablea company can try to lower this cost factor.

No single best tax climate exists, because businesses vary tremen-
dously. Some states and communities tax real property heavily, which is
a problem for a manufacturing firm witt very expensive plant facilities,
but not a problem for a service firm that has few if any real property
assets. Other states tax corporate income heavily, which is much more of
a problem for established, profitable firms than new start-ups. Franchise
taxes, MN, entury taxcs, and a host of others also influence firms differently.
Thus a site search must carefully evaluate how the tax structure of a
particular state and community relates to the corporation's specific
characteristics.

Municipal, township, special district, and county taxes especially
influence site selection whcn the issue gets down to particular parcels.
At this point, as a firm is comparing site A in your community to site B
in a community a few miles away, local taxcs and tax incentives can
become an important factor even_though locally variable taxes are
generally only a fraction of a percent of total costs. This is so because the
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Exhibit 1 Interstate Highway Accessibility Ranking

Highest accessibility is ranked 100; lowest accessibility is ranked 0.
Alaska and Hawaii not included in calculations.
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site selection process has led to consideration of only those locations that
score very well on other cost factors; even a small tax cost difference can

be decisive.

Non-Cost Factors
Non-cost factors are also important in site selection. Most significant
among them are access to specialized suppliers, access to training
facilities, environmental regulations, and quality of life.

Lack of specialized suppliers and services is one of the biggest
hurdles that small communities and rural areas must face in attracting
businesses. Many manufacturing firms need specialized services, such as

anodizing or heat treating. In many other cases, local-access, general-
business services such as accounting or specialized maintenance are

important.
For many firms, access to community college training programs is an

important factor and will be evaluated with special care. A few firms arc

also highly concerned about the availability of college training and
postgraduate education for managerial personnel. Given the increasing

need for high quality, well-educated employees, virtually all firms arc

now closely scrutinizing the quality of local primary and secondary
education, especially in terms uf providing basic skills in reading and

mathematics.

Environmental Regulation
Environmental regulations are not a controlling factor for the over-
whelming majority of site selection decisions. But they arc crucial for a
few decisions and are likely to becomemore important in the next
several years. Environmental questions center around four issues: (1) air

emissions, (2) wastewater discharge, (3) solid waste, and (4) disposal of
toxic and hazardous wastes. The issue of environmental regulation is far

too complex to deal with in detail here, so I must limit myself to a few

general comments.
The environment is likely to become a more important issue for

several reasons. First, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency continues

to develop more stringent standards for control of pollution and toxic
substances. This, however, is probably less important than the fact that
many target dates for attaining varieus environmental standards estab-
lished over the last twenty years are now coming due. Finally, increasing

use of technology in manufacturing and business in general has resulted
in the increasing use of exotic and often highly toxic chemicals.
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Rural areas and small communitics arc frequently at an advantage in
having less severe existing environmental problems. Thus thcy do not
fac, the increasingly draconian limitations on development that arc
being placed on air quality nonattainment arcas. On the othcr hand,
small communities and rural arcas have oftcn bccn less sophisticated in
dealing with env ironmental hazards. As a result, these areas arc finding
that they arc the scene of toxic waste disposal sites and "midnight
dumping.' In a fcw cases, unscrupulous businesses have attempted to
takc advantage of a small community's lack of regulatory and enforce-
ment policies and the desire to create jobs to operate hazardous facilities,
although statc and federal environmental regulations make this in-
creasingly difficult.

Quality of Life
Finally, quality of life is an important sitc selection factor for almost any
facility. I have saved this factor until last bccausc that is where it generally
falls in thc sitc selection proccss. Normally a firm reduces its numbcr of
choices to a handful of "bcst" locations bascd on operating cost and
operating conditions. While quality of life inay have contributed to
getting down to this short list, it is rarely thc most important factor. In thc
end, however, a site selector is faced with several locations, all of which
look good on paper in tcrms of cost and operating conditions.

Two exceptions to this generalization arc high-tech facility locations
and corporate headquarters. Because top technical and managerial talent
is so rare and because these persons arc so important to/the future value
of the company, thc site selection decisions for these facilities arc (or at
least should be) recruitment dccisions. The location that will do the most
to help rccruit thc bcst people is thc best location, with cost factors being
of only sccondary importancc. For various reasons, however, both high-
tech and headquarter sites are almost nonexistent outsidc major metro-
politan areas, so this exception to the importancc of quality of life is a
moot point for small town and rural cconomic developers.

Intangible Factors
My own experience in site selection has taught me that you can't go
strictly by thc numbers. Four communitics that arc indistinguishable
based on statistical data can be % astly different places on the ground.
Some communities may be neat and tidy, othcrs arc unkcmpt, even
though they have nearly identical income levels. Some communities
have a high degree of community spirit, others arc contentious. A field
inspection of the communities and a meeting with civic leaders quickly
reveal these differences.
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This is an important point to rememberno matter how unique and
wonderful you may think your town is, it looks just like many others on
paper. The difference between being the bride and the bridesmaid
between being number 1 and number 2 in site selectionis often quality
of life and community cooperation. &member, too, that community
cooperation is more than just giving incentives, it is also instilling
confidence. When a company "buys your product" by selecting your
community as a location, it is placing tremendous faith in you, your
truthfulness, and your ability to keep promises as well as to make them.

Steps in the Site Selection Process
Any site selection, whether it is a branch plant location, a new business
start-up, a relocation, or an expansion, goes through a predictable series
of steps. Though the details will vary among types of firms, the basic
outline is the same. Sometimes thc order of the steps changes, and often
a firm will go back and rework an earlier step bccausc of new
information gathered during the site selection process. In many cases a
"no go" decision will be made at some point. The selection process will
then be terminated, generally either because of changing economic
conditions for the firm (declining sales or profits, higher interest rates,
and the like) or because the firm learns that it had unrealistic expecta-
tions about the potential market for its product or what kind of costs or
operating conditions could be obtained.

Often site selection is a stop-and-go process, which can be maddening
for communitics working with firms, whether local companies planning
an expansion or outside companies considering a location. One day
representatives of the firm are in a tremendous hurrythey want
information or commitments by tomorrow. Then they disappear for six
months while the project is put on hold, waiting for better market
conditions, financing, or approval at a higher level of management. All
you can do as an economic developer is respond as best as possible to
requests for informationand suppress your natural human urge to
strang'e someone who asks you to do the impossible by tomorrow and
then disappears for several months.

Dil flied below are my observations on the site selection process,
based on working with many firms as a site selection consultant, along
with my comments about what you can or can't do to influence the
process. Just remember that not all site selections go by thc book (at least
not this book!) and that it is difficult to know just where a firm is in its
decision-making process. Often you will not even know the identity of
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an outside prospect early in the process, which will add a little my&ery
and intrigue to your life.

Step 1: Defining the Facility
This is probably the most important step in the entire process for your
communitys success in attracting or retaining a facility, because during
this phase firms define both what they will produce and the basic
requirements to produce it. Unfortunately, this is also a step that takes
place behind closed doors far from the eyes of economic developers.

Within this general phase a company or entrepreneur wili define the
following:

The product or mission of the facility

Managerial and technical skill needs to operate the facility

Overall anticipated employment levels and skill needs

Utility requirements (water, sewer, electric, natural gas)

Site and building requirements

Supplier and service requirements

Environmental constraints (water or air pollution, solid waste genera-
tion)

Relation to other corporate and competitor facilities

It is common for the definition of the facility to change during the site
selection process as the company learns more about not only its own
needs, but also what is reasonably available in the real world. Many
companies begin with an impossible wish list of desires that they will
never be able to meet in one location. For example, they want highly
skilled workers and low wages or to be in a major metropolitan area but
also to be in an area with a low level of unionization. As they continue
through the site selection process, companics have to decide what is
most important and make choices based on these decisions.

Step 2: Geographic Analysis of the Market
New facilities are often built to serve new markets. This was thc primary
reason for the growth of the Sunbelt in the 1980s. Growth of this region
in the 1960s and 1970s created new demand and companies moved in or
were established to meet that demand. You must recognize, however,
that different facilities will serve different markets. In the example of the
auto manufacturers given earlier in this chapter, the market is the United
States. Other facilities might serve a market regton ranging from the local
community (especially for retail facilities), to a multistate region, to the
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world. The local market is typically most important for retail operations,
while regional and national markets are more important for manufacturers.
A company will also try to forecast the level and geographic distribution
of demand for some future planning time, perhaps five years, and will
take this into account in determining the size and location of a new
facility.

Step 3: Deciding to Do a Eite Search
This may appear to be self-evident, but that is far from the case. In fact,
many if not most considerations of building a new facility do not ever
lead to a formal site selection process. Even if a company concludes that
new product lines or expanding markets require more production
capacity, there are various ways of achieving this end. A company may
renovate and automate an existing facility or add onto it rather than seek
a new facility. Increasingly, companies seek to gain new production
capacity by acquiring operating facilities or entire companies. In some
cases, however, the most reasonable solution is to search for a new
location, whether that means starting from scratch in a "greenfield" site
or buying an existing building.

Of course, a business expansion or business retention decisien is
simply a site selection process from the point of view of the community
where a firm is currently located. One of your jobs as an economic
developer is to convince local companies that they already have the best
possible site and that they cannot find better operating costs and
conditions elsewhere.

Step 4: Freight Cost Analysis
An early step in a site search for a manufacturing facility is generally a
freight cost analysis. In this analysis, the company can compute the
inbouno cost of raw materials at various sites as well as the outbound
shipping cost to customers. This allows the company to narrow its region
of search by Finding a least freight cost location and determining the
additional cost ("cost penalty") that would be incurred by moving away
from that location. Very high freight cost penalties arc not likdy to be
overcome by savings in other areas such as labor or taxes, so high freight
cost areas can be eliminated from consideration. For nonmanufacturing
companies, other cost factors may serve the same basic role as freight.
For example, for a corporate office v., ith a great deal of personnel travel,
the cost and time required to transport people is a major consideration.

Step 5: Defining the Search Area
On the basis of freight costs and market area, a firm usually defines a
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search area for a facility. Here are a few examples from my own site
selection expi ience:

Between 50 and 150 mil-s from Chicagofor a manufacturer of steel
furniture that eventually located in a town of 9,000

Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Kentuckyfor ar automotive component
supplier that eventually located in a community of 16,000
In a city of more than 250,000 with excellent flying weatherfor an
aircraft manufacturer

Towns of fewer than 25,000 within a triangle bounded by Houston,
Dallas, and San Antonio, Texas--for a furniture manufacturer that
eventually located in a town of 10,000

If your community is outside the area of sear,..:h or does not meet the
basic site criteria of a company, it will not be considered, much less
selected, as the facility location.

Step 6: Initial Screening
Even within these delimitcd search areas, however, there are likely to be
hundreds if not thousands of communities that can be considered as
potential locations. Thus at this s, site selection is a ruthless process
of winnowing the locations under consideration down to a manageable
number that can be screcoed more thoroughly. This screening phase
usually concentrates on several "knockout" factors, any one of which will
eliminate a community from further consideration. These knockout
factors could include a minimum size of the locat labor force, distance to
an interstate highway, available sewer capacity, or any one of dozens of
other items that are important for the particular facility.

Often the criteria used in initial screening are quite arbitrary. This
screening is typically done without contacting community (!evelopment
organizations, because the information is readily obtained from the state,
utility companies, or a computerized database. Despite its brief and
arbitrary nature, this preliminary screening tends to be final, that is,
communities du not reenter the site search at a later stage once they have
been dropped.

One of the most fatal problems at this phase is lack of information.
If a community's data sheet indicates "no data available" or simply has a
blank for sewer capacity, a firm generally drops the community from
consideration. Lack of data is viewed as an indication of a potential
problem or at least a community's lack of commitment to provide
information; hundreds of other communities do provide complete
information.
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The most important thing for a community developer to recognize is
that at this phase a sitc selector's interest is either unknown to you or is

very limited. When a prospect asks for certain specific information
during an initial contact, it is usually for screening purposes. It is very

important that you provide all of the information requested and that you
make it readily accessible. Site selectors do not want to wade throagh a
four-inch-thick pile of information they did not request just to find the

eight facts thcy did request.

Step 7: Second-Round Screening
Beginning with a list of hundrcds of communities and several knockout
factors, the site selector can usually narrow the field to 10 to 20
communities for more intensive invd.!,,gation. It is often at this point that
the site selector will first make direct contact with community develop-
men, officials. You as a community developer should recognize that
yours is still probably only one of many areas undcr consideration and
that the real work has just begun.

Often an important factor at this point in the process is evaluation of
available sites and buildings. They don't call the process site selection for
nothing! Unfortunately, many communitics, including some very large

ones, do a poor job of V.:lc:ring and presenting inforr. ation on sites and
buildings. They have elaborate color brochures on the quality of life and

a fly-specked hand drawing of the site or building layuut. Care should be
given to providing complete site and building information and to
presenting it in a professional fashion.

Information on sites should include not only standard data nn size

and utilities, but also an asking price. Nothing bothered me more in site
selection projects than a community or developer who acted coy about
price. A blank is not an answer to the question "site price," nor is the
term "negotiable." Any firm worth dealing mi!th knows that the price is
negotiable. The question is. At what price is thc. seller beginning the
negotiation process? Items that should be included in a good, clear, but
not ur.-2:,;!.; f!incy site description arc provided in chapter 9.

Step 8: Field Visits
Generally a professional site selector will narrow the field of communi-
ties under consideration down to three or four on the basis of secondary
screening and will then undertake field visits. A corporation doing its
own site selection study will usually visit more communities, perhaps
five, seven, ten, or even more. Often this is the first view the site selector
will have of your community. It is, therefore, important that everyone in
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thc rclatively largc cast who is involved in local economic development
do a good job and know his or hcr part.

A site visit is usually bricf, ranging from a fcw hours to two dzys.
During that time thc she selector or scicction tcam will want to meet with
local employers in larger firms and firms within their particular busincss.
These visits arc most informative, bccausc through thcm a site selector
can learn a grcat deal morc than factual information. After a fcw
interviews, community attitudes bcgin to comc throuLh cicarly. And
local busincssmen may tell prospects somc things you would rather thcy
did not hcar. During a sitc visit a prospcct will also typically mcct with
local elected officials and utility representatives and will look at prom-
ising sitcs and available buildings.

Scvcral words of caution arc in ordcr in dcaling with site visits:

Don't try to hide anything. Problcms will usually come out eventu-
ally, and whcn thcy do, your credibility is gonc.

Show thc prospects what thcy want to scc, not what you want to
show thcm. Timc is short in a site visit, and peoplc do not likc to havc
thcir timc wastcd.

Bc well prcparcd and usc your allies. The powcr company reprc-
scntativc will have the best grasp of electric ratcs, thc rcal estate salcs
companies will know thc sites best, thc state commerce dcpartmcnt
representative will havc the bcst grasp on how inccntive programs
work; and thc wastewater trcatmcnt plant operator will know those
trickling filters likc no onc else.

Don't wcar your prospects out. Many communities sccm to try to
attract firms by ovcrkill and cxhaustion. Scheduling too many
intcrvicws does not allow enough timc for any of thcm and invites
schcduling problcms. Prospects who arc kept going from dawn to
midnight without a brcak will not bc happy whcn they leave your
commu nity.

Step 9: Ranking Alternatives
Pity the poor prospects! Thcy do have a problem. choosing between
apples and oranges. Onc community has low frcight costs, the second a
good labor forcc, thc third good living conditions. I low to choose? At this
point, a firm must dccidc which factors arc rcally the most important,
bccausc onc communky ncvcr has all of the advantages. Eventually,
however, the communities arc rankcd and the site selection recommen
dations will bc madc. Evcn if you arc the recommended community,
howcver, the process is far from ovcr.
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Step 10: Engineering Analysis, Legal Analysis, apd Options
It is a long way from a recommendation to a facility. Often a company
will take out an option on a site or building at this point, but this is hardly
an assurance that they will be coming to your community. Prudent site
selectors will take out options in more than one community so that the}
are not left out in the cold by an unforeseen problem. Two areas require
special attention. First, an engineering analysis of the site should bc made
to assure that the drainage, soil-bearing characteristics, and other factors
are acceptable. Second, a legal analysis is also important, because a flaw
in the title or an unexpected easement can eliminate a site. Problems in
either of these two areas could knock your site and possibly your
community out of the running.

Stcp 11: Implem, atation
Even after the groundwork has been laid, all the anal} ses done. And all
of the recommendations made, many site sdection decisions stall out for
long periods or fizzle out completely. WIty? The most important reason
is probably money or, more accurately, the lack of it. Obtaining financing
Is often time-consuming and uncertain for smaller companies, obtaing
internal approval in large corporations can be just as time-consuming
because approvals are often required from a board of directors.

As the time approaches for making a site decision that may influence
the future of the entire companynot to mention the individuals
involvedmany of the basic questions reassert themseh es. Is this new
faeity really a good idea? Corporate politics may also enter the picture.
some people oppose a facility within a company because they think the
product it will make is a mistake or because they belie% e the money
could be spent more wisely for other things. Perh.ps market conditions
have changed. Thus there are often delay.s ranging from a few weeks to
several months during the final phases of the site selection process while
these issues are resolved. Site options are renewed and re-renew ed until
either the project is undertaken or--all too oftendropped.

Step 12: Start-Up
Even after the "go" decision has been made, ti ere is a long process in
getting a facility into production. A facility must be constructed, personnel
must be transferred in or hired locally, and machinery and equipment
must be set up. All of these stages can benefit from 10C21 zssistance to
assure a smooth start-up. Success is a smoothly operating facility, not an
announcement. Even when the facility is up and running, your job is not
over. It has merely changed from attraction to retention!
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Case Study
The best way to understand the site selection process is to look at an
actual example. A detailed description of the location criteria for a
furniture manufacturing plant based on an actual site search is provided
in Exhibit 2. This is a relatively large facility and an elaborate facility
description, but the case study does provide a good example of many
issues you are likely to face in responding to a manufacturing company's
site selection needs. Note that this is not a purely hypothetical example,
but rather the site selection criteria of an actual company. Clearly, an
office or retail site selection would involve a very different list of site
selection criteria.

By the time your community receives a set of site criteria such as
those presented in Exhibit 2, the firm will most likely have gone through
the first five steps of the site selection process. that is, it will have defined
the facility, analyzed its rm ket, decided to begin a site search, done a
freight cost analysis, and defined the search area. It may also have
completed step 6, initial site screening, without your knowledge. Most
community developers do not recognize the amount of work that the
prospect firm or its consultants have done before they ever contact the
community. A company may change it.b site criteria as it gains new
information on markets or production processes and engineering, but
you will not talk them out of a major criterion simply because you do not
meet it. If the firm wants a 20-acre site, you will not convince them that
your 10-acre parcel is good enough.

While no community is likely to fully meet all site criteria for a facility,
recognize that if your community does not even come close oi a major

criterion, you will most likely be eliminated in the screening process. It

is best to recognize this fact rather than to put a great deal of effort into

a battle you will lose. You are competing with many other communities,
and site selection is a ruthless elimination process to get rid of those
communities that do not meet major site criteriathere are always other

communities that do.
In the example furniture manufacturing plant, the community re-

sponding to an information request would have a great deal of data to
provide and would do well to consider some larger issucs to determine
if the community is right for the plant. For example:

Is thc labor market in our area able to provide 280 hourly workers?
What impact will this have on existing employers?

Does tbe local work force have any experience with a three-shift
operation and will it be accepted?
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Exhibit 2
Example of a Facility Description

Furniture Manufacturing Plant

Product:

Laminate on chipboard furniture and furniture hardware (casters, pulls, etc.)
Labor (number):

Salaried personnel (includes accounting, engineering,
sales, and general management) 50

Hourly Personnel

Receiving, shipping, and inspection 40
Too lroom and maintenance 20
Casting, forming, and finishing 60
Ass, mbly 160
Total hourly 280

Note: This would be a three-shift, five-day-a-week operation.
Inbound Freight (lb/yr):

Zinc and zinc alloying block 3,000,000
Steel coil 2,600,000
Wire 1,600,000
Chipboard and plastic laminate 10,000,000
Other fabricated metal components 3,500,000
Additional materials, including corrugateLl cardboard boxing and plastic
for packaging, would be obtained from local sources.

Outbound Freight:

Approximately 22,250,000 lb/yr to be shipped nationwide by (LTL) less
than carload common carrier.

Scrap to Be Recycled (Ib/yr):

Zinc

Steel

Plastic

Site:

Approximately 20 acres
Building:

Desire existing building of 280,000 sq ft, including 75,000-100,000 sq ft of
warehousing space and 15,000-20,000 sq ft of office space. Warehouse
portions should have 16-20 ft ceilings.

Electric Power:

Monthly usage 400,000-450,000 Kwh. Power factor .97. Three-phase
current required.

230,000

980,000

Quantity unknown
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Natural Gas:
2,000 Mcf per month. Noninterruptible service highly preferred.

Water
Approximately 70,000 gallons per day, primarily for process cooling.
Prefer municipal supply.

Sewer
Prefer municipal system.

Solid Waste:
Zinc, steel, and plastic to be handled by a scrap dealer; chipboard to be
handled by a landfill.

Environmental:
Will pretreat wastewater.
No known air emission problems.

Noise:

No problems at property line.
Industrial Services and Supplies:

Reasonable proximity (100 to 150 miles) to a variety of industrial supplies
and services will be required. These include:
Mill supply
Haters (zinc, chrome, brass, nickel, oxide)

Packaging fabricator
Plastic injection molding (250-450 ton range)
Tool and die shop (steel stamping, injection die cast, and injection plastic

molding)
Stamping shop (250 tons)
Rubber molding shop

Heat treating
Batch tumbling
Screw machine shop
11:.cuum metalizing

Plastic laminate

Chipboard
Zinc, steel, and plastic scrap dealers

Community:
Should be within 50 miles of z. hub akport.
A small community of about 10,000 population is preferable. The commu-
nity should have excellent labor-management relations and a good supply
of labor at reasonable wage rates.
Favorable state and local tax codes are important.
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Does our community have trucking service capable of handling the
very large inbound aod outbound freight requirements?

Do we have a good site or building available?

Do we have the utility services (electric, natural gas, water, and
sewer) needed for a plant of this size?
Are att of the industrial supplies and services available?

If you decide this facility is both workable and would be a good
neighbor in your community, getting answers to all of these questions
takes a good deal of legwork, and typically a prospect or consultant will
want information in a few days or at most in a few weeks. Thus, before
you go to the trouble of responding, you should make a "first cut"
decision as to whether your community meets the site selection criteria.
You do not need to be perfect. No community is ever perfect for a facility,
which is what makes site selection so difficult. For example, a company
is not likely to find an existing building that meets its needs, the one in
this case study did not. But there should be a reasonably good match
between your community and the facility, and it should be a business
you believe would be a good neighbor to existing businesses.

Responding to these site specifications emphasizes the importance of
data as the primary community marketing tool (chapter 9). As an exercise
for your development group, I suggest that you try putting together a
response packet indicating how your community can meet the various
facility needs outlined in Exhibit 2. Who will provide the various types
of information needed? For example, who will provide information on
the size, skills, and quality of the local labor force? How long will it take
to assemble the needed data?

Sources of Information
Additional information on the site selection process can he found in
Readings in Economic Development (volumes I and II), published by the
American Economic Development Council, A Handbookfor the Eighties
by Howard Bessire, Facility Planning Technology by Conway and Liston,
The Practical Approach to Industrial Development by Robert Evans,
Making Business Location Decisions by Robert Schmenner, Economic
Development Manual by Kenneth Wagner, and, for a more technicai
treatment, Industrial Location. An Economic Geographical Analyszs by
David Smith and Industrial Location by Michael Webber.

Current issues of Area Development, Business Facthties, Economic
Development Review, Expansion, Industrial Development, Plant Sites
a. d Parks, and Site Selection Handbook are also valuable to keep up
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with the latest trends in site selection. An example of these trends is the
recent concern with whether or no i. a site or facility contains hazardous
wastes, which now make a facility or site virtually unsalable.

-
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Chapter 6
Strategic Planning for
Economic Development
Strategic planning for economic development is not forecasting or
projection of current trends. It is a means by which your community can
take a proactive rather than a reactive approach to the challenges that
face it. Through strategic planning, a community can define what it wants
to become, can influence the course of its future economy, and can take
some measure of control over its economic destiny. Of course, all of this
is within limits, and a well-designed strategic plan not only seeks to
outline what is desired, but also-clefines the limits of what can realistically
be accomplished.

Although strategic planning is a well-accepted tool in the corporate
world, it is only now being widely adopted by economic developers. It
is being adopted by them because it can improve the efficiency of
development efforts, overcome differences between various groups
involved in the development process, and define goals. It can also create
a realistic understanding not only of what is desirable, but also what is
possible under the inevitable constraints of limited manpower and
money resources and competitive conditions.

Steps in Strategic Planning
Strategic planning is often viewed as a highly elaborate and technical
process. This need not lx., the case. In essence, strategic planning is an
orderly and rational means of bringing about change, in this case
community economic development. Strategic planning focuses on pro-
cess, not product. This process is designed to answer the questions. What
is to be done? Who should do it2 How will performance (accountability)
be measured?

The strategic planning process is composed of a cycle of eight steps,
defined here specifically for small community and rural economic
development:

1. Establishing a framework. How should economic development be
organized within your community and how should it relate to local
government and other community organization?

2. Developing a mission or vision statement for your economic devel-
opment program.
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3. Conducting an "environmental scan" establishing the major regional,
national, and world trends influencing the economic development of
your community.

4. Evaluating your community's strengths and weaknesses and major
opportunities for and threats to economic development. (This is
often referred to as a SWOT analysis, an acronym for the first letters
of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.)

5. Defining priority issues in economic development for your commu-
nity as a basis for allocating and focusing resources.

6. Analyzing issues to determine which ones arc most important to the
community's economic development and how they are perceived by
local decision makers and the general public.

7. Preparing detailed strategies, objectives, and action steps to realize
your community's development objectives, including their cost and
responsibilities for achieving them.

8. Reviewing, evaluating, and updating your development program.

Establishing an Organizational Framework
Strategic plans do not simply happen, the organization of a strategic plan
requires a good deal of effort and some luck. Strategic plans arc not
successful without a "product champion," that is, without someone who
believes in the proccss, is a "missionary" for the process, is willing and
able to devote a good deal of time and effort to getting the idea of
strategic planning off the ground, keeps it moving through its various
stages, and has the right personality and skills to do all of these things.
Finding someone with the desire, time, and willingness is not easy, and
finding such an individual is the luck part of strategic planning.

Making strategic planning work requires more than one motivated
individual, however. It is important that the local power elite buy into the
process, as should the general public. The support of these larger groups
must be based on the belief that a strategic plan will improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of local development programs, will help to
end bickering among local groups and individuals concerned with
economic development, and will bring realism and accountability to the
development process. Unfortunately, strategic plans are often borne out
of some major economic crisis that befalls a community, making the need
for effective, proactive development efforts apparent.

Typically, a strategic community economic plan is prepared by an ad
hoc steering committee or a working group. Who should be involved?
Among the likely participants are city, village, or county elected officials
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and staff, leading local businesspeople and industrialists, representatives
of local civic organizations such as the Rotary, Lions, and Kiwanis;
representatives of local utilities, bankers, developers, realtors, and
educatorsin short, all of the people who should be involved in an
economic development organization in general. It is important C'iat these
groups have a sense of ownership of the plan and work to sell it to their
constituencieS and the community at large.

Use of an Outside Facilitator
You may wish to consider using an outside consultant or facilitator to
assist in the development of a strategic plan. Doing so has two primary
benefits. First, a professional with experience in strategic planning will
know many techniques that can help to make the process move more
quickly and effectively. Second, an outsider is a neutral party who has no
particular stake in the outcome of the process. The facilitator can act as
a referee on issues that are subject to disagreement within the community
and when a particular course of action may benefit some members of the
community more so than ark..ther.

The role of a facilitator is to help arrange and conduct meetings and
to assist in assembling the input received from the community. As the title
implies, it is not the role of the facilitator to create the strategic plan, but
merely to assist the community in thc process. A major drawback of
hiring a facilitator, who may be a private consultant or perhaps a
university or college faculty member, is cost. As with use of any outside
consultant, finding a qualified individual is difficult. The fee for a
facilitator can vary widely, but it is likely to be several thousand dollars.
In addition to the resources of your own community, possible sources of
funding for a facilitator include major local businesses and local utilities.

Developing a Mission Statement
It is important to begin the strategic planning process with a brief, direct
mission statement defining who the plan is for (that is, what arca you
serve), what outcomc you Pant (and possibly what you do not want),
and what organization will be responsible for implementing the plan.
Mission statements appear deceptively simple, but they arc not easy to
formulate. Two examples of community economic de elopment mission
statements follow:

The Blankville Economic Development Corporation will make
Blankville a better place to live, to work, and to conduct
business.

The Sample County Chamber of Commerce will work to create
an environment that allows Sample County to provide reason-
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business growth and employment opportunities for Sample
County residents.

Even these two simple examples give some hint of the issues that
must be dealt with. Is the existing local business climate acceptable? Are
all types of development acceptable? How much growth does the
community want? What does the organization seek to gain? Each word in
the mission statement should be carefully considered and selected. Then,
as strategic planning continues, the mission statement can serve as a
homing beacon to keep the process from wandering into issues not
closely related to economic development. This focus will allow you to
concentrate your time and money resources effectively on a limited
range of goals.

In the course of this discussion, I will introduce a wide variety of data
sources that may be used to evaluate your community. To make these
examples more meaningful, Monticello and Matt County, Illinois, are
used as a case study to show how these sources of data can be used to
build a picture of your community and its economic structure. Monticello
is the county scat of Piatt County, which is located in rural central Illinois.
Piatt County has a total population of 16,000, while Monticello has a
population of about 4,800.

Conducting an Environmental Scan
All community development efforts must begin from where you are
today, and all communities arc influenced by and must respond to
external social and economic trends. Thus it is important to begin
economic development planning by getting a better idea of what your
current situation is and what challenges and opportunities influence your
community now and are likely to influence it in the future.

Questions to Ask
In establishing a baseline of current community conditions, you will

want to answcr the following questions:

What is our current economic base? What basic businesses arc
bringing money into the community?
How arc our current basic industries doing and what trends are likely
to influence them in the near future? Are they threatened by fc,reign

competition such as auto parts manufacturers? Are they threatened
by technological changes that will make them obsolete? The old
saying "gone the way of the buggy whip" applies to a lot more than
buggy whips today!
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What is the basic health of major local companies? Are they doing
well financially? Have they been gaining or losing market share in
their industry? Are they likely corporate takeover targets?

What arc the demographic characteristics of our community? Is tne
population growing, declining or remaining stable? Is there heavy
outmigration? Arc we older or younger than the national average?
How well educated arc we?
What arc the characteristics of our labor force? Does it have high
levels of skills, and if so, what kinds of skills? Are there job
opportunities for women?

What arc the trends in levels of local employment in terms of the
changes in number of jobs available and jobs in different sectors of
the economy? What arc the trends in unemployment levels?

What is the picture in terms of local gove.nment? Is the local tax base
growing or shrinking? What sources of revenue do local governments
depend on?

Where to Find Basic Information
Finding meaningful amwers to questions such as these requires more
than a little effort. It is therefore wise for the community strategic
planning group to set up a subgroup or task force to pursue these issues.
Local planners can be especially helpful in gathering much of the
necessary background information, as can state agencies such as the
department of employment security, which will have extensi% e data on
changes in employment. Federal statistical publications arc also a good
source of information. The best and most readily available sources are
described below.

U.S. Industrial Outlook, pub!ished by the U.S. Department of Com-
merce International Trade Administration, provides good information on
recent trends and future expectations for various types of businesses.
Our example arca, Piatt County, has a large steel wire and cable
manufacturing plant (General Cable Co.), and the Outlook gives a brief
overview of where that industry appears to be headed (Exhibit 3).

Information such as this can be supplemented by interviews with
representatives of specific local companies. Another source is a review
of information provided by general references such as the Directug of
Coiporate Affiliations (Exhibit 4) and investment ser% ices such as Value
Line(Exhib it 5). In this case, the arectug of Cinpurate Affthations shows
that the General Cable Co. is a subsidiary of the Penn Central Corpora-
tion. General Cable itself is incorporated in Delaware and headquartered
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Exhibit 3
Portion of the Entry for "Ferrous Metals" from U.S.
Industrial Outlook

Ferrous Metals

In 1989 basic steel industrY shipments ore erpected to
decline from rhe 1988 voiume opproximate1y 6 per.
cent to 76 million tons The decrease will be attributable to
heakness in several A tv consuming industries and a draw.
do55 a of oneniones accumulared through rhe summer of
1988, .4 small increase. approximately 1 percent. is expected
in the tonnage of ferrous castings shipped.

STEEL MILL PRODUCTS

The domestic steel industry (SIC 3312. 331$, 3316. 3314.
demonstrated strong growth in 1988. dramatically nursing
the economic tailspin that it had been in from 1982 through
1986. Steelmakers had begun showing signs of a modest
mos ery in 1987: by the second quarter of 1988. they %err
enjoying their most profitable period ever, and earnings fe:
the sear were expected to be the highest in more than a
decade. despite the considerable shrinkage of the industry.
Shipments and apparent consumption reached their highest
levels since 1981. and prices, which had been depressed for
years. rebounded iu ncw highs. The restored prosperity
followed sears ot extraorainary decline. between 1982 and
1913b. losses exceeded $12 billion. The industry's Profitability
in 1987 was in signiticant measure attributable to nonrecurr-
ing items, especially insestment tax credits.

The sharp upturn in steelmakers' fortunes reflected the
industry's new status as one of the lower cost producers in
the des eloped world, the result of an ongoing restructuring
and modernization program, the negotiation of morc fasor-
able labor contracts, and the depreciation of the dollar
against the currencies of most of the Important steel-produc
ins countries. The effectiveness of the President's program
to restrain steel imports, much of which the U.S. industry
alleges to be unfairly traded under U.S. law, also contributed
to the industry's newfound health.

The large rise in apparent consumption of stecl mill prod-.
ucts in 1988 to more than 100 million tons was a surprue
to many industry observers. Domestic shipments also ad-
sanced sharply. up 6 percent from their 1987 level to more
than 81 million tons, the highest level during the present ex.
pansion. The first half of the year was especially strong, with
shipments reaching 43 million tons: shipments were expected
to decline considerably during the second half of the }tar
owing to seasonal and other factors.

The strength of shipments and apparent consumption
caused obsersers to questic.n the sources of demand in view
of the perceived weakness of key steel-consuming industries,
During the first half of the year. shipments to the sital
automobile Industry declined slightly in spite of an increase
in sales of domestically produced automobiles, Nonresiden
hal construction expenditures through lune were lower, yet
steel shipments to this important Industry were up 11 percent.

Trends and Forecasts: Steel Mill Products (SIC 3312,3315,3318.3317)
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Exhibit 4 Directory of Corporate Affiliations Entry for
the Penn Central Corporation
PrIVALwg WV" & 0:AOI VW/I/WW SWVC.
COWS
SIC:13459

uldwm Growg (Pm /

11413,X/3

PENINSULA RESOURCES
CORPORATION
710 Buffalo St.. Suite 601
Corpus Christi, TX 78401
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 1121
Corpus Christi. TX 76403
Tel.: 512487-6863 DE
APPeox, Roy.. $4,160.062
Ems" 50
0,16 Gas EiVorabon ProduchOn.
Contact Drehng. NMund Gas
Tranannuon
S.I.C. 1381: 4924: 1382
John L Huta, J:, SCnm Bd CtWI
Exec. Off,ceo
Board of Directors:
John L Hada. Jr.
Wayne kr &roes
Nen Turpn

Android & Kunh(Lepaf Firm)
Tetas CdIvrwrefi Tee«
Woustew, TX 772

Fin! Cay NaLrOn&I Sank of
HOustOrt(Transier Agent)
no$ man St
Hanlon. TX rron
To 7134%4011

Grant ThOTIONALS:HYS)
140.1M. TX

Subsidiaries:

P & J Lease Service. Inc (1)
P 0 Oot 1121. 670 Texas
Corwfwae Piaui
Cowl Owsta. TX 74403
Tet 5124974710
Ocemere

PRC Onfang Co, (1)
70 Teats Comweete Plaza
Corpus Creak TX 76403
Tel M24074710AO SI 1043 CO3
Eery 20
Coreie0 DIV.) Lem. Senn"
SW: Mat
war* Saari (Pree)

r
THE PENN CENTRAL.
CORPORATION
One E. Fourth St.
Cincinnati. OH 45202
Tel.: 513-579-6600
Telefax: 513-579-0108
PC(NYSE)
AsSets U.400.300.000
Evrwgs. St03.400000
LkabAbes* $630.400.000
Nes Worstr $1.769.900.000
Appear.. Revz11,640,200.000
Ernp 17.000
Fiscal Yeabend: 12/31/7171
Cwervrod Company Mfg Prods &
SuPOIhng Services yr the Alen of
Tetecommuncabons ti Doom*
S.I.C. : 3357. 3531.3731
Can H Undnev (ohm Bd. d Cruet
Exec Officer)
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Exhibit 5
Value Line Report for the Penn Central Corporation
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Penn Central is loaded with cash ...
At the end of June, the company's non-
insurance operations had over $990 mil-
lion, about $14.40 a share, in cash and
equivalents, and management reports that
that figure as now up to about $17.00 a
share, thanks, In part, to the issuance in
August of $200 million in new e
.. and looking for compels: to buy.
Earlier this 2cear, the cumpan) apleted
the $287.7 million acquisition ot nepublic
American Corp., a California company
that sells workers' compensation Insur-
ance. Because Penn Central can Ise Its

operating loss cal jfor-
ward to shield earnings from income taxes
the purchase of Insurance companies,
which generally keep a portion of their
funds Invested in tax-free Investments
paying below.market yields, makes sense,
free of tax obligations. Insurance subsidi-
aries belonging to PC can Invest in higher-
yielding instruments It was nut surpr.s-
ing. then, that P(' said It would quite like-
ly buy another insurer. The company has
evaluated some o)portunities in the past
few months, but thus far has not bitten
One acquisition will probably close in

1990's opening quarter. The recently an
nounced purOyase of Noranda, ln.. 's Cat . :

Cable Tubsidiar ) should mesh nicely with
PC's existing wire and cable operation-
...re', which produced operating an,ume ..:
$25.E. million in 1S,88. has a retail distil/1u
non arm, wh..-.11 PC Is cur enth lack-ng It

through as expected earl next ) ear. Carol
the $177 million, alk.as transactioe go,

sh Ad add about 5: 1 ' it share to Pt' s
199u earnings (L. nue a lennitnt purcha..
agreement is signed. oi4r estimate.... v,..11 ma
reflect the acquisition )
We think these shares are attractive
Due large!) to the Republic inquisiti,..
earnings are hi. tried higher But 0 rhai ,
Just at. bignifica.it;., so is book salut p.
share, which probably under-tate an-
company's true worth. Ili cause man% uf it -.
real estate properties are carried on OA,

oks zi little or no .alue The comoin.
has ample resources ay ailablc to re 1,...e
chase its awes when they trade hi; , 44

book..and v e expet t il tu i imtinut t,t d,.
And at least a marginal hike in the ...%[
dend is likely. gi.en management p st ile.1
commitment to building shim }midi r ski,'

ul i titherMark RohertNtot S
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in New Jersey. General Cable has sales of slightly more than $500 million

per year, while the parent Penn Cmtral Corporation has total sales of
more than $1.6 billion per year.

Value Line indicates that Penn Central is a cash-rich company and
rates its shares as "attractive." This is a good sign for Monticello and Piau
County's major existing industrial employer. On the other hand, the
Value Line report also indicatc.; that Penn Central has just purchased the
Carol Cable Company. Such acquisitions always lead to questions about
a corporation's existing manufacturing capacity and costs, so Monticello's
economic developers should find out as much as they can about this
situation, beginning with a discussion with the local plant manager.

Trade associations and their publications are also a good source of
information on trends in general industries and on the performance and
prospects of companies within those industries. The Gale Encyclopedia
of Associations is an invaluable reference in finding trade associations
and contacts. A quick check of the Encyclopedia indicates ithat there is
indeed an Insulated Cable Engineers Ascociation, based in South
Yarmouth, Massachusetts (Exhibit 6). A call or letter to this association is
likely to reveal that they hav e publications indicating what is happening
to the industry _as a whole. Trade association officers are generally
(though not always) happy to chat about their industry.

A good source of background information on the characteristics and
health of your local retai! economy business is County Business Patterns.
Published annually by the U.S. Department of Commerce, this publica-
tion provides data for all counties and for communities of more than
2,50p ,population in the United States (Exhibit 7). For areas with small
populations, t! data are sometimes grouped into very broad categories
of businesses and may not be complete because of disclosure rules
governing publication of federal statistical data. Even so, a review of the
past f,t_veral years County Business Patterns will generally provide some
factual data to back up (or perhaps contradict) your perceptions of how
well the local business community is doing. Note, however, that C'ounty
Business Patterns indicates only private sector employment, some large
employers such as the public schools, are absent.

Fnr Piatt County, Coun0 .1 Business Patterns shows that there were 624
manu, tcturing employees in 14 manufacturing plants on the date of the
survey. One of these (which we krit,w was General Cable) was a large
facility, with 250 to 499 employees. The only other major concentration
of industry was in general industrial machinery (SIC 3569). In terms of
retail traee, County Business Patterns shows 84 retail establishments and
596 employees, with eating and drinking places being by far the largest
subcategory.
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Exhibit 6
Entries from the Encyclopedia of Associations, including
Insulated Cable Engineers Association
.6121* ENCYC(OPEDIA OF ASSOCIATIONS, 23rd Eddiort 1989
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Exhibit 7
Data for Platt County, Illinois, from County Business Patterns

Table 2. CountiesEmployees, Payroll, and Establishments by Industry: 1986con.
(Excludes government impure**. nwroad empiones. semamoiond persons. etc Sa pass I to incluoes ehmaisnments nanng parrot out 1K, OMPlOye0S dUnng m.d Ma,ch Day PenCoa
(0) denotes Nixes entre/aid to avoid disclosing data for aatnoual comparses For maanng ot aberenations and limbos ano eralanation of terms, see introductory ten 1

SIC
code

Industry

Number of
ernoloyees

for week
including
March 12

PaYmil (51.033) rota)
number

of
establish-

meths

Number of establishments by employmentieue class

Fnt quarter Annual
I to

4
5 to

9
10 to

19
20 to

49
50 to

99

100
to

249

250
to

499

500
to

999

1.000
or

more

PI Arr
Total 2 674 9 732 38 429 350 211 75 41 19 2 1 1 - -

Agrfeu Mural wirsicwiL forestry. and
fisheries (A) (0) (0) 3 - - -

Contract construction 63 222 1 445 23 20 - - -

Manufacturing 624 2 977 12 354 14 5 1 4 2 1 - I - -

28 Crawnica Is and aged products (3) (D) (D) 2 - - I - - - -

13 Pnmary mom) undusVies (E) (D) (D) I - - - - I - -
135 Nonferrous rolling and drawing (E) (D) (D) 1 - - - - I -
3357 Nonfwrous wire drawing and insinting (E) (D) (D) 1 - - - - I - :
35 Machinery. xcept electncal (8) (D) (D) I - - - I - - -
356 General industrial mach inery 03) (D) (D) I - - -
3569 Generol indusaul inschnory. n O. (3) (D) (D) I - - - I - - -

Transportation and other public Witten 296 1 353 4 119 29 13 10 2 3 I - -
itt Local and interurban passenger transit 139 97 373 4 - 2 - I - -

12 Tracking and warehousing 68 167 991 12 6 4 1 I . - .
121 Trucking . local and long distance (8) (D) (D) 9 5 4 I 1 . - -

19 Etectno. pc and urinary sewn (9) (D) (D) 5 2 2 - 1 - - -

Whassalo trade 295 1 209 5 139 36 7 2 I 6 2 - - -

Wholesale trade Ouratile goods (3) (D) (D) 9 2 4 3 - . - -

S06 Machinery, equipment. and supplies (8) (D) (D) 7 I 3 3 - - - -
SOW Farm macho wy and equipment 03) (D) (D) 6 I 3 2 - - -

St Wriolesal* tradenondurable goods 208 688 3 885 28 5 16 3 2 - - -

SI 5 Fenn-product raw matenals 75 355 1 636 12 I 10 I - - - -
153 Gram 75 355 I 636 12 I 10 I - - - -

519 Miseellaneon nOndurable goods 113 452 I 906 12 4 5 I 2 - -
i191 Farm suoPled (C) (D) (D) I I 3 5 I 2 - - -

Retail trade 596 1 204 4 667 s4 43 19 I 6 6 - - -
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54 Food Owes 145 286 1 142 10 2 5 2

541 Grcoxy eves (C) (0) (0) 7 I 4 2

55 Autvnotrdt dealers vd soma stabona 105 439 1 628 14 5 5 3 1

551 Now and used c. dudes 62 365 1 353 4 - 1 2 1

se Estang and Onnkev plaov. 208 t90 846 28 13 6 7

5812 Eatng &cos 138 100 552 17 6 4 6

59 h4rvidaneous Mall

Rnanca. Inaunancs, and real Mate

53

15

122

109

585

3 562

15

73

10

13

4

7

1

5 3

60 I3anking 139 589 2 481 8 2 3 3

602 Common:4d and stock savings banaa 139 589 2 481 8 2 3 3

Strrtest 435 1 646 6 251 97 64 t I 3 3

eo Hearn) ssmces 170 824 3 065 21 18 2 1

806 Hospital* (6) (0) (0) 1 - -

65 1.44nntwshd orgardabons 64 75 294 27 23 2 1

886 Fat 9ous cfganrusons 61 58 210 t9 18 I 2 -

Unc lassitod utabltalunonts (0) (0) (8) 41 43 3 -
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More importantly, however, a comparison with data for five previous
years indicates that the number of establishments and level of employ-
ment in retail trade are declining in Piatt County and that the dollar value
retail sales grew by only about three percent over the last five years.
When inflation is taken into account, the value of retail sales in Piatt
County is declining, in sharp contrast to neighboring Champaign and
Macon counties, which have cities of about 100,000 population
(Champaign-Urbana and Decatur) and regional shopping malls. Counol
Business Patterns clearly shows that leakage of retail trade out of
Monticello and Piatt County is an increasing problem.

Other statistical data can be obtained from the Census of Retail Trade
and the Census of Wholesale Trade. These censuses are conducted by the
U.S. Department of Commerce every five years. Recognize, however,
that the time lag between collection and publication of data is likely to
be two to three years. To get more detailed and up-to-date information,
you will probably want to survey local businesses as pan of a more
comprehensive business retention program (see chapter 8).

Census of Retail Ti-ade data for Monticello and Piatt County are
presented in Exhibit 8. These data largely confirm the trends shown in
County Business Patterns. Also, the Census of Retail Tradeshows that the
number of retail establishments is almost evenly split betweenMonticello

and the rest of the county, but that Monticello exceeds the rest of the
county by more than four to one in retail sales and payrolls, indicating
that businesses in Monticello Lie, on average, much larger and more
pi osperous.

The basic source of information on local population trends in the
United States is the decennial Census of Population and Housing,
conducted by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. The Census ofPopulation
and Housing provides data on population size, age, race, sex, and a host
of socioeconomic and housing characteristics. A review of census data
for your area is bound to provide some interesting insights, especially if
you use national and state data as a benchmark for comparison.

Monticello census data on income and poverty status (Exhibit 9)
show that the community is prosperous. For example, only 3.8 percent
of the families were classified as being below the poverty level. It must
be recognized, however, that the data from the 1980 census are now old
and may no longer reflect actual conditions in the community.

A good, easy-to-use source of comparative data for major social and
economic characteristics is the Count and City Data Book, which pro-
vides hundreds of pieces of carefully selected information for each
county in the United States. This includes not only information from the

7-3 i
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of Population, but also data from other sources such as the Federal
Bureau of Investigation Uniform Crime Reports.

The full range of County and Cil Data Book information is indicatcd
by the table of subjects covered (Exhibit 10). Specific data for a sample
of topicsnursing homes, social welfare programs, crime, and educa-
tionare provided for Piatt County in Exhibit 11. Through comparison
with other areas, the meaning of these data becomes obvious. For
example, a comparison of Piatt County data from this table with data for
adjacent Macon County shows that Piatt County has a much lower crime
rate (less than one quarter of Macon County's), has high ievels of
education in terms of years of school completed, and spends more
moncy per capita on schools. This information indicates that Monticello
and Piatt County can realistically promote themselves as having a safe
living environment, a highly educated work force, and a commitment to
education.

Increasingly, data are being provided by a wide variety of privately
operated, for-profit demographic information services. These services
provide customized, frequently (generally annually) updated data to
local governments and businesses for planning and marketing purposes.
These services can provide tabulations, maps, and other graphic displays
of social and economic data for virtually any geographic area.

Costs for each type of data and each area for which data are provided
are generally modest under the pricing systems of these data services.
But be aware that the total cost for getting a wide range of data or data
for comparison communities can quickly soar. Also, my own experience
indicates that demographic services oftcn engage in sales hype and do
not deliver data that are as comprehensive or up-to-date as their sales
brochures appear to promise. While they may use a variety of data
sources, basic information for the data services is either derived from or
calibrated on the basis of the U.S. census. Sometimes, moreover, the
updating and estimating procedures that demographic data services use
can introduce a high level of crror in thc data for smaller communities
and rural areas.

Commercial data services are worthwhile if you know what you
want, have the financial resources to use them, and recognize the
limitations of the data they provide. A good introduction to demographic
data services can be obtained by perusing recent issues of American
Demographics magazine (see bibliography), including especially the
advertisements by the various demographic database companics.

Your state employment service can provide a good deal of informa-
tion on employment trends aud projections as well as unemployment
levels, generally on a county basis. Data on governmental finances can
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Exhibit 8
Retail Trade Data for Monticello and Piatt County and Other Illinois Cities and Counties
from the Census of Retail Trade

Table 5. Summary Statistics for Counties and for Places With 2,500 Inhabitants or More:
t.nctudes onty evabushments fmn payroll For meaning of abbreviations and s/mbols. see introductory tert F01 explanation of lerms and corndarabotty 1982 and 1987 censuses

Geographic area

Estab-

ments
(number)

Sales
(51000)

Annual
Payroll

iss 000)

Frst
:uartee
:awn()

.$1.000t

Pad
employees

fa Pay
oenod

mcludino
Match 12
(number)

Unincorporated I
Kind.obbusiness groupsbusinesses

Individual
mon&
forsaps

(number)

Partner.
ships

(number)

1 Building materials Genefal merchandiseand garden supplies VMS
St0101

(SIC 52) fS1C 53)

0
FM:1 stOtes

(sic so

Safes Sales
Nurnbet 00011 Number 1S1 000)

(I*

Sales
Number $ t COO

MinasCon,

1 0:is County
21 'fount Morns
31 >egon
4 Pclo
5 Pochelto
6 Balance of county

7 "PeOna County
8 eartonvole
9 Chillicothe

10 Pekin (pan)
I 1 / Poona
12 f PeOna He(ghts (Pan) A
131 Balance 01 county

14 Perry County
15 Cu Cuan
(6 Prckneyytee
17 Balance el county

19 NM County
19* Monticelio
201 Balance o) county

270
16
53
22
so
79

1 232
43
57

861
65

208

147
80
42
25

83
43
40

(52 350
7 469

29 163
4 174

73 255
38 289

1 243 242
95 087
59 942

921 705
(0)
(0)

91 062
59 572
17 091
4 399

50 5/4
49 980
(0 764

16 053
7(3

3 077
500

8 051
3 712

142 906
3 (46
4 884

108 901
(0)
(0)

9 193
6 425
2 1C9

659

5 312
4 2t9
I 793

3 712
159
618
(25

1 919
891

34 799
938

I (44

25 950
(0)
a))

2 171
I 505

524
142

169
9t8
251

847
(C6
343

75
850
473

15 527
406
$91

12 008
10)
(0)

1 088
732
267
89

657
477
180

126
6

38
9

32
39

318
14

-
195
20
69

90
43
22
15

42
13
29

27
2
41

a}

541
31

321
11

121
1

5/

3 1

7 '
41
3

i
1

1

1

191 8 641 71 (0)
2 XI) 11 (0)
3J 40) (0)
I I i()) -1 .
;.1 4 2351 tO)

2 4331 10)

461 72 5741 '91 (96 297
21 i0)" 1 i .0)
2 io) i 2 i ID)

1- - -
291 45 1791 191 154 279

1 31 40)
121

imi
,c) 41 401

131 4 1791 61 if))
41 2 5201 21 0)
5' 1 O W 3 i i0)
4 548 / (0)

6. I 1(9( I 0)
2 * -:711 II 101
1

31
2
7

2
9

II

,20

.3!

721
51

291

151
(0 t

31

81
3
$1

Z5-

41 594
C)

9 1'4
0)

768 "t
2 054

C.e)

:04 377
0)
0'

(38 4C6
(0)

34 034

20 000
'3 648

+.1.9)

.0)

13 306
9 430
3676

.07-2
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Km41.01.4>usiness groupsCon

Automobye dealers
(SIC 55 en 554)

Gasoline serhsce stabons
(SIC 554)

Apparel and accessory
Stores

(SIC 56)

Furnaure and
born4lurrusrungs stores

(SIC 57)

Ea trng and Onnsm; places
(SIC 58)

Drug and Monetary
stoles

(SIC 591)

1.bsceaaneous fetal
stores

(SIC 59 en 591)

Number
Sales

($10001 1,,r-oer
Sa4.s

151 uvC/
Sales

Number! (S1 030) Number
Sales

(SI 000) Nv-^er
Sale,

151 0001 k,rnber
Sales

(51 000) Number
Sa es

151 0X(

22
-
3
3

10
6

68
-
5

48
4

i 1

I I
7

2
2

9
8
1

39 783

; 646
114

21 876
7 647

223 854

(D)

138 020
ID)

53 143

8 812
8 225

(DI
(D)

27 498
ID)
(D)

28
3
4
4

6
1 I

88
4
4

53
3

24

19
8
8
3

9
3
6

18 850
2 067
2 i 55
I 090
5 947
7 59 i

80 647
5 332

(D)

48 874
ID)

19 818

15 529
11 348
3 671

510

4 592
3 033
1 559

28
2
9
2

12
3

123
-
6

102
9
6

13

8
2
3

3
I
2

3 792
(D)

590
(D)

2 640
338

61 756
-

3 542

53 555
(D)
(D.)

2 686
I 557

031
(D)

325
ID)
ID)

12
-
5
I
5
I

N9
-
1

79
3
6

II
6
4

1

5
4
I

2 542
-

ID)
(DI

I 287
0)

62 100.
)D)j

60 067
(DII
(D)

2 0621
1 589

(DII
(D)J

2 228
(DII
ID)

70
5

12
5

19
24

373
17
14

247
14
61

28
17

8
3

26'
10
16

II 913
739

2 833
213

4 636
3 492

120 317
3 621
3 604

92 036
3 783

17 273

6 444
3 683
2 133

428

4 711
3 139
I 580

9
1

2
1

2
3

49
4
4

31
2
8

7

5
2

3
3

5 349
ID)
ID1
(DI
(D)

1 025

48 495
4 095

(DI

33 827
ID)

4 228

5 692
(D)
(D)

ID)
ID)

44

12
3

19

101

247
8

11
-

181
21
25

23
13

5
5

13
8
5

1D1 1

- 2
2 010 3

4D1 4

iD) 5
3 10I 6

172 225 '
I 687 s

I 769 9

157 462 11

5 949 .2
5 468 13

ID). 14
(DI I!
IC) E
tD) 17

*5e i.
t 004 2.:
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Exhibit 9
Sample Data on Income and Poverty Status for Monticello and other Illinois Ccmmunities
from the Census of Population

Table 168. Income and Poverty Status in 1979 for Places of 2,500 to 10,000: 1980Con.
ID= MI Ilt11117,110 tow! OC o Renck. me Inwoaxtion. for twerp of lytrtots, iii Innockcnon for def0017li of New, 114 C0150,6044 A 0r4 85

Places

INCOME D41979
/44.4.44464

tau *at $53
ss.coo t, 57499
57.500 to 59.999

$113C00 to $14,999

$15.000 to 519,999

$70,C00 to 524,999

$25.3 to 534,999
$35.000 to $1.1,999

5.50.4307 mat
lia<krs

Veal
hods.
Vwcian mow
?Mon mune

764s4044 1,41441614 15 pars oull over

Mteol nCt)ent
1.1401 ware
o4444. lecom

MEDIAN INCOME IN 1979 $Y SELECTED
otwatitsna

fwedi typo Irf 'memo el ere dildrowe

foam
With own Chldren Loclar 18 yeas

WA own d'oldnn 0611t 6 yvcrs

**cut own dtklron uNder 18 rows

46orrlwrkorso /maw
Wittt own ovilvn vim 18 ran

Wall own chiGnn Woof 6 yews

Wato.4 own thdefron under 18 ytors
Ns& 64.64446116r, 4416.44464 must

Watt own arldwon Lnfor 18 yvai

Koh owl chldron vd41( 6 yecn
Wohout own chierwn woo. 18 rows

'Arlan In foal In 1979.

'a nat..
1 'Kew
2 "viten

3 or mei wortars

INCOME TYPE IM 1979
Norwasais

Vol arnms

masnol coy

YcscovtoS

or,

%own Crty

cty IMolota cry

Mrtrorx4
aty Molai .4:94

Martodt
4099

'Marc
.4:94

Morino*
otY

Mcottprory
rlogo

Novak
cry

1 519 I 720 I WS 2 447 2 912 2 257 947 I $31 I 250 1 214 I 771

297 203 153 286 633 775 96 60 270 43 144

177 162 85 212 362 159 55 70 127 60 116

143 175 76 154 285 135 71 74 135 69 105

272 216 137 471 141 216 112 219 141 217 263

214 23) 185 429 191 130 117 208 185 177 245

143 701 133 378 215 388 124 279 200 187 275

192 355 190 533 391 496 208 351 160 269 'CI

57 124 73 138 126 190 96 219 58 153

24 53 63 96 64 AS 44 59 24 41

512 391 517 114 517 671 516 978 $11 753 $19 896 $20 087 $21 842 $15 040 $21 842 520 305

516 204 119 537 $21 025 $19 361 $15 575 520 851 $22 202 $23 876 $16 244 522 946 523 132

965 I 334 783 I 910 2 102 I 665 775 , 1 224 ICI 974 1 145

517 149 170 707 570 521 520 486 $15 755 $72 079 $23 197 524 318 $18 270 324 509 572 941

570 151 $21 896 523 892 522 271 $18 971 $24 479 535 241 $26 col $19 391 522 614 $26 346

551 430 333 901 150 724 177 447 347 344 494

55 953 38 872 56 192 18 473 94 262 55 750 56 659 511 894 56 C80 $11 667 $10 791

$11 499 SIO 094 512 701 $10 073 56 434 18 SSA $11 273 $11 797 57 934 $11 254 $11 Ile

$6 449 $4 4717 $3 390 $7 414 $4 34/ 57 548 57 71f $S 039 $4 224 SS 311 Si 731
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511 937 54 649 514 000 $11 827 $7 611 $10 931 $10 OCO $10 625 59 612 $11 250 511 012

$8 929 55 445 111 625 59 167 56 119 $10 OCO 59 107 $IO 921 III 042 56 042 PI 544

$7 604 $4 643 - $8 000 55 625 $8 333 $3 750 $11 613 $8 125 13750 sa 972

18 958 $11 750 $15 625 $15 952 19 196 $12 344 $15 708 59 868 18 669 $70 278 59 375

38 250 5.6 636 $11 454 $10 978 $7 391 $7 244 ti 403 $11 953 57 396 $10 227 $10 03

512 338 5.14 914 570 389 $14 816 $13 733 518 333 $17 218 520 047 $16 098 $21 023 523 230

519 809 $24 88, $21 797 $23 III $19 727 $25 260 525 682 $26 272 $21 667 525 255 $23 A44

$25 CO3 577 931 5.30 522 532 572 $31 923 $34 512 137 493 538 972 $25 677 540 892 131 075

I 511 I 720 1 092 2 447 2 112 2 237 947 I 531 I 250 1 216 I 771

1 210 1 405 811 2 783 2 006 1 667 777 1 401 966 1 353 7526
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Exhibit 10
Subjects Covered in the County and City Data Book

SUBJECTS COVERED, BY TYPE OF AREA
ISuDiects covered in this volume are indicated by an X in the apPlicabie geoglaphk. wiumn. State data are found in table A on pages 1 l4 . county data in table 8 on idautes

15.600; city data in table C on pages 601-729; and data for places in table D on pages 731.7951

Subiect
States

and
Counties Cities Places

Subject
States

and
Counties Cities

0
0

Places Fs'

Land area Labor force:
Employment status X

Population: Unemployment X

Total persons Annual payroll X

Ranks
Per square mile Agriculture:

Components of change Farm earnings X

Race Farms

Hispanic . Operators X

Sex Size X

Age Farmland X

Households, number and type Value of farmland and buildings X

Value of farm products sold X

Vital statistics:
Births . Manufactures:
Deaths Earnings X

Marriages Establishments X

Divorces All employees
Production workers

X Z.
>a

Health: Value added
Physicians Value of shipments
Hospitals New capital expenditures
Nursing homes

Construction
Social Insurance and health services:

Social Security program Wholesale Trade:
Supplemental Security Income Establishments

Program ic Sales
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Crime and law enforcement:
Number
Police officers

Education:
School enrollment
Attainment
Local government expenditures

Income:
Money income:

Per capita
Households

Personal income
Transfer payments
Earnings by industry

Farm earnings

Poverty status:
Persons
Families

Housing:
Total units
Yearround units
Occupied units
Owner

With 2 or more automobiles
Median value
Built 1939 or earlier
With 5 or more units ....... ....

Building permits

x x

Paid employees
Annual payroll

Retail Trade:
Establishments

Sales
Paid employeel
Annual payroll

Service industries:
Establishments
Receipts, by selected kinds of

business
Employees
Payroll

Bank deposits

Savings capital

Federal funds and grants

Government: /
Employment
Finances

General revenue by source
Direct general expenditure by

function
General debt outstanding

Form of government....... ...... .

Elections

Electric bills

so



Exhibit 11
Sample Data for Platt and Other Illinois Counties from the County and City Data Book

Table B. Counties Nursing Homes, Social Welfare Programs, Cr me, and Education

Nut Sul 110(1103.'
1986

SOC,41 Savoty Pfootam
Oocembef 1985

Si 5o1.-

Sagas tnme31153wd
to oolc..1 1985

Educreao

e.snoboartes taunter Put4C sCh0C4
dniOornOnt4

Atumm.,,,t
1160

L0.:41,;0vemfgent
...114n61,14% 1Y
.1,1t4.11C414 Ign

f"411111.1

S.Cunly
Canty mom., Pm. Pgf-

Progfinl, tent cent

*goo- t2 16 Pe..

Pa-m.4.114 .ntl. y 44n yews Tom cap.uip

Ne 1986. of Of

Numbe( Beds Total R/..164 SI 000) , -6 Total V.olent. Pile 1087 1160 maro Mete Me ea ) i COI 1

48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 ,-2

ILLINOISCoo

8 556 10 390 244 5 4 297 752 619 41 t 503 7 511 8 295 52 2 6 7 18 9 438

,I.dton . 7 46t 3 947 227 1 3 328 338 933 34 2 260 8 156 8 950 62 5 7 8 13 8 sAr

liviun . 2 178 1 627 214 1 623 212 14 1 146 I 245 I 464 45 8 4 8 3 3 £31

Ifee.56 . .
4 214 3 475 219 9 414 302 :60 11 t 127 2 598 3 398 56 8 7 2 6 3 '42

311,54y .. 2 221 4 887 156 1 2 322 34 637 22 2 031 7 924 6 353 66 7 9 7 29 1 660

43ggdon . 3 146 2 305 :53 3 6143 196 17 2 582 1 08 1 666 47 0 6 4 4 0 414

41n0ock . . 4 200 4 664 :336 2 1413 202 220 7 971 4 337 4 635 680 11 3 10 9 4-$

^.1,1041 I 50 1 174 221 5 462 160 34 5 617 1 027 1 080 420 5,6 2 7 .1 e9

41101111011. . - 1 468 161 1 148 70 34 2 1 051 1 213 1 868 62 1 7 6 3 3 :61

476 9 737 1810 4 317 306 1 067 21 1 957 tv 364 12 371 678 111 3.12 7 413

6 523 6 342 1970 2 509 204 383 6 1 172 5 727 6 640 63 5 8 7 t6 9 5.4

,4C140n 3 709 7 730 127 8 3 315 684 3 sea 184 5 831 8 041 8 580 59 7 26 4 20 9 76
,:asoo. 1 92 2 246 202 3 575 112 119 4 1 313 1 313 2 2)2 54 5 7 6 5 4 :66

Wrerson . 4 315 7 243 1306 2 356 582 1 921 81 5 018 7 0.68 7 225 56 3 0 r 16 8 446

teary. 4 276 3 010 148 3 1 :89 226 520 le 2 556 2 970 3 967 59 3 8 2 5 7 :27

Io 04,ness... 3 t 20 4 229 leo' /61 132 2:6 8 )68 4 494 4 943 64 7 9 9 37 412

to-Anson
fag*

t
19

7t
2 177

2 :62
37 301

2218
124 9

338
13 319

214
I 556

47
13 592

11

1 035
464

4 710
I 738

68 619
1 655

6..4 851
53 1
706

? 9
16 7

0
146 6

4:3
t ti

(an4akee II 1 197 16 890 170 1 7 126 1 140 5 087 538 5 071 17 609 20 484 61 0 116 12 7 4' 8

%en4alt . 2 15 t 3 414 53 4 1 497 54 949 23 2 194 7 415 d 647 769 14 4 15 4 416

(no, . .. . 7 77t 10 925 189 j 4 564 746 2 198 '0 4 002 9 723 II 314 e434 II 1 21 4 :57

22 3 277 18 074 103 3 23 ;58 2 492 19 666 1 508 4 269 84 457 37 144 77 6 25 1 :3) 8 t 31

.4 541144 ,. 10 1 158 22 054 2027 10 370 '40 2 406 75 2 119 16 124 ZO 129 52 1 8 9 47 9 126

..I.Went. 3 524 3 940 218 3 1 554 274 303 10 1 552 3 056 3 422 61 9 7e 7 7 4:5

.ee 5 477 6 228 183 2 2 '31 264 562 36 1 535 5 515 7 394 6.7 8 9 9 15 0 473

.tv,A9ston . 9 744 6 714 1880 3 'SI 43 755 :6 1 847 6 646 7 814 63 3 10 t 21 7 ,:i

.ogan . 6 +4 2 5 729 184 2 2 936 484 932 31 3 020 3 358 5 396 564 11 9 121 155

AcOonou0/1 6 377 5 335 148 6 2 :5f 276 t 118 25 3 056 4 691 5 426 74 4 21 7 12 1 123

4c/4mv, 7 864 19 850 124 8 9 591 446 4 179 135 2 665 26 760 31 751 74 9 17 t 64 9 431

Acleart . .. I 1 1 103 15 403 125 8 7 1 1 I 772 5 564 301 4 525 18 64.5 18 675 76 0 22 8 48 6 433
A
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78 Economic Development for Small Communities and Rural Areas

be obtained from the various local governments. Compilations of
comparable government financial data are often available in a state
bluebook or statistical abstract.

The sources of information described above are some of the more
important available. This is, however, by no means a complete tally of
sources, nor can this handbook describe how to use these sources in
detail. Your local librarian or a reference librarian at a nearby state
univ ersity can be of great astistance. I suggest that you use these often
ove looked individuals as o:lies in your development efforts.

Spotting Trends
An environmental scan should be much more than a compilation of data
about your community. You should get out the crystal ball and look at
the major trends that are influencing your community today and are
likely to have an impact on it in the future. The major trends described
in chapter 2 should be reviewed to see how they will influence your
community. In addition, you should take a systematic look at some key
business publications and ask: What does this mean for us?

My own favorite sources for trend-spotting are Me Wall Street Jour-
nal, Business Week and U.S. News & World Report. A quick scan of two
or three months' worth of these publications is likely to reveal several
trends that will have an impact on your development efforts by
challenging existint businesses and industries or by providing new
business opportunities. Other good sources include Forbes and Fortune
magazines as well as the other major news weeklies (Timeand Newsweek).
It will not take long in looking through the popular press to spot "up and
coming" issucs such as the importance of a quality labor force. These
trends, along with the data developed in the SWOT (strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats) analysis, described below, provide the basis
for defining and prioritizing of issues and development of strategies.

Analyzing Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities,
and Threats
One of the most amazing aspects of economic development is how much
many communities know about themselves in the sense of statistical
data, but how little they understand what it melns. For example,
community economic dev elopers almost always present data on prop-
erty tax rates to an economic dev elopment prospect. Yet almostuniversally
these same development representativ es have little knowledge of whether
the data show an advantage or a disadvantage for thcir eJmmunity
compared with competitor communities.
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Strategic Planning for Econo;nic Development 79

Understanding your area's competitive position depends on a careful
comparative analysis of its assets and liabilities for economic develop-
ment vis-à-vis likely compaitois. "Know thyself," is good advice but if it
had been given by an economic developer, he would undoubtedly have
added, "And know thy :.-ompetitor."

So, a first step to knowing your community's assets and liabilities is
to determine who your likely competitors are. For a major metropolitan
center such as Atlanta, competitors may be distant cities such as Dallas.
Smaller cc,mmunities, however, most frequently compete v.ith commu-
nities of a similar size within the same region. One way to start to identify
your competitors is to consider site selection projects lost to other
communities in the recent past and where they eventuaNy located. You
will also want to consider communities that offer str ing competition in
terms of retail trade and tourism as well.

Once you have considered the question of competitors, pia several
to use for comparative purposes in an analysis of assets and liabilities.
Knowing how you compare with these communitiesand to some
national averages as wellwill not give you all the answers about your
competitive position, but it will let you know where you are relative to
the pack You will know, for example, if your tax rate or wastewater
treatment costs are a strong ad antage, a strong disadvantage, or perhaps
a factor for which your community is merely average. This knowkdge is
invaluable in dealing with prospects, in retention efforts (see chapter 8),
in targeting businesses that you hope to attract (see chapter 7), and in
considering whether and what to offer as incentive packages and
in ducements.

The list of factors considered in site selection is long. Conway Data
Services publishes a "Site Selection Checklist" that lists more than 1,500
site selection factors! A comparative evaluation of each of these factors
is an impossible task. Moreover, most factors listed are not significant in
the site selection decision. I doubt, for example, that any community has
ever been selected for a facility on the basis of number of hospital beds
per 1,000 population (one of the Conway factors). Only a relative
handful of factors is critical for any project.

The 45 facwrs that typically can b "make or break factors" in a site
selection decision are indicated in Exhibit 12. They fall into six general
areas: operating costs, operating conditions, transportation, sites and
buildings, and image. These factors are closely related to the site
selection process discussed in chapter 5 and are what some site selection
consultants call "drop dead" factors because if you don't meet the
company's needs in reg.rd to one of them you are dead in terms of their
location selection.
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80 Economic Development for Small Communities and Rural Areas

Exhibit 12
Major Factors to Consider in Analyzing Strengths and
Weaknesses and Selected Sources of Comparative Data
Factor and Data Source

Operating Cost Factors

1. Manufacturig wage rates
U.S. BureLu of Labor Statistics
State employment service
Interviews with local employers

2. Clerical wage rates
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
State employment service
Interviews with local employers

3. Fringe benefit levels
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
State employment service
Interviews with local employers

4. Electric power costs
Local electric utility
Edison Electric Institute

5. Natural gas costs
Local gas utility
American Gas Association

6. Water costs
Local water utility
American Water Works Association

7. Wastewater treatment costs
Local utility
Utility companies in competitor communities

8. Property tax costs
Local tax assessor
State tax federation

9. Corporate and personal income tax costs
Commerce Clearing House Tax Guide

10. Site and building costs
Local developers
Dodge Construction Reports
Marshall Swift Guide
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Operating Condition Factors

1. Unskilled and semiskilled labor supply
Local employers and employer associations
State employment service

2. Skilled labor supply
Local employers and employer associations
State employment service

3. Clerical labor supply
Local clerical employers
State employment service

4. Managerial labor supply
Local employers

5. Labor-management relations
Local employers and employer associations
Local labor unions

6. Labor Productivity
Local employers and employer associations

7. Electric power availability
Local electric utility
Edison Electric Institute

S. Natural gas availability
Local natural gas utility (propane supplier if pipeline gas not available)
American Gas Institute
State utility commission

9. Water availability and quality (treated and non-well/surface)
Local water utility
State geological or water survey
State environmental protection agency
U.S. Environmental Protection.Agency regional office

10. Air and water pollution
State environmental protection agency
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency regional office

11. Wastewater treatment availability
Local wastewater utility
State environmental protection agency
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency regional office

12. Telephone service
Local telephone company
State commerce commission

13. Vocational-technical education
Local vo-tech school
State Department of Education
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14. College and university education
o Respective institutions
o College guides (Lovejoy's, etc.)

Living Condition Factors

1. Cost of living
American Chamber of Commerce Researchers Association

2. Climate
Natione Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

3. Crime levels
Local law enforcement agencies
Federal Bureau of Investigation Uniform Crime Reports

4. Housing availability and cost
Local realtors and multiple t;sting service
American Chamber of Commerce Researchers Association

5. Retail facilities
Local merchants
U.S. Census of Retail Trade

6. Recreational opportunities
- AAA Guide

Mobile Guide

7. Cultural facilities
Local chamber of commerce

8. Hotel and motel accommodations
Local hotel and motel operators
American Automobile Association
Mobile Guide

9. Elementary and secondary education
Local school districts
State Board of Education

10. Medical and health services
Local medical society
State hospital association and chapter of American Medical Association

Transportation

1. Proximity to industrial and consumer markets
Rand McNally Standard Highway Mileage Guide
Rand McNally Commercial Atlas and Marketing Guide
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2. Highway accessibility
Official state highway map
State department of transportation
County and city highway and street departments

3. Rail Service
Rail carriers
State department of transportation

4. Common motor came. service
Local motor carriers
Motor carrier director

5. Air service
Airlines
Official Airline Guide

6. Express and package delivery
United Parcel, Federal Express, and other major express and parcel
delivery companies

Sites and Buildings

1. Industrial site availability and suitability
Local realtors
Chamber of commerce
Local and regional planning agencies

2. Retail-commercial site availability and suitability
Local realtors
Chamber of commerce
Local and regional planning agencies

3. Availability of existing buildings
Local realtors
Chamber of commerce
Local and regional planning agencies

Image

1. Local image of the area
Interviews with local residents

2. Outsiders' image of the area
Discussions with site seekers and other visitors from outside the community
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Even among this relatively limited list of factors, only a few will be
important for any given project. For example, water supply is not a
significant factor for warehousing operations, which use only small
amounts of water for sanitary purposes. Likewise, manufacturing wages
are not an important site selection criteria for a retail or clerical office
operation.

Common data sources for each of the 45 key site selection factors are
also indicated in Exhibit 12. Data sources generally fall into three
categories: information florn governmental agencies such as the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, information from associations and private sources
such as the American Chamber of Commerce Researchers Association
and the Edison Electric Institute, and information that you will have to
gather yourself.

For some site selection factors, it is unfortunately not possible to
gather exact comparative data for competitor communities. For example,
measuring "labor productivity" or "image" is almost impossible. Discus-
sions with local employers can, however, give a general comparison, as
many of them will have had experience operating in other communities.
This should allow you to give a general rating of whether the factor is a
strength, a weakness, or neutral for your community. Even these general
ratings can be valuable in guiding your development efforts.

A review of the strength and weakness factors provides not only
ratings for individual factors, but also a profile of your community's
general areas of strength and weakness. Typical strength and weakness
ratings of many small communities are summarized in Exhibit 13. These
ratings are based on my own experience in working with several dozen
community development programs in various parts of the country.

Of course, all of these factors vary from one community to another.
It is, therefore, important that you consider how yourarea rates and how
It differs from the typical small community in order to understand its
assets and liabilities. Fcr example, while highway transportation may not
be an advantage for most smaller communities, yours may be near the
intersection of two major interstate highways, as Effirgham, Illinois, is.
Likewise, Griffin, Georgia, which is 30 miles south of the Atlanta airport,
has excellent air access, better than many parts of metropolitan Atlanta.
In the case of these two comn.unities, h ghway and air transportation are
assets rather than liabilities.

Defining Priority Issues
Evaluation of your community's strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats is important as a basis for defining priority areas for your
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Exhibit 13
Strengths and Weaknesses Ratings for a "Typical" Small
Community
Operating Cost Factors
Strengths. Manufacturing wage rates, clerical wage rates, fringe benefit levels,

local property taxes, and site and building costs
Weaknesses: None
Variable (depending on regional location, utility service company and othu

factors): Electric power costs, natural gas costs, water costs, wastewater
treatment costs, and corporate and personal income tax costs

Operating Condition Factors
Strengths. Unskilled and semiskilled labor supply, clerical labor supply, labor-

management relations, and air and water pollution
Weaknesses. Skilled labor supply, managerial labor supply, water availability,

w:_tewater treatment availability, telephone service, college and university
edu cation

Variable (depending on re;tonal location and other factors). Labor procLictivity,
electric power availability, natural gas availability, vocational-technical
edu cation

living Condition Factors
Strengths: Cost of living, crime levels, housing cost
Weaknesses. Retail facilities, cultural facilities, hotel and motel accommodations,

medical and health services
Variable. Climate, recreational opportunities, elementary and secondary educa-

tion

Transportation
Strengths: None
Weaknesses. Proximity to industrial and commercial markets, highway accessi-

bility, rail service, air service
Variable: Common motor carrier service

Sites and Buildings
Strengths: None
Weaknesses. Industrial site availability and suitability, retail-commercial site

availability and Quitability, availability of existing buildings

Variable: None

Image
Strengths: None
Weaknesses: Local image of the area
11a4able: Outsider's image of the area
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development program. These priority areas may be weaknesses that
your community must work to overcome to be attractive to new
businesses, or they may be strengths that you seek to maintain and
capitalize on in your development program.

Four basic factors must be considered in defining priority issues
based on a SWOT analysis: level of control, level of effort, level of
controversy, and strength of relationship to economic development. In
regard to level of control, some issues can be resolved almost entirely by
local action. For example, lack of a properly zoned industrial site can be
overcome by action at the city, village, or county level. Many issues will
require considerable local cooperation, such as improvement of voca-
tional education in local schools, which lequires cooperation of local
school districts as well as volunteer organizations ranging from the
parent teacher association to local service clubs.

Other issues can be rcsolved only through local initiative coupled
with outside assistance. If local wastewater treaunent facilities are
inadequate, state and federal grants can be sought to help pay for a new
treatment plant. Typically, issues that require outside assistance ale
much more complex, resolving them can be time consuming because an
agreement must be reached among several levels of government.

For some issues, local influence is very indirect. A development
organization in a community with a history of poor labor-management
relations can work to establish a local labor-management council in
order to build mutual understanding and head off problems before they
become serious. But this is an attempt to exert a positive influence where
no real control can be exercised (see Exhibit 14). I

Many problems are immune to even your best efforts at resolution.
For example, many small communities in the Midwest envy other areas
of the country that have a better climate or more interesting and dramatic
topography. But nothing can be done to change your weather or
topography. There is not much point in complaining about them either.

Cost and time required to resolve a problem are other issues that
must be considered in prioritization. Some iSsUes, such as creating
proper zoning for an industrial site, can be resolved with little up-front
cost. ..)ther issues, especially those relating to construction of new
infrastructure facilities (roads, sewer, water) may be extremely costly to
change.

A few issues are so controversial that it is difficult to incorporate them
into a larger strategy. For example, in many rural areas improvement of
local school curricula might be facilitated by school district consolidation,
which would allow local high schools to offer more specialized courses.
But consolidation in rural areas is always a highly controversial issue.
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Exhibit 14
Rating of Sample Issue Priorities for Economic Development
Issue: Proper Zoning of Industrial Sites
Control: high
Cost: low
Controversy: low to moderate
Relationship to economic development: high

Issue: Construction of New Wastewater Treatment Facility
Control: moderate
Cost: high
Controversy: moderate to high (because of cost)
Relationship to economic development: high

Issue: School Consolidation
Control: high
Cost: low (may actually save money)
Controversy: very high
Relationship to economic development: moderate to high

Issue: Improve Highway Access
Control: low to moderate
Cost: high
Controversy: low to moderate
Relationship to economic development: high

Issue: Improve Local Labor-Management Relations Climate
Control: low
Cost: moderate
Controversy: moderate
Relationship to economic development: high

Issue: Downtown Beautification
Control: high
Cost: moderate to high
Controversy: moderate to high
Relationship to economic development: moderate

Issue: Need to Build New Courthouse
Control: high
Cost: high
Controversy: moderate to high
Relationship to economic development: low
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Most local citizens will either support or oppose a group on the basis of
its stand on school consolidation rather than on its overall mission or
goals. Becoming involved in this highly polarized and emotional issue
can destroy the effectiveness of the economic development agency in
deal ing wi th oth er :ssu es.

Finally, in prioritizing issues, yo,.: must consider the strength of their
relationship to economic development. Many community improvements
such as a new courthouse, a new jail, or a new library have only a
marginal relationship to economic development, even though they are
important for the community as a whole. One can always argue that
these improvements have some relationship to economic development
because they will improve the community and better communities attract
more development. They are not critical site selection factors, however.
Given a development program's limited resources, it must focus on those
critical factors. Certainly a new jail should be built if it is needed, but the
leadership for bringing about such improvements should come from
somewhere other than the local economic development agency.

Developing Goals, Objectives, qnd Strategies
A goal is a statement of what the community would like to become, the
definition of a desired future state of events. An objectiveis a quantifiable
measure of how well the goal is being achieved, and generally it puts a
time frame on the achievements. Strategies are the means by which an
objective will be reached. They generally indicate who will be respon-
sible for doing what. Within general strategies are the particular action
steps that will need o be taken during the course of implementing a
strategy. In addition to assigning responsibility and a time frame, action
steps also allow the assigning of a cost in terms of time and money.

This terminology becomes much clearer when it is focused on a
specific example. One problem arca for many smaller communities is
availability of suitable industrial sitesthat is, sites under community
control, having good access, and having full services (electric, water,
sewer). The goal in this case might be stated simply. "Our community
will have suitable sites for expanding local industries and for outside
companies considering locating in the area." Such a goal can achieve
wide consensus within the community because it is something that
should happen and should be agreed to by major local decision makers.

But the statement of a goat,leaves many questions. I Iow large should
the industrial site or sites be? Should the community develop an industrial
park or free-standing sites? When should these sites be available? The
statement of objectives clarifies and defines the goal. Thus an objec.
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for site development might be: "To develop a 40-acre community
industrial park having full access and utility service within three years."
This statement clarifies several issues. It says how much land will be
needed (40 acres), in what form (community industrial park), and when
(in three years). The more defined your objectives become, thc morc
difficult it will be to achieve conscnsus. Some individuals in thc
community might think that an industrial park will require too much
investment. Others will prefer a private park rather than a community-
sponsored, not-for-profit venture.

Strategies to achieve this goal become more detailed. They might
include the following actions:

Do a survey to find what properties arc currently being marketed as
industrial sites.

Evaluate the suitability of these sites for an industrial park (topography,
access, draining, cost of extending utilities).

Select a preferred sitc for the industrial park.

Create a not-for-profit development corporation to acquire and sell
the site.

Raise funds to purchase the site and develop needed infrastructure
facilities.

Acquire land for an industrial park and then design and develop it.

Develop marketing brochures for the community industrial park.

Each of these steps should have a timetable for completion and an
assignment of responsibility if thc goal a,id the objectives arc to bc
reached. For example, the survey of existing sitcs being marketed for
industrial development might bc done by a committee of local realtors
with a two-month deadline to complete thc study. Organizing thc
development corporation might bc assigned to a local lawyer, and so
forth.

Each of the action steps that is part of the stratcgy also has a cost in
time and money, and it is imperative that you know the magnitude of
these costs before you begin. Somc costs will bc relatively minor or will
be primarily volunteer timc, for example, the surveying of existing sites.
In other cascs, services may bc donatcd, for example, legal services in
setting up a not-for-profit development corporation. Other actions carry
big and unavoidable pricc tags. If undeveloped land in your area is
selling for $2,000 per acrc, purchasing a 40-acre sitc for an industrial park
will cost at least 380,000. Extending roads and utilities to the site will add
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to the cost of sitc development. Even a modcst industrial park will
require an up-front cost of several hundrcd thousand dollars.

The cost of various cconomic development strategies emphasizes the
nccd for selecting and priori. 4ing a few goals to pursue and others that
must, at least for the timc being, be dropped. fou will certainly find far

morc attractive and beneficial strategies than your community 's resources
can support, but ail worthy strategics cannot be pursued. Be warned that
prioritiwion is not popular. "Product champions" will push for goals that
they believe important, but that cannot be pursucd as part of your corc
economic development program. The librarian will not be happy if (as
is likely) a ncw library building is not selected as a goal.

Several consideration., typically enter into selecting which goals to
pursuc:

Cost

Personnel requirements
Agencies that must be involved

Timc required

Impact

Legal and legislative requirements

In selecting goals you would do well to adopt the "portfolio theory"
in terms of timc frames and difficulty of implementing your goals. If all
your goals arc long tcrm and difficult ("Get state routc 23 widened and
improved to thc interstate"), you will have little payoff to shot,. even after
several years, and development volunteers will become disheartened.
Community citizcns will be skeptical that development efforts will ever
lead to any tangible results. Thus you should include some relatively
short-term, easily achievable goals, for example, "Put up a welcome sign
at the cntranccs to town on routc 23."

Goals may be sequential and mutually depcndcnt. For example, the
development of quality industrial sites discussed above is a prerequisite
for major promotional efforts to attract outsidc industry. Or as onc
economic developer I workcd with always said, "You can't sell goods off
an empty wagon." If your community docs not meet some of the basic
prcconditions for attracting a particular industry, there is no point in
marketing to itdoing so will only lead to disappointment. Even if
prospects come to thc community, thcy arc unlikely to stay. In
nonindustrial development, providing adequate parking is important to
downtown retail rejuvenation, and without quality motel or guest house
accommodations, a tourism promotion campaign will rcap few benefits.
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Some goals will be designed to correct development weaknesses
determined during the SWOT analysis, while others will be designed to
build on strengths indicated in this analysis. This rdationship between
strengths and weaknesses and development goals is the connection
between these two major phases of the strategic planning process.
Moreover, the findings of the SWOT analysis also provide a rational
means of selecting among the many good and worthwhile projects that
might be undertaken on the basis of their ielationship to the core misNon
of economic development.

Implementing, Monitoring, and Revising the
Program
Telling the community about the results of the strategic planning process
is important. You want cunuuunity involvement and consensus behind
the strategic plan. Economic development should be something that
"we" do, not something that "they" do. Thus the findings of the SWOT
analysis and the development goals, objectives, and strategies should be
published for public distribution, at least in summary form. This publi
cation need not be elaborate. Today with desktop publbhing and quick
printing, a professional looking brochure can be published at a modest
price. Distributed to civic organizations and the interested public, this
brochure can then become a primer for volunteers to see whe-tse their
efforts fit into the large_ ,-ian for development. Another means of
reaching the largest possi:.) audience is to have the local newspaper
publish the strategy.

A strategic plan for economic development requires the cooperation
of many individuals and groups who must carry OUI the particular
strategies and action steps. In my experience, achieving cooperation and
coordination can be the most difficult aspect of development. You are
likely to recogr:ze some of the following common problems at work in
your community:

Naysayers: These people or groups don't like anything

Worst-case specialists: These arc the people who always try to find
what could go wrong. Rather than rationally weighing costs and
benefits, they take the attitude that if anything can go wro ig, forget
it.

Rememberers. They will always tcll you that whatever is proposed
has been tried before and didn't work.

Special interests. Some people will oppose development because
they feel it threatens their own well-being. For example, some local
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employers oppose creating more jobs because they believe this will
increase competition for labor and will raise wages.

Turf proi_ _tor): Some groups will insist that they should be respon-
sible for some aspect of the program because it is "their job."
Unfortunately, these groups often take an interest in this aspect of
developrn-nt only when they are trying to make sure that no one else
does it. When it comes to implementation, they lose interest.

Many communities have produced economic development plans,
strategic and otherwise, only to have them gather dust on the shelf after
they are completed. Or as one wag put it "Planning is fun, implementing
is hell." Failure to implement can occur for several reasons:

Exhaustion: You spcnt so much time and effort developing the
"perfect plan" that everyone has reached a point of burnout on
economic development.

Lack of consensus: The plan was developed by a small in-group or
ignored the interests of many local groups and the lar- er community.

Unrealistic goals: The plan is unimplementable under even the best
of conditions.

Lack of communication. No one informed the participant organiza-
tions and the general public of the plan and their role in it.
Lack of delegation: No responsibility is assigned to carry out the
individual strategies.

Being aware of these potential pitfalls and following the steps
outlined in this chapter for preparing a strategic plan should help yot, to
avoid having a plan that is simply a dust-catcher on someone's shelf.

Monitoring the community's progress in implementation is an often
overlooked stage in the strategic planning process. Are the timetables
established in the plan being met? Only monitoring will tell you this.
Recognize also that conditions will change during implementation and
that the plan must change accordingly. The need for monitoring is a good
argument for a single development age..cy that can serve as a quarter-
back for des,eloprnent efforts. A once-a-year formal review of the
progress of the strategic plan is also advisable.

Either process or product measurcs can be used to monitor the
progress and effectiveness of your ecoromic development plan. The
"product" measure that limost every development agency seeks in the
end is new facilities and new jobs. Thus there is a temptation to set a goal
such as "The Blankville Economic Development Corporation wi:1 create
200 jobs per year for he next five years." But, as suggested earlier, you
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are unlikely to meet this target because you do not control the outcome.
Other more reasonable product goals might be that a new industrial sae
has been created or a new highway constructed.

Process measures indicate how much work has gone into implemen-
tation and quantify the efforts that you can control. For example, in
marketing a community, a process measure might indicate how many
community information brochures have been mailed out.

It is impossible and inadvisable to have only process goals. But you
should have enough faith in your development strategies to be confident
that, if you are working toward them, you are doing the right thing. If,
over five years, your best efforts are not producing results, it is time to
consider a major reevaluation and revision of your strategic plan, as well
as the continuous "mid-course corrections" that will refine it as you go
along. Recognize, however, that the goal of revising your plan is not to
lay blame for past "failures," but to try to develop better, more productive
strategies based on experience.

With hard work, perseverance and that little bit of luck, a strategic
plan for economic development can d many things for your community's
development efforts. A strategic approach will make the development
program more informed. Preparing a strategic plan will also encourage
many members and segments of the community to participate in
economic development. Most importantly, strategic planning injects a
note of realism into what you can accomplish by defining and prioritizing
the unlimited range of your desires for a better community. You can then
tackle those areas that are most important and promise the best potential
for success.

Sources of Information
Additional sources of infomiation on strategic planning for economic
development include "New Directions for Economic Development in an
Information-Based Economy" by Ross Boyle and "The Consultant's Role
in Strategic Planning for Economic Development" by Darragh and
Kolzow in the American Economic Development Council's Readings in
Economic Development, IV. II, Developing Strategies for Economic Sta-
bility and Growth by the Council for Urban Economic Development,
Strategic Planning for Economic Development by David Kolzow,, Strat-
egies for Cities and Counties. A Strategic Planning Guide by Public
Technology, Inc., Community Economic Development Strategiesby Glen
Pulver, Using Strategic Planning in Economic Development by Barbara .;.
Keller, and Profiles in Rural Economic Development A Guidebook of
Selected Successful Rural Area Initiatives by Margaret Thomas.
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Chapter 7

Targeting Development
Efforts
Targeting, one of the most important aspects of a successful economic
developmait program, has beer a buzzword for several years. This
chapter will focus on the rationale behind selection of target industries
and on data sources and techniques that may be used to select target
industries. This chapter will also discuss the inc:usion of service, retail,
and warehousing businesses, as well as more traditional industrial
sectors when targeting.

Why Target?
If your community were perfect for all types of businesses, and if you had
unlimited resources for promoting econom:,: delelopment, targeting
would be unnecessary. Unfortunately, every community has its bad as
well as its good points, and even the largest community has limited
resources. Different businesses have different operating requirements,
making your community a better location for some types of businesses
than for others. Smaller communities are usually not the best location for
manufacturing facilities that require a very large, highly specialized labor
force, for distribution facilities that must be near a major airport, or for
retail stores that require a iarge customei base to be pr citable. But small
communities and rural areas are often excellent locations for firms
seeking moderate numbers of semiskilled workers and good labor-
management relationships.

The goals of a targeted development program are to focus develop-
ment resources in attracting types of businesses:

For which your area's assets are major locational factors

For which your area's liabilities are not important operating factors

In economic sectors that are likely to experience growth in the near-
term and mid-term future

That will maximize the payoff for time and money invested

That will diversify the local economy

That will build on local and regional raw materials producing
industries (agricultural, forestry, lumber) by providing further pro-
cessing and creating greater value added
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That will use "backward linkages" in the economy to bring in
suppliers to existing busiresses

Which will fill gaps in the existing local economic base by supplying
goods and services currently purchased from outside of the area

A targeting program must balance these goals, which are all laudable
but are sometimes mutually exclusive. Not all target industries can meet
all of the goals. For example, further processing of locally produced raw
material will actually increase dependence on these basic industries,
rather than diversify the overall economy. The objective is to find as
many avenues of opportunity as possible recognizing that no single
target industry can meet all of you: community's development objectives.

Targeting should also apply to business retention and creation
programs, as these efforts should focus only on businesses that have a
good likelihood for success in the area. If a local firm is failing because
its operating needs are not met in your community, there is no puint to
trying to save it. On the other hand, a firm that has many operating
advantages in the community may have a brighter future and should be
supported if it is facing temporary financial, marketing, or other difficulties.

Potential Target Sectors
Traditionally, targeting programs have focused exclusively on the manu-
facturing sector. This is no longer an acceptable approach. manufactur-
ing accounts for only a limited proportion of new jobs created in the
United States today, and many nonmanufacturing sectors have become
important parts of the basic economy. Also, some services, such as health
care, must be considered for targeting because they are so important to
maintaining a viable community.

Potential areas to consider for targeting include manufacturing, retail
trade, services, distribution, and tourism. Each area is discussed below.

Manufacturing
This sector should not be ignored, even though it is not the only area to
target. Manufacturing continues to create sc me of the highest paying jobs
in a community and is also an important basic sector to bring money into
the local economy. Even though fhe net change in manufacturing
employment in recent years has been small on a nationwide basis, some
regions of the country and categories of manufacturing are experiencing
growth. Moreover, studies have shown that about one in five individual
manufacturing jobs disappears every year. It is important for a commu-
nity to create new manufacturing jobs to make up for these losses and
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thus retain its economic base. Indeed, it might be said that a community
needs to recreate its manufacturing sectorthrough establishment jf
new companies, growth of existing companies, and attraction of outside
investmentevery rive years.

Retail Trade
Leakage of retail trade dollars to larger dties, especially to regional
shopping malls, is one of the most pervasive problems that smaller
communities face. The loss of local trade dollars and the consequent
decline or disappearance of retail businesses have many negative effects.
Local employment is reduced, as are local sales tax receipts. Even more
importantly, the loss of businesses reduces the general sense of commu-
nity among residents, and local civic clubs and chambers of commerce
tend to disappear. Small communities that have lost their retail base have
become, in effect, simply remote suburbs of larger, nearby cities where
most residents work and shop.

A healthy retail trade base Makes a small community a more
complete, convenient, and desirable place in which to live. I have found,
however, that keeping and attr...C.ing retail business is one of the most
problematic aspects of economic development in small communities.
Small town merchants often are unwilling to accept change and generally
refuse to cooperate on such basic policies as coordinating hours that they
will be open or providing parking. This makes them sitting ducks for the
malls, which provide both convenient hours and ample parking, as well
as for outside chain retailers and restaurants, which are open much
longer hours.

The lack of unity among small town merchants was typified by one
community where I was asked to conduct a town meeting to discuss
economic development problems. Speaking first, the local merchants
bemoaned the lack of citizen "community spirit" because, as they saw it,
more and more residents were shopping at regional malls in nearby
cities. Several citizens responded with unexpected hostility. They pointed
out that in most families both the wife and the husband work, but that
local stores were generally open only from 9:00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. Monday
through Friday. They asked "I low can we possibly shop in your stores?
You are never open when we are here to shop." For local residents,
limited hours of operation was a more serious problem than the fact that
prices are lower and selections of merchandise better in the regional
malls 20 or 25 miles away.

Another major problem in attracting and retaining retail businesses
and functions is the question of locally-owned versus chain retailing.
Most communities of more than 3,000 to 4,000 have faced the dilemma
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of what to do when major chainssuch as Wal-Mart or McDonald's
want to enter the community. A chain facility will inevitably increase
sales tax receipts greatly and create many new jobs. However, an
efficient, well-financed chain merchant also sounds the death knell for
competing, locally owned, small "mom and pop" retailers and restaurants.
Should your community welcomeand perhaps offer incentivesto
outside chains in this situation? This is a difficult decision that each
community must make for itself.

Services
Local service businesses make a community a more convenient place in
which to li% e. Health care is especially important, and many smaller
communities have gone to great lengths to retain and attract physicians.
Many communities of fewer than 20,000 are also struggling to retain local
hospitals in the face of Clanging technology, rising costs, shorter hospital
stays, and more restrictive government and insurance policies on
payment for health care services. Even a small community hospital can
be a major local employer, providing fifty or more jobs and helping
retain doctors in the area.

A Wisconsin community of about 4,500 that I worked with devised
an ingerious scheme to keep their local hospital open. They converted
one wing (about 20 of 60 total beds) into a skilled, long-term care facility,
which allowed them to keep the "bed count" up and remain fiscally
solvent. Many other communities have recognized that nursing home
facilities can be very valyable to 2 community, both as a social service
and as economic entities. Establishing of a nursing home allows older
residents (and the population distribution of most smaller communities
is heav:ly skewed to older residents) to remain in the area near their
families and can generate many full-time and part-time jobs.

Schools are another important but problematic local service. Local
schools without doubt contribute to .he sense of community spa. But
declining enrollments and escalating technology and costs present hard
choices. Very small local schools are expensive to operate and often
small community tax bases are squeezLJ by low farmland values and
commercial decline. Moreover, it is difficult for small schools to provide
a full range of modern courses at the high school level. Again, the conflict
between the desire for local rather than consolidated schools and the
need for efficient and modem education is an issue that each rural
community must resolve individually.

More prosaic local service businesses such as real estate sales, auto
repair, barbers and beauticians, and insurance agents can also be
important in Making a community more livable and in creating jobs.
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Larger service sector bus:nesses such as insurance claims-processing
and credit card-processing centers, which provide basic employment,
have recently begun to move into small communities. Typically, these
businesses have predominantly female labor forces and need reliable,
well-educated workers. Thus they fit well in many smaller communities,
where job alternatives for women are limited. Limiting factors are often
the quality of local telephone and mail delivery services, both of which
are vitally important to these information intensive businesses, which
depend on both paper and computer transfer of information and
payments.

Distribution (Wholesaling and Warehousing)
Traditionally, wholesaling and warehousing have bcen thought of as big
city functions, but this is no longer necessarily the case. Several features
of these types of businesses make small town locations attractive to thcm
if the area has reasonable access to transportation and communications
services. Most wholesale and warehouse activities have small numbcrs of
employees (median employment per establishment is 10 to 20 for most
types of wholesaling), they require inexpensive space, and they make
very limited utility demands.

Modem truckingand modem big city traffic jamsoften makcs it
more reasonable to serve several states from a single location, and being
outside a metropolitan area can reduce congestion-based delays found
in big cities. All of these needs fit well with rural communities. Indeed,
several very large mail order houses, such as Lands End in Dodgeville,
Wisconsin and L. L. Bean in Maine, have becn established in small
communities.

Tourism
Many smaller communities arc now seeking tourist dollars. Attracting
travel dollars necd not be based on having a major "destination"
attraction such as Disney World. Communities ncar interstate highways
can attract tourists passing through by providing lodgings and eating
facilities. Other communities cater more to local weekend travelers by
providing unique lodging opportunities such as bed and breakfast
hotels. In addition, smaller communitics can promotc local festivals and
attractions ranging from covered bridges to pancake-cating contests.

Tourism provides some very visible benefits in tcrms of jobs and
saies tax, as well as less tangible benefits such as a greater sense of
community pridc in local events. Tourism-based development has its
drawbacks, however. Most jobs in tourist-related business (that is, hotels,
resorts, restaurants, and souvenir shops) arc low paying, low skill, and
seasonal.
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When I hear economic developers describe tourism as the basis for
their community's future economic well-being, I cannot help but think of
a couple whom I met while working on a development project in a small
town in Wyoming. They told 1ne that, sadly, they were leaving town.
They had grown up in the area and loved it, but between the two of them
they had seven full- and part-time jobs in local resorts and restaurants, yet
still could not make ends meet! I always advise a community to view
tourism as part of an overall development strategy, not the main thrust.
Tourism may be helpful in providing summer jchs for teenagers and
permanent jobs for low-skill workers, but it does not provide skilled jobs,
high incomes, or opportunities for career advancement.

Manufacturing Targeting
A wide variety of information is readily available for hundreds of specific
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes developed by the U.S.
Office of Management and Budget. This information is widely used by
the federal government, state governments, and private organizations
(including marketing and mailing-list firms) to classify data on business
establishments. Exhibit 15 provides an example of how the SIC code
system is structured. Essentially, the codes are based on finer ald finer
subdivision of economic activity. Thus a major category, such as
manufacturing, is subdivided into subcategories, such as Primary Metal
Industries, which are given a two-digit numerical SIC codc number (33
in this case). The two-digit SIC category is then divided into three-digit
subcategories, for example, SIC 331, Blast Furnaces, Steel Works, and
Rolling and Finishing Mills. These are further divi ied into still smaller,
four-digit categories, for example, S'IC 3315, Sted Wire Drawing and
Steel Nails and Spikes (see Exhibit 15). There arc even more detailed
levels of the SIC code, up to the seven-digit level, but data are generally
not available beyond the four-digit level.

Two standard screening criteria used to select target industries are
industry size and expected industry growth. The rationale for these
criteria is that larger industries and more rapidly growing industries offer
greater opportunities for growth and thus, all other things being egaal,
are better targets for development efforts.

Industry size and growth can be measurcd in a variety of ways,
including:

Employment

Number of establishments

Value of shipments (for manufacturing industries)
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Exhibit 15
Standard Industrial Classification Manual Entry for
Primary Metal Industries and Steel Wire Drawing

Major Group 33.PRIMARY METAL INDUSTRIES
The Major Group as a Whole

This major group includes establishments engaged In the smelting and refining of ferrous
and nonferrous metals from ore, pig, or scrap, in the rolling, dracs mg. and alloying of ferrous and
nonferrous metals. In the manufacture of castings and other basic products rf ferrous and non-
ferrous metals, and in the manufacture of nails, spikes, and insulated %sire and cable. This major
group also includes the production of coke. Establishments primarily engaged In manufacturing
metal forgings or stampings are classified in Group 346.
Group Indusrry
No. No.

331 BLAST FURNACES, STEEL WORKS, AND ROLLING AND FLNISHING MILLS
3312 Blast Furnaces (Including Coke Ovens). Steel Works, and Rolling Mills

Establishments primarily engaged In manufacturing hot metal, pig iron, silcery pig
iron. and ferroalloys from iron ore and Iron and steel scrap. concerting pig Iron. scrap
Iron and scrap steel Into steel, and in hot rolling iron and steel Into basic shapes such
as plates, sheets, strips, rods, bars, and tubing. Merchant blast furnaces and byproduct
or beehice coke ocens are also included in this Industry. Establishments primanly
engaged in manufacturing ferro and nonferrous additice alloys by electrometallurglcal
processes are classiW in Industry 3313.

Armor plate, made in steel works or
rolling mills

Axles, rolled or forged: made in Steel
works or rolling mills

Bars. Iron made In steel works or roll.
ing mills

Bars steel: made in steel works or hot
rollIng mills

seen products

1:1-Ftrfitam..--.27
Aural:sum. magneklurar..-- _

Ferroallos. not made in blast furnaces
Ferrochromium
Ferromanganese. not produced In blast

furnaces
Ferromolybdenum
Ferrophospborus
Fertosilicon, not produced in blast

furnaces

Plates. made In steel works or rolling
mills

Rail joints and fastenings. made In
steel works or rolling mills

Railroad crossings, iron and steel :
made la steel works or rolling mills

iron and steel
Rails, rerolled or renewed
Rods. Iron and steel: triads in steel

works or rolling mills
Rounds, tube

nilIngs. plain Iron and steel.. or rolling mills
I., at eel

furnaces --
MoIrt.lenum silicon. not produced in

blast furnaces
Nonferrous addltire alloys. high per.

<linage except copper
Steel. electronsetallurgleal

3315 Steel Wire Drassing and Steel Nails and Spikes
Establishments primarily engaged in drawing wire from purchased iron or steel

rods, bars, or wire find which may be engaged in the further manufacture of products
made from ssire: establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing steel nails and
spikes from purchased materials are also included In this industry. Rolling mills en-
gaged in the production of ferrous is ire front is ire rods or hot rolled bars produced in
the same establishment are classified in Industry 3312. Establishments primarily er-
gaged In drawing nonferrous wire are classified In Group 335,

Ilrads, steel : sire or cut
Cable, steel insulated or armored
Horseshoe nails
Nails. ste-I: sire or cut
Spites, steel sire or cut
Staples. steel wire or cut

3316 Cold Rolled Steel Sheet, Strip, and Bars

Tacks. steel wire or cut
Wirt. ferrous
Wire products, ferrous mrde in wire

drawing plants
Wire, steel: insulated or armored

Establishments primarily engaged in (1) cold rolling steel sheets and strip from
purchased hot rolled sheets. (2) cold drawing steel bars and ;Steel shapes from pur-
chased hot rolled steel bars, nnd ri) producing other cold finished steel. Establish.
nients primarily engaged in the production of steel. including hot rolled steel slavtS.
and further cold rolling such sheets are classified In Industry 3312

Cold finished steel bars: not made in Razor blade strip steel, .:old rolled not
made in hot rolling mills

Sheet steel, cold rolled not made in
hot rolling mills

tiat cold rolled strip not mode
in hot rolling mill,

hnt roiling mills
Cold rolled steel strip, sheet. -ad bars:

not made In hot rolling mIlls
Corrugating Iron and steel, cold rolled :

not made In hot rollIng mills
Flat bright steel strip, cold rolled: not

made ID hot rolling mills
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Historical data on industry growth arc available from U. S. Industrial
Outlookand County Business Patterns, while projections of future growth
arc provided by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and Predicasts (sec the
"Annotated Biblioeraphy").

Ms2rely knowing which industries arc large and growing is only the
beginning and not the end goal of targeting, however. Because many
communities stop at this point they arc all pursullg the same few
industries, such as miscellaneous plastic products or transistors, even if
they are inappropriate tu the community's assets and liabilities. Size and
growth must be only two of many criteria uted to select industries that
not only have good general prospects, but also arc a good fit for your
community on thc basis of its asscts and liabilities.

The results of the assets and liabilities analysis provide the basis for
customized industry screening to find your community's target Indus
tries. Some factors and sources of data that you can readily usc in
screening include:

Wages: If your community has higher than average wages, you will
want to screen out low-wage industries that would not be competitive
in recruiting labor in your arca. Sourcc of wage data by SIC
classification: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Energy usage (electric and natural gas): If your community has
higher than average electric costs, you will want to screen out
int,ustries that use a great deal of electricity. (The classic example of
an industry that uses enormous amounts of electricity is aluminum
smelting.) Likewise, if you do not have readily available natural gas
supplies, you will want to screen out industries that use a great deal
of natural gas, usually for process related heating. Sourcc of electric
and natural gas usage by SIC classification. C'ensus of Manufacturer s.

Water consumption. Some industries, such as brewing, paper pro-
duction and pouitry processing, use tremendous amounts of water.
If your community's water supply is limited, you will want to remove
these from conskicration as target industries, even if they fit well with
the local economy otherwise. Sourcc of water usage by SIC classi-
fication: Census of Manufacturos.

Proximity to markets. Many rural arcas arid ,-TI II communities arc
relatively distant from major market ccntcrs, Thus y ou will want to
screen , ut those SIC categories that depend on purely local markets.
Thc classic. cascs here are manufactured icc and soft drink bottling,
because of perishability and bulk, these products arc generally not
shipped long distances Source of data on percentages )f shipments
by distance from the point of production provided for otC classifica-
tions: Census of Transportation.
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Sensitiviv to property taxes: The best measure of how sensitive a
business is to local property tax rates L, its investment in real property
and, if taxable in your state, investment in machinery and equipment.
If your community has high property tax rates, you will want to
screen out very high investment SIC categories. Data on investment
in plant and equipment by SIC category are available in the Annual
Survey of Manufacturers.

Gaps in the local economy: Absence of an important type of local
retail or service business in your area may indicate a good opportunity
to attract such a business. Data on number of businesses by general
type are available in County Business Patterns, but you will also want
to discuss gaps in suppliers with local businesses and gaps in the
retail sector with the general local population (almost everyone car.
think of a type of business the community needs). A word of caution,
however: a gap in the local economy does not necessarily indicate
enough local demand to support a profitable business.

Raw material sources and special production requimments. Indi-
vidual SIC categories can be evaluated on a case-by-case basis to
determine how well their raw material needs and production
requirements meet your local conditions. U.S. Industrial Outlook is a
good beginning point for evaluating SIC categories. This can be
supplemented by the Census ofManufactures, which has very good
information on raw materials consumed. Examples of data on
materials consumed for SIC 3315 (Steel Wire and Related I . oducts)
are provided in Exhibit 16. Industry and trade association newslet-
ters, which may be pinpointed through the Gale Encyclopedia of
Associations, can also provide a wealth of information on trends and
operating factors in various industries.

Office Targeting
Office locations represent a very different type of targeting from
traditional manufacturing industries. Many types of office locations, such
as national headquarters and regional or divisional headquarters, are not
appropriate locational targets for smaller communities. Rather, the
opportunity lies in routine data-processing offic-zs, which are character-
ized by

A strong need to keep operating costs low

A high proportion of clerical workers

A need for workers with good basic educaCois skills, work habits,
and trainability
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Exhibit 16
Materials Consumed by Kind, Data for SIC 3315 (Steel Wire and Related Products) from the

Census of Manzifactures

Table 3. Materials Consumed by Kind: 1987 and 1982
ousnoly end cost ot matenala consumed or put vita CrOduCaan try esub,shinents 014044 onti in Ms MkAtr7
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333346 I Zee do. I 17.2 1 14 4 1 235 3 I
261930 I S u I f t i n c s o d (100 Percant HISa.) clo. I 5 3 I 4 1 126 1 1

&apt for dritanng vac
Rodr

331061 Carbon stool 1.003 $ tons.. .2 473 0 806 9 .4 801 a
331063 Alloy steel (sacept stainless) oo. *41 4 21 7 '104 7
3311365 Stsrius stool co. 24 0 45 9 18 5

y,... fry radrelencc
331073 Cuton stool COO a tons.. '23 3 45 2 IS)
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$teel shapes mooned tor Aimee procesers except for
drawn; *we (X) 8 4 In
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SHAPES
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Short travel distances to other company offices

Electronic transmissions of quantitative data to other corporate
offices

Technical rather than marketing functions

These operating needs all fit well with location in a smaller community
that can meet needs for low operating costs but that is not unduly
hampered by being r.":1S. 4 e a major metropolitan center, as long as
telephone communications and, mail and express package delivery
service are adequate. Your community may bc a good location for "back
office" facilities for insurance companies, financial service companies,
credit card account processing centers, reservation centers (hotel, airline),
and mail order houses (including mailing, solicitation, order processing,
and customer services).

Retail and Tourism Targeting
Targeting of retail trade opportunities requires careful research into both
the retail potential and the shopping patterns in your local area and the
site selection characteristics and operating needs of various types of
businesses.

A good starting point is to determine the level of leakage of retail
trade out of your area. A good ballpark estimate of this leakage can be
obtained by comparing sales per capita in your area for a particular type
of busines:: (for example, drug stores or hardware and home improve-
ment stores) testate or national averages. If the average p capita annual
sales are $200 per year and yours are only $100, it is a good bet that the
leakage is about 50 percent. If the population in your area is 5,000, this
is a loss of $100 x 5,000, or $500,000 per year.

The question then becomes. Can a local store retain enough of these
dollars to be viable? Before making any decisions, you will want to
survey local people to determine if they are actually buying a high
proportion of their goods elsewhere, why they are buying elsewhere,
and whether they are likely to patronize a local merchant. Finding such
gaps can be helpful in attracting either local or franchise retailers to set
up operations, although it is a long, long way from a study of retail trade
leakage to getting an individual or businesses to make an investment.

In targeting recreational businesses, you must determine the size and
nature of the local market. Do you have existing recreational attrac-
tionslakes, national forests, or the like? flow far are you from major
metropolitan centers, which are the likely sources of tourists? ,10 hat other
attractions compete with yours? How good is local transportation?
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,f1
(Amt.rians are notorious for not wanting to go more than a few miles
from an interstate highway.)

Once you have determined some of the basic potential for local
recreational demand, you can move on to attempting to increase tourism.
Here are some leading tourist generating strategies:

Good signs identifying local attractions

Better local accommodations and other tourist facilities (these are
how you get money out of the tourists)
Local festivals, fairs, craft shows, and the like

Promotion of local recreational opportunities and tourist facilities,
which can be done in conjunction with attraction and facility
operators, with a regional group, or in cooperation with state tourism
development efforts

Improved quality of local attractions and accommodations, which
can be done in conjunction with attraction and accommodation
operators, with state agencies, such as the Department of Conservation,
or with federal agencies such as the Forest Service or National Park
Service

Improved local highway access (ur-loubtedly the most expensive
and long-range plan)

The overall message on promotion of tourism is to recognize that this
is a highly organized, multibillion dollar industry with many market
segments ranging from tent campers to tour groups. A smaller commu-
nity must work with its allies to attract the type of tourist for which it is
suited.

Geographic Targeting
Geographic targeting lets you focus your marketing efforts on areas that
generate the greatest number of prospects, making media advertising
and personal prospecting trips easier. Most of your prospects are likely
to come from just a few geographic areas. Small communities in
southeast Wisconsin, for example, know that most of their light industry
prospects (not to mcntion tourists) will come from Chicago and Mil-
waukee. Thus they may do mailings to target industries like small
precision machine shops in these metropolitan areas, may send repre-
sentatives there to call on prospects, or advertise in regional business
publications such as C'rain's C'hicago Business (see chapter 9, "Marketing
Your Community").
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Any targeting program should consider the desirability of an industry
and its acceptability to local residents. A tannery will not be accepted in
most areas, no matter how well suited it is to the community's,resources.
Targeting is a resource allocation system and the overall targeting
program should reflect a complete marketing strategy in order to focus
scarce money and time on the most likely prospects.

Sources of Information
For further information, see "Refining the Target Industry Study for
Today's and Tdmorrow's Economy" by M. Ross Boyle, "The Targeting
Study in Economic Development Practice" by Ronald Swager, "Changing
Site Selection Requirements" by John Gage, and "Branch Plants. How to
Pursue and Keep Them" by Stephen Chait in Readings in Economic
Development, Vol. H(American Economic Development Council); "Bull's-
Eye! How to Target the Right Industry for Your Community" by Ford
Harding and Phillip Phillips, and Growing Our Own Jobs, published by
the National Association of Towns and Townships. These sources
provide examples and more detailed nuts-and-bolts information on the
techniques of targeting.
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Chapter 8

Business Retention,
Expansion, and Creation
Programs
Retaining and expanding existing businesses and creating new ones are
vital to every local economy. Failure to attract new jobs is a misfortune.
Losing existing jobs--and the hardships this creates for community
residentsis a tragedy. Economic development agencies must do
everything they can to prevent existing local businesses from failing or
lf-aving the community. Many studies, notably those by David Birch of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, indicate that the majority of
new iobs created in any area come from the expansion of existing
busin,sses and the creation of new, small businesses. Business retention
and expansion programs are clearly vital to a healthy rate of new job
creation.

The Role of Retention and New Business Creation
Economic development agencies around the country have placed
increasing emphasis on retention and expansion jirograms during the
1980s. Indeed, many agencies have defined this as their primary task. But
don't fall into the trap of viewing retention and expansion programs and
attraction of new businesses as mutually exclusive, this is, that you must
do either one or the other, but not both. The factors that make a
community attracti e to outside prospectsreasonable operating costs,
available infrastructure and sites, a cooperative local government, an
attractive physical environment, and good living conditionsare the
same factors that will help ensure the continued operation and growth of
an existing business.

Determining where to concentrate community development resources
should resemble the process of triage, used to allocate scarce medical
resources on World War I battlefields. Under triage, the incoming
wounded were divided into three groups. Group 1 were those with only
superficial wounds and could wait for treatment. Group 2 were those so
seriously wounded that death was certain. They were given pain relief
but no heroic efforts were made to prolong their lives for a short while.
Group 3 was the focus of attention, those who were wounded seriously
enough to require immediate treatment, but who had a chance to survive
and recover if they received treatment.
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In business retention, group 1 businesces are doing reasonably well
and have only minor problems. You will want to keep in touch with them
to make sure that no major problems develop, but they need little
commitment of your resources. Nor will groitp 2 businesses need your
resources because they are beyond help. Several types of businesses fall
into group 2:

Manufacturing firms facing rapid technological changes that make
their product obsolete

Firms facing foreign competition that is decimating their entire
industry

Small retailers facing larger, well-financed national chain competitors

Writing off a business is difficultand certainly it is unwise to tell a
business that you have written them off. Your efforts should focus on
group 3 businesses, those facing problems that can be addressed through
community-based assistance, which will allow them to survive and
prosper in the long run.

Business retention and expansion and business attraction programs
are two sides of the same coin and will reinforce each other. Prosperous,
satisfied local businesses are important indicators to an outside business
that a community would be a good location, while continued outside
investment and job creation can benefit many existing businesses,
especially in the retail and service sectors.

The business retention and expansion programs described below are
often people-intensive rather than money-intensive. That is, implementing
them requires far more time than money. As a result, retention often
appears to be only a very small part of a development program's
budgeta few dollars to print questionnaires, some postage, perhaps a
plaque or twobut consumes the majority of volunteertime in conducting
and analyzing surveys and arranging meetings. A strategic economic
development plan should distinguish between the balance of time
commitment and the balance of cxpenditures apparcnt, which will make
life much easier for your development corporation. Not only will a plan
reduce the clamor for instant results, but it will help to defuse charges
that the economic development program is merely "smokestack chasing."

Retention and Expansion:
Business Surveys and Call Programs
The heart of successful business retention and expansion is a regular
program to survey and call on businesses in your area. Through these
efforts you will get to know local business owners and operators, learn
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their problems, and have the opportunity to provide assistance. A call
program requires commitment, discipline, and organization, you should
allocate at least an hour for each call and an hour for follow-up to each
call. Calls should be made on a regular basis, perhaps once every six
months or once each year. A one-shot call to a local business is not a
meaningful retention program.

A call program for existing businesses is also an excellent way to
understand community assets and liabilities and to deal with developing
problems. For example, an cxisting business survey is the most likely

1' way to discover shortages of certain labor skills. These shortages can
then be dealt with by secondary school, community college, and other
training programs. An existing business survey signals your concern to
the businesscommunity, provides an early warning of problems, and is
a sign of future expansion.

The large amount of time required for existing business calls, as well
as call-backs and follow-ups, makes it important for your organization to
consider very early on who it will call on. Even a community of 5,000
people will probably have over 100 individual businesses. Assuming that
the calls are made by two people and that each call and foho., up require
four person-hours (a conservative estimate), calling on 100 businesses
will require 400 person hours or 10 full weeks!

Here arc some factors to consider in deciding whether to include a
business in your call program:

Flow large is the business? Clearly, your efforts should focus on larger
employers.

Is it a basic or a service business? Basic businesses are generally the
focus of retention programs because of their role in supporting the
local economy and because they tend to leave for reasons that are
not dependent on local market conditions.

How great is the risk that the business will fail, cut back, or leave the
community? If you have any indications that a business is facing
particular probleme such as cutting back on overtime, cutting back
on the number elf part-time employees, or letting full-time workers
go, that business should be a primary target for your retention efforts.

Another crucial step in designing a successful retention program is to
prepare a good questionnaire. Without this, your interviews will be hit or
miss in covering all of the important areas and will often be diverted into
general discussion. An example of an existing business survey is
provided by Exhibit 17. This survey was designed to obtain basic factual
information needed for a retention program and to ask the interviewees

..
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Exhibit 17
Community Existing Business Survey
Basic Data

1. Company

2. Address

3. Telephone

4. Person within company completing survey

5. Primary service or product you provide

6. Year founded

7. Does your firm have multiple locations? 0 Yes 0 No

8. If yes to number 7, where is your firm's corporate headquarters?

Facility Specifications

9. What is the size of the site on which your business is located?

10. How many square feet of building space does your business occupy?

11. Are you planning any expansions of your existing facility? 0 Yes 0 No

If yes, how many additional square feet will be added?

12. Are you planning any additional locations for your b,...ness? 0 Ye J No

If yes, where'

13. Do you have enough property to allow for expansion at your current
location? 0 Yes 0 No
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14. Do you have plans to improve or modernize your present building?
0 Yes 0 No

15. Do you have plans (either immediate or long range) to move some of your
operations out of this community? 0 Yes 0 No

If yes, why?

Employment

16. How many employees you have (loral only if you have branches
elsewhere;?

Full-time Part-time

17. How many employees did you have five years ago?

Part-time

18. How many employees do you expect to have next year?

Part-time

19. How many employees do you expect to have in five years?

Full-time Part-time

20. What do you estimate your annual employee turnover rate to be?

21. What pe,centage of your employees lives within the community? %

22. How would you rate the supply of workers in the following categories
(include only those groups in which you have employees)? Rate as excellent,
good, fair, or poor.

Skilled

Semiskilled

Unskilled

Clerical

Professional/managerial
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Tracing raid Rectmitment

3. What !ob ski" s does your business require?

24. How do you do job training (perccr; by each method)?

On the job

Community college

Union program

Other (specify)

25. What sources do you use to recruit emplo: ..e.s? (check those that apply)

Word of moufth

Newspaper

Private employment service

Employee referral

State job service

Community college

Other (specify)

General Opinions

26. Looking back over the past few years, would you say that, as a place to do
business, this community has become:

0 Better 0 Worse 0 Stayed the same 0 No opinion

Why?
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27. As a place to do business in the next few years, do you expect the community
to become:

0 Better 0 Worse 0 Stay the same 0 No opinion

Why?

28. What do you believe will be the five most important issues facing our local
economy in the next few years?

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

29. What do you believe are the advantages of doing business in our commu-
nity?

30. What do you believe are the disadvantages of doing business in our
community?
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31. Have you had any problems with local or state governmental services?
(please describe)

32. Please describe suggestions you have fur making this community a better
place to do business.

33. What types of new businesses or services would you like to see locate in the
arca?

34. Arc there any ways that our organization can assist your business?

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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for their insights and attitudes through several open-ended opinion
questions. A good introductory letter is especially important to make sure
that people receiving the survey know who is conducting it, what the
purpose is, and how it will bc uscd. A letter will also greatly incrcasc the
number and quality of responses you nxeive.

If you arc conducting the survey by mail, do not expect every
business (or even most businesses) to respond without somc prodding.
Plan to scnd out a follow-up letter about ten days after the initial survey,
asking for a response from thosc you have not heard from. Also plan to
call those who have not responded in anothcr ten days or so. A fcw well-
meaning people will promise to rcturn thc survey (and will makc this
promisc several times), yct never get around to it. Thc best strategy here
is to arrange a convenient time to drop by and fill it out with them in
person. Unfortunately, there arc usually a fcw sorcheacIs in any community
who refuse to respond. If you get an adamant refusal, my icivice is to just
drop the business from thc survey; aftcr all, you arc ..alling on their
community spiritwhich is absentand Vircring help---which t). ey
clearly don't want and almost certainly will not accept.

Be surelo prepare the community for the survey as well as possible.
Local businesses are far more likely to respond if thcy know in advance
about the campaign and it.s benefits. You can talk to local civic clubs such
as the Kiwanis, Rotary, and Lions, run stories in the uewspaper, and
make radio and television announcements on stations serving your
community.

Selecting and training volunteers is an extremely important aspect of
an existing business call program. Poorly selected or poorly trained
volunteers can do far more harm than good and can alienate rather than
help !ocal busincss. In conducting interviews, your volunteers should
keep several rules in mind:

Allow a &icy" time for personal introductions and get-acquainted
comments for people who do not know each other.

Explain briefly who is doing the survey and that the goal is to solve
problems and help local industry.

Explain how thc information will bc uscd.

Assure respondents that all information obtained will be held in
strictest confidence.

Don't ask unnecessary questions.

Don't rush thc interview, but don't takc too long cithcrthc people
you arc interviewing have othcr business to attcnd to.
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Be completely familiar with the interview questions and the type of
information you arc seeking.
Give the respondents a chance to ask you questions.

Don't try to solve problems on the spot.
Do follow up quickly with the tight people who can get problems
resolved. For example, speak with city officials if the problem is
street access, the power company if the problem is electrical supply.

Be sure to call back on businesses to find out if their problems have
been resolved. If they have not, keep working on it.

Thank the people you interview for their time and cooperation.

Always remember the three keys to the credibility and effective
ness of a retention survey arc follow-up, analysis, and confidentiality.

An existing business sum ey program should be a systematic part of
a larger effort. Interviewers should get together during the process to
share inforntation on problems they are hearing about so that others can
be on the lookout for them. Results of the surveys should be tabulated
and summarized. Often a thorough and thoughtful analysis of results w ill
reveal trends that arc not apparent from individual interviews. For
example, an overall evaluation may indicate that man businesses :..re
planning expansions but arc having problems in finding financing.

You should also plan to publish a summary of the findings in a fact
sheet or brochure and to return to the service clubs, newspapers, arid
other groups contacted at the beginning of the survey to preser ,he
results. By these means and by working with local government and
financial Institutions, you can use an existing business survey to build
cooperation and understanding of the business commt.nity and create a
better business climate.

Other Types of Retention Programr
Many other types of industry reter.uon progra t. lave been effectively
used by community development organizations add their allies. Th:se
include:

Industry appreciation dinners at which local businesses can be
honored. Special attention should be given to growing and innovative
businesses, as well as to leading employers. Plaques and other
awards can bc given as brig-term mementos of the occasion and the
honor.
Financing assisto.nce through a con rnunity development corporation.
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Participation in trade fairs at which local businesses demonstrate
their products. Trade fairs can help to build both awareness and
patronage of local suppliers and merchants.

Training seminars for local businesspeople on topics such as labor
relations, taxes, exporting, or drugs in the workplace. These can help
businesspeople become more knowledgeable and can provide
opportunities for them to solve common problems.

Business after-murs events designed to in.prove networking among
local businesspersons.

Improving acces.3 to technical assistance from community and four-
year colleges in the region. Many of these institutions have expertise
in areas ranging from on-the-job training to engineering technology
and make this expertise available to business. Bat often it takes some
work to find out what is available and whom to contact.

Working with Small Business Development Centers, .jTPA (job
Training Partnership Act), SCORE (Senior Corps of Retired Executives),
and other groups to make sure that local businesses are getting the
maximum possible benefit from their services.

An excellent presentation of numerous examples of business reten-
tion strategies is provided in Profiles in Rural Economic Development by
Margaret G. Thomas. This volume gives two-page vignettes describing
specific small town programs from all states.

New Business Creation
New business start-ups are very common throughout the United States.
In fact, about one new business is formed each year for every ten existing
businesse:, in most parts of the country. According to studies in
Pennsylvania and Minnesota, 10 to 15 percent of all jobs in those states
in 1986 were in businesses founded between 1979 and 1984. Surveys also
show that these new firms are very diverse in their growth patterns. Two
other generalizations should also be made, however. The first is that
most new businesses are small. The second is that most new businesses
do not create substantial numbers of new jobs, and, in fact, many fail.

David Birch of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology has
conducted extensive research on the sources of job creation and job loss
in various areas of the United States. As his research indicates, the level
of job loss resulting from business failures and employee layoffs is similar
in all regions of the country. What differentiates areas with rapidly
growing employment from thcse with slower growth is the rate of new
business formation, which varies much more widely.
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New businesses almost always start where their founders live, where
they know the market and have financial contacts. Local communities
can try to foster new business formation by using incentives such as
lower taxes, but a survey of 2,653 new business owners indicated that not
one had moved to a new location to start the business. The key to
creating new businesses is not to lure entrepreneurs to your community,
but to make it easier for local residents to start businesses and to increase
the chances that they will prosper.

A complete new business development program should incorporate
four components:

Improving the level of communication and networking among
entrepreneurs, government, financing sources, and others involved
in new business development
Providing technical assistance, including market evaluation and
business planning, to new businesses and to those considering
establishing businesses
Providing reasonably priced physical space and support services to
new businesses
Assisting new businesses to find financing

Business Incubators
One of the most popular and xv:clely discussed means of assisting new
business creation is the business incubator. An estimated 500 formal
business incubators are operating in the United States today.

What is a business incubator? It can encompass all of the needs of a
new businessspace, support services, networking, technical assis-
tance, and financial assistance. Several characteristics distinguish business,
incubators from traditional market office and industrial space:

Not-for-profit organization and community development orientation.
Traditional multitenant real estate devdopments are aimed solely at
profit for the developer, whereas the major goal of an incubator is to
create new businesses and new jobs. Financially, the incubator is
designed to break even or may have an operating loss, which is made
up by a parent organization.
Commitment to creating an entrepreneurial environment conducive
to new business creation and success.
Multitenant space allowing individual companies to rent small
amounts of space on a flexible basis. In some areas the concept of an
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"incubator without walls" has been pursued; that is, an incubator that
provides services and assistance, but not physical facilities.

Business consulting services such as accounting and legal assistance
provided at below market rates to incubator tenants. Among the
specific services commonly provided are business plan preparation,
marketing assistance, government procurement, export develop-
ment, government regulatory compliance.

Improved access to venture capital and debt and equity financing.
Incubator management can provide assistance in working with
financing institutions to obtain traditional types of credit, work
through prograns such as the SBA, or provide access to locally
developed revolving loan funds.

Shared office services and facilities that individual small start-up
businesses could not afford on their own. Some typical shared
facilities include: a receptionist, secretarial service, mail room, copy
machine, conference room, janitorial service, audiovisual equip-
ment, security.

Formal entry and exit rules based on criteria other than simply ability
to pay. Entrance criteria vary from facility to facility, but typically
emphasize potential for job creation, basic as opposed to local
service businesses, and in some cases an advanced technology basis.
Retail business, personal services, and warehousing are generally
excluded. Businesses are allowed to stay in an incubator for only a
limited time, typically three years. After that, a successful business
must move out into nonsubsidized facilities to make room for new
start-ups.

If your organization is considering developing a true business
incubator, you must recognize that the basic purpose of the facility is to
foster new business and jobs, not to make money. This is easier to accept
at the beginning of the process than later on. Your incubator must have
a long-term commitment of support funding to allow it to operate at a
break-even level or at a loss.

Most incubators experience an initial flurry of interest from entrepre-
neurs who like the concept and services of an incubator. Then comes a
long dry spell when recruiting tenants is difficult. Because of inadequate
financial backing, many incubators are forced to accept tenants that do
not meet their job and new business creation goals just to rill up unleased
space and generate cash flow. Other incubators are forced to raise their
rents to market levels to make ends meet, thus defeating their basic
purpose.
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An example of a successful incubator development program in a
rural community is that of the Escambia County Industrial Development
Authority in Atmore, Alabama. The group obtained the use of an old
National Guard armory, which had been given to the city in a land swap,
and converted the 12,000-square-foot building to an incubator facility.
After minor repairs and renovations were made, space was rented to the
Alabama Tank Company, which fabricates tanks used in oil fields.
Alabama Tank grew to 14 employees in three ycars and then left the
incubator for its own nonsubsidized facility.

This example emphasizes an important point. Successful incubators
begin with low-cost existing space. Some states and communities have
sponsored construction of new buildings for incubator space, but doing
so defeats the purpose of keeping space costs low because new space is
inevitably expensive.

Several surveys have shown that businesses started in incubators
have a far greater chance of survival than do thosc started outside of
incubators. This differential may reflect the benefits of subsidized rent
and shared services, to some extent it certainly shows that incubator
tenants have a greater sophistication and willingness to accept assistance
compared with typical start-up businesses. If you arc considering starting
a business incubator, a good source of additional information is the
National Busincsf, Incubator Association (see the "Annotated Bibliogra-
phy" for further information on this group).

Financing Assikance
New businesses cannot be startedand certainly cannot succeed
without money , and almost invariably it takes more than entrepreneurs
have or believe they will need when they begin the business. The most
important source of money for new businesses is the entrepreneurs
themselves, their families, and their fricnds. Your goal in providing
financial assistance is to allow entrepreneurs to leverage these funds by
providing access to private capital and public financing and financial
guarantees. More specific objectives of financing programs arc to
provide equity capital, improve access to private capital by reducing the
lender's risk, improve business cash flow, reduce the cost of Financing,
and reduce the burden of repayment of funds.

Means of achieving these goals through the public scctor include:

Grants for employee training, infrastructure improvement, market
assessment, business plan development, and other purposes. Thesc
grants carry no obligation of repayment.
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Loans made at below market interest rates or to companies that have
too high a risk level to obtain funding through conventional private
sources.

Loan guarantees that ensure repayment even in the case of default,
reducing the risk of lending to new businesses and making them
more attractive to banks and other traditional sources of capital.

Interest subsidies that reduce interest rates to below market levels in
return for meeting certain stipulated requirements, often to invest in
targeted poverty areas or to create jobs.

Bond financing to acquire fixed assets. The granddaddy of these was
Industrial Development Bonds (IDB5), which can no longer be used
for most types of projects, and may soon be phased out entirely.

Equity financing, through which a state or locality takes a stake in the
company and receives a repayment usually based on sales of the
product.

Tax credits, abatements, and deductions. Each state has its own set
of credits and deductions designed to foster specific locally favored
or significant businesses.

Tax 1r.,A-ement Financing CHF). This allows investment of additional
tax revenues generated by a project over a specified period of time
to be applied to improve public facilities, such as roads or sewers,
that serve the project.

Enterprise zones. These reduce tax liability in return for investing in
designated blighted areas.

Various federal financial assistancc programs are available to smaller
communities through the Farmers I lome Administration (I'm! IA De-
partment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Department of
Commerce, including especially the Economic Development Adminis-
tration (EDA), the Small Business Administration (SBA), Department of
Transportation, Department of Labor, including the Job Training Part-
nership Act (JTPA); and various tax incentives, including historic pres-
ervation.

Financing for federal programs has declined during the 1980s, first,
because of the philosophical opposition of the Reagan and the Bush
administrations and, second, because of pressures to reduce the fetkral
deficit. Federal programs remain significant, however, and arc the basis
for leveraging additional state and local governmental and private sector
fur "rig. Revitalizing Small Thwn America by Charles Bartsch and An-
drew Kessler provides an excellent summary of program objectives,
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funding levels, eligible activities, application requirements, and contacts.
This book also summarizes the truly bcwildcring array of statc financial
incentive programs.

Several othcr avenues may also stimulatc privatc and pub.iic funding
at thc local level. Some communitics have startcd groups known
variously as invcstment companies, enterprise corporations, or venture
capital funds to assist new business start-ups. While these corporations
can bc a useful tool, they cannot dcfy thc laws of financial reason and
fisa.l reality. A local vcnturc financing corporation can assist only those
businesses with thc potcntial to survivc and grow and thus pay back the
loan. Local venture funds often behave in practice a good deal like
banks.

Thc bcst thing you can do to hclp local start-up companics obtain
financing is to unlock somc of the capital rcsourccs availablc in almost
every community. Virtually every small community has several wealthy
but financially conscrvativc local citizens. If you can convince onc or
morc of them to invcst in local companies, you havc created thc most
prized of all ncw business financing mechanisms, a financial "angel" w ho
can provide long-term financing. The patient money of local fiaancial
angcls, who havc long-tcrm objcctivcs and thc community wc"lre in
mind, can help to leverage additional funding from banks ac.d Aber
traditional sourccs.

Finally, be sure to recognize the special opportunities that your
community has for local busincss crcation and growth. Many rural
communities ha% e adopted a strategy of nigher valuc addcd agricultural
production. This includes experimenting with high value, nontraditional
crops, as well as further processing of traditional crops instead of simply
shipping them to processors elsewhere. Innovations in these areas ha% e
rangcd from establishing of wincries in parts of thc country whcrc one
wocld nt cxpcct (have you ever tricd wines from the Llano Estacado
Winery near Lubbock, Texas?) to stone-ground wheat flour. Other small
communities have sought to commercialize local crafts and tourist
attractions through horne-grown companics.

Sources of)nforrnation
Particularly g6od sourccs of additional information of rctcntion, expan-
sion and attraction listed in thc Bibliography are. Revitalizing Small Town
America by Charlcs Bartsch, "Development of a Community Markcting
Plan Utilizing and Helping Existing Industry" by Donald S. Baskett, in
American Economic Development Council Readings in Economic De-
velopment, Vol. I, "Industry Retcntion" and "Ncw Business Crcation,"
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multiarticle sections in American Economic Development Council Read-
ings in Economic Development, Vol. II, Planning Local Economic De-
velopment by Edward J. Blakely (especially chaptr,r 8, "Business
Development"), Economic Development. Retention and Expansion iy,
William 0. Browning, Creating NewJobs by Creating New Businesses and
Entrepreneurial Development. Formalizing the Process, published by the
Council for Urban Economic Development, Economic Development. What
Works at the Local Level by Matt Kane and Peggy Sand, Harvesting Horne
Town Jobs, Jobs Through Agricultural Diversification, and Growing Our
Own Jobs, published by the National Association of Towns and Town-
ships, Judith Gildner, ed., Retention and Expansion Success Stories, and
Retention and Expansion Business Visitation Programs, and Economic
Development for Rural Revitalization, published by the North Central
Center for Rural Development, Community Economic Development
Strategiesby Glen C. Pulver, "New Firms" by Paul Reynolds, and Profiles
in Rural Economic Development by Margaret G. Thomas.
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Chapter 9

Marketing Your Communi.tyi
Marketing is thc esscncc of most cconomic development agcncy pro-
grams. Yet, few development agcncies carry out thcir markcting activi
ties as part of a well-conceived stratcgy. Rathcr, most development
marketing programs are an amalgam of odds and cnds and "what
works," of ad hoc reactions to specific sitaations, and muddling through.
This chaptcr describes a comprchcns:vc approach to markcting as
applied to economic development loased on the stratcgic planning and
targeting framcworks prescntcd in chaptcrs 6 and 7 as well as an
understanding of thc sitc selcction proccss presented in chaptcr 5.

Marketing has been defined in many ways. A good definition is
providcd by Philip Kotler in the widely used textbook Markettng Man-
agement. Kotler statcs that. "Marketing . . . identifies currcnt unfulfilled
needs and wants, defines and measures their magnitude, determines
which target markets thc organization can bcst seive, and decides on
appropriatc products, scrviccs, and programs to scrvc thcse markets." In
community economic development "unfulfilled nccds and wants" arc
cxpansion plans of cxisting local busincsscs and thc needs of outsidc site
seckcrs, "target markets" are targct industries and gcographic arcas, and
"products, nmrkets, and scrviccs" arc thc assets, inccntivcs, and programs
being promotcd by your community or rcgion.

Marketing is far morc than selling. Economic developers often fail to
fully rccognizc this important fact, a failure shared by many major
American corporations and industries. Selling is aimed at disposing IA the
product that you have in stock, whilc marketing focuscs on the product
that you should have as well. Thus, while selling is ncccssary for
immcdiatc sun :val, markcting cncompasscs thc broadcr spectrum of
dcvelopment-relatcd programs ncccssary for your community's long-
term survival and prosperity.

A good cxamplc of thc confusion between selling and marketing was
provided by the American automobilc industry during the latc 1970s.
American automakcrs conccntratcd on trying to convincc thc public to
buy thc cars that thcy wcrc making, rathcr than making cars with thc
styling, options, and fuci milcagc that consumers wantcd. Japancsc and

1. Portions of this chapter were adapted from "Economic Development. A Markeung
Approach," authored by PhiHip D. Phillips, which appeared in Economrc. Devekp-
ment Review, Vol. 6, No. 2 (Spring 1988).
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Europcan auto manufacturers took advantagc of this lack of foresight,
with tragic consequences for thc American auto industry. -

Communities oftcn makc similar mistakes, trying to scll what they
havc rathcr than listcning to thcir pro ,p Tts to dctcrmine what thcy want
and nccd. As emphasizcd in thc discut ,ion of the sitc scicction process
prescntcd in chaptcr 5, a firm considcrs locating in an arca only aftcr
intensive analysis of its needs in tcrms of transportation access, quality of
life, and sitc charaLleristics. The firm has a well-established sct of sitc
selection criteria in mind. Many communities, however, insist on showing
a prospect what thcy most want to scll rathcr than what the prospect
wants to buy.

A case from my experience in site scicction providcs an excellent
example. I was looking for a location for a food-proccssing operation,
and let thc communities I was visiting know that thc clicnt was vcry
sensitive to odor, which could contaminate the product, and to thc
physical appearance and surroundings ofthe sitc, bccausc many customers
would bc visiting the facility.

One community (w hich mercifully shall rcmain nameless) showcd
three sitcs. an abandoncd stccl mill, a reclaimed junkyard, and a flood
plain. Why? Quitc simply, it was bccausc these were thc sites that thc
community desperately wanted to sell to this prospcct, and indeed to
eve'', prospcct who visitcd them. Othcr potential sites with favorablc
topography, access, image, and othcr fcatures wcrc not shown becausc
selling thcm would not solvc a "problem." Needless to say, my clicnt did
not locatc in this community. Because of thcir fixation with "solving" thc
problcm raiscd by these vacant buildings and unoccu iied sitcs, cach of
which represented a past failure, the community's development repre-
sentatives wcrc not taking advantagc of prescnt and future opportunities
and creatcd an ongoing record of failurc and frustration.

Economic Development: Marketer's Nightmare
and Prospect's Dilemma
As many of you havc already suspected, cconomic development is a
markcting nightmarc. In the idcal marketing situation, your competitors
arc few and weak, barricrs to thc cntry of ncw compctitors arc high, there
arc no substitutes for your product, and customers havc littic bargaining
powcr, creating a seller's markct. But look at economic development
where

You havc litcrally thousands of competitorsestimates of thc num-
bcr of formal economic development organizations in thc Unitcd
States rangc to 15,000 and highcr.
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Virtually no "barriers to entry" existevery community, region, or
state is or can become your competitor.

Some aspects of your competitors strategies, such as incentive
packages, arc unknown or arc publicly misrepresented, even though
other aspects arc well known..

Many of your competitors arc strongeconomic development agen-
cies arc increasingly well financed, well staffed, and l..ghly prJfes-
sionaland you must compete with many larger communities
whose development programs have far more resources than yours.
Site selectors can choose from many :ltematives to your community
not only othet areas in the United States, but increasingly Mexico,
Japan, and other countries.

"Custornf..is" (firms seeking sites) arc few and it is a buyer's market
Unlike the millions of consumers choosing between a few brands of
major home appliances or automobiles, there arc relatively few site
seekers choosing between thousands of eager communities.

Recognize, however, that the prorects or expanding local businesses
trying to select a site have problems and dilemmas of their own as well.
First is the sheer, overwhelming number of possible !ocations. Site
selection consultants do a brisk business in large part because of the
bewildering number of possible site locations, each claiming to be the
best. Moreover, all site selection decisions involve finding the best
combination of factors the company is looking for, ranging from sewer
capacity to air service. Finally, the prospect is often confronted with the
need to sort out many contradictory needs and priorities in site selection.

An example from my site selection experience helps to make the
nature of these difficulties clear. A heavy manufacturing company
seeking a new manufacturing location insisted that it had two "absolute
must" site selection criteria: (1) at least 1,000 experienced but currently
unemployed metalworkers, and (2) no local metalworking unions.
Several months of convincing were required for the company to Jearn
that this combination does not occur, that areas with large numbers of
metalworkers also have metalworking unions. Other companies seek
both low wages and high market acces&bility or some other unlikely
combination. Overall, the site selector's decision must reflect which arca
has the preponderance of assets or, in economic jargon, the best bundle
of goods. Typically, smaller communities' advantages lie oli the side of
lower costs, while they have disadvantages in terms of market accessibil-
ity and skilled labor supply (see chapter 6, "Strategic Planning").

Any prospect you deal with, including local companies you seek to
retain, arc faced with this dilemma. they arc overwhelmed with both
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choices and conflicting needs and priorities. Clearly, the goals of a good
marketing program arc help your community stand out from its
competitors and to demonstrate that your community provides the bcst
overall solution to the prospect's needs. You must, of course, also
recognize that in many cases your communily will not be the best
location for a particular facility. A good strategic planning approach to
economic development and marketing will help you to recognize when
your community has a good chance of success and when it doesn't.

The Marketing Process
Successfully accomplishing the twin goals of differentiating your com-
munity from its competitors and demonstrating its advantages do not
result from luck, creativity, or divine inspiration, but rather from a
methodical, analytic process. The overall marketing process is a sequence
of four steps. (I) information gathering and analysis, (2) planning, (3)
implementation, and (4) evaluation. The cycle is ongoing, and evaluation
of previous efforts leads to another round of the process.

The information-gathering and analysis phase of the marketing
process, often referred to as an "environmental scan," is part of the SWOT
(strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) portion of the stra
tegic planning process described in detail in chapter 6. Many commu
nities wind up marketing their weaknesses rather than their strengths,
either because they do not recognize them as weaknesses or because
they hope that prospects will somehow be convinced that they arc
strengths. For example, centrality to markets has been the theme of
recent advertisements by two communities in the northern Great Plains,
an arca that is more distant from major markets than any other in the
contiguous 18 states. These con munities should acknowledge that their
location is remote and that they will not fool prospects in this rcgard. In
addition, marketing strategics must recognize that some asset.esuch as
good labor market condi:ions appeal to virtually all prospects, while
others, such as an abundartt water supply, are crucial to only a few.

Onc often overlooked aspect of a community asset and liability
analysis is to market to the local areaand especially to existing
businessesto let this audience know v., hat the results are and especiall}
to know what the area's assets arc. This should be a cornerstone of local
retention efforts. In conducting economic development and site selec-
tion studies in areas throughout the United States, I have frequently
found that local residents have a ready answer when asked what is
wrong with their arca. Almost everyone in town has a well-practiced list
of problems. Yet when asked to name the area's assets, local leaders'
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response is often embarrassed silence, followed by general commcnts
such as "The people are friendly."

You should markct your community's assets at least as aggressively
to local residents as to outsiders. A good understanding of assets is
undoubtedly the strongest tool in a retention program because it makes
businesses aware of what t'aey will lose if they leave, as well as what they
might gain from moving elsewhere. Also, a local populace with a good
image of the arca and the information to back it up cannot help but
impress outside prospects.

Marketing efforts must also reflect the magnitude of an opportunity,
that is, thc proportion of site seekers affected and how important it is to
those who arc affected. Labor relations climate is a significant factor fur
almost all site seekers, while availability of graduate education iri

engineering is very important to only a relatively small number of
advanced technology businesses. Likewise, somc other factors such as
the quality of local health care may be on the checklist for almost all site
seekers, but are rarely, if ever, the decisive factors in the site selection
process. Such second-rank variables should not be the focus of a
marketing program.

General marketing efforts should emphasize your community's must
important assets, while targeted marketing efforts (see chapter 7, "Tar-
geting Development Efforts") should emphasize assets that are particu
larly important to the type of business you have targeted. Thus, ample
wastewater treatment capacity may be an important factor if you are
seeking food processors, but it will be of little imporunce in attracting
retail and service businesses.

A strategic plan for economic devdopment has several implications
for marketing efforts. First, short term benefits must be weighed against
long-term goals. Will the community actively seek, or e-en accept, job-
generating facilities such as a prison or a low level nuclear waste disposal
sitc? While most communities would shun them, some ar,as facing
severe cconomic dislocation and high unemployment have waged acti% e
marketing campaigns to attract such "undesirable" facilities.

For example, thc community of Flora, Illinois recently received
national mcdia attention for its campaign !.o attract a state prison. Another
similar example is provided by a button in my desk drawer from the
community of Tipton, Missouri, which was trying to attract a prison. It
says, "Tipton, A Good Place to Live, Work, and Do Time." Would your
community be willing to distribute a button like this?

Many communities discourage low-wage plants such as clothing
factories, highly cyclical businesses, or large, unionized facilities such as
auto assembly plants. It is important that your community and devel-
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opment group reach a consensus about what is and is not acceptable
early in the development process, rather than actively marketing your
community to prospects that residents will not accept.

A development agency must also recognize that in a vorld of limited
resources it should allocate funds between sales efforts and product
development. Overcoming weaknesses, such as a lack of suitable sites or
available sewer capacity, may be necessary as a basis for engaging in
promotional efforts. Marketing your community if it does not have the
basic necessities for development in place is not only unproductive, it
can be counterproductive by creating a long-lasting negative image of
the area among site selectors.

The degree of risk involved in a marketing strategy must also be
weighed against its potential payoff. Attraction of a new auto assembly
plant (if this is what your community really wants) is a high risk
strategythere are only a few such facilities to be hadbut the payoff,
as measured in the number of jobs, is very high. On the other hand, a
zero risk strategy is also a zero payoff strategy. The best course of action
for your community to follow is to adopt a mixed approach, with some
high risk and some low risk strategies. Retaining existing businesses and
attracting businesses related to your economic base are the lower risk
parts of the strategy, while efforts to diversify the economy by attracting
new, enrelated businesses are the high risk part.

Developing Basic Selling Points in a Marketing
Strategy Framework
Marketing programs for economic development reflect a combination of
a few basic selling points and strategies. Common selling points in
economic development are superiority based on. (1) lower cost, (2)
higher quality, (3) better performance, (4) special features, and (5) ease
of use. The basic marketing strategics of product positioning and markct
segmentation ai k: the primary approaches for implementing these selling
points. Each of these strategies is discussed in more detail below.

Lower Cost
The most common selling point in economic development, as would be
expected, is low cost. The cost approach may reflect lower intrinsic costs
over which your community has little control, such as lower wages,
lower transportation costs resulting from being near the center of the
market, or lower raw materials costs. Or the cost approach may reflect a
conscious decision to reduce costs by providing tax incentives, grants, or
training prc grams as part of a marketing strategy.
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Higher Quality
Quality is another frequently used selling point in economic develop-
rnent. Unlike cost, quality is difficult to measure, but quality of life and
quality of the local work force arc mainstays of economic promotion.
Often thc appeal to a sitc selector's desire for quality is uscd o attempt
to overcome a cost disadvantage. In consumer marketing, a shampoo
can advertise that a celebrity uses it because "it costs more and I'm worth
it." In sitc selection, the quality of life or quality of the labor force in an
area can be and often is used as the basis for selecting thc higher cost
alternative. Many community improvement campaigns, ranging from
downtown redevelopment to residential rerxwal to improvement of the
appearance of main highways entering an area, arc designed to improve
the perceived quality of an arca and thus its worth as a location for a
facility.

For research facilities, where image and recruiting of technical
personnel are the keys to success, quality is the basic site selection factor.
Inevitably, a successful high-tech company chooses the highest quality
site 1. it it can afford. My experience in site selection indicates, however,
that quality is an important site selection factor for all companies, no
matter how often or strongly they may say that they are concerned only
with the "bottom line." When confronted with the quality of life or quality
of labor force realities in the lowest possible cost arca or site, almost all
companies discover that they do indeed have a lower limit of acceptabk
quality. Quality of life is oftcn thc factor that differentiates between the
first and the second ranked communities in the final site selection
decisionthe difference between being the bride and the bridesmaid.

Better Performance
A third basic selling point is performance, which in economic develop-
ment is most often the "everyoody else is locating here, so why not your
approach. The popularity of this approach is apparent from the number
of development ads featuring a list of "big name" employers ,4eady in
the area, or a score card of companies that have chosen to locate there
recently. Clearly, development agencies seek to create some initial
success in site selection and firm expansion in order to create a
performance-based selling approach.

Thc "everyone is coming here" approach is frequently used even
though most companies try to avoid areas that have (..xperienced other
major site selections recently, because they fear that the labor market
may bc exhausted or that infrastructure capacity problems and higher
taxes arc imminent. The appeal that others arc choosing thc arca is most
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appropriate for smaller and more remote communities because they
need to boost their credibility as potential locations.

Special Features
Outstanding area features is the fourth selling point that may be found
throughout site selection literature. The following is a brief sample of
"feature" claims from some recent community promotional materials.

"Over 80% of the U.S. population is within 2 hours' reach."
"The largest consumer marker in the United States..."

"Home of the South's finest hunting and fishing."

"Abundant water for sale: 265 million gallons per day."

"Where there are more than 70 colleges and universities..."
"Average SAT scores have climbed 15 points in just one year."

"Finest climate, arts, symphony, opera . . . excellent educational
systems, sports galore."

"Excess unused utility capacity: 4 MGD water, 2.5 MGD sewer."

".. . a higher percentage of high school graduates than you'll find in
46 other states."

"10 minutes from 4 Interstates..."

"2,000 Acres [ofl available prime industrial sites..."

A major problem in using such features in sales campaigns is a lick
of focus and a lack of relationship to true critical decision-making factors
in site selection. A brief review of economic development advertisements
will reveal many that present a bewildering jumble of different features
ranging from symphony orchestras to tax abatements in a single
advertisementthat the community believes to be selling points and
presents without elaboration or factual evidence. This problem is
compounded by the use of vague descriptions such as "abundant" or
"high quality." Effective presentations focus on one or few positive
features and provide supporting information for them. A strategic
development and marketing approach can help by defining significant
competitive advantages and by focusing attention on them.

Ease of Use
A fifth and final selling point used in many development advertising
programs may be defined as "ease of use," the assertion that the
development representatives of a particular area will make the site
selector's job easy and risk-free. Many recent advertisements have touted
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the ability of the local development agency to gather all of the
information that the prospect will need or to provide suitable sites.
Likewise, many areas advertise that they offer "one-stop" environmental
permitting.

In both large and small communities, these selling points are often
wrapped up in a clever slogan using a pun or a play on words. A risk in
this approach is that many slogans, such as "Blankville means business,"
"It's your move" (with a picture of a chessboard), or "We have you in our
sites," have been used many times by many different areas. Thus, while
these slogans may seem clever to someone new to economic develop-
ment, they are, in fact, neither distinctive nor novel. If you plan to
advertise, be sure to review several back issues of development journals
to make sure that no other area has already used "your" slogan or some
close variant of it.

Because of the highly differentiated nature of a community's assets
and liabilities, as well as the variations in site seekers' needs, targeting (or
in marketing jargon "market segmentation") is critical to a successful
economic development marketing program. Details of the targeting
process are described in chapter 7.

Implementing Selling Strategies
Implementing the selling strategies of a marketing program iequires
careful planning and a great c' !al of effort in product development and
sales efforts. Implementation of a sales program also requires a good
understanding of the various steps in the selling process, presentation
approaches, and how the prospect response process works.

Steps in the Selling Process
One of the most difficult aspects of economic development is determin-
ing who thc actual prospect is--as an individualand reaching him or
her. No cae has ever really contacted a "firm." Merely having target
sectors or target firms does not tell which individuals within those firms
are the decision makers whom the development agency seeks to reach.
Thus the first steps in the selling process are finding the prospects and
getting to know them. This may begin with directories and database lists,
but these should always be augmented by contacts with prospect
companies and referrals from existing prospects, businesspeople, and
others.

In the early stage, your development campaign does not have
prospects, but rather a "suspect" list from which prospects can be
winnowed. These suspects should first be "qualified" on the basis of two
questions: (1) Is the firm interested in a new or expanded facility? and (2)
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Does the firm have the needed financial wherewithal to build such a
facility? Small communities often forget to ask the second of these
questions and, as a result, spend a great deal of time and effort on
marginal companies. Once these questions have been answered positively,
you can move to the "preapproach," in which you learn enough about
the prospect to effectively present your community.

Communicating your community's message to a prospect involves
several distinct but closely linked steps. Each or these steps ensures that
there has been no critical miscalculation at some point. The first step is
designing the message you want to convey to prospects. The second step
is to choose the type of media to be used. Marshall McLuhan may have
gone too far when he said that "the medium is the message," but the
medium in which you advertise certainly influences the message you
present and vice versa. For example, an advertLement in a specialized
target industry trade journal will have a very different message from a
mailing or an in-person visit. ...,,,

A third step in designing a message. isdetermining the audience. All
too often, economic development aavertisements and other marketing
pieces are "inbred" and they represent the development agency talking
to itself and its competitors rather than to potential pros Jects. Especially
for smaller communities, the message must be properly designed to
reflect the level of knowledge of the area that the audience haswhich
is bound to be very low for most outside prospects. In looking at your
audience, you must consider how they will interpret the message. A
picture of a small town skyline will not impress a New York prospect. As
far as a New Yorker is concerned, any other city's skyline says "hick
town," not sophistication or growth. Or as a friend of mine from New
York once said, "I could never live in a small town like Cleveland."

Presentation Factors
Several factors are typically considered in communicating any marketing
message; legitimacy, expertise, proof sources, shared characteristics, and
ingratiation. Legitimacy comes from using meaningful measuresstating
an exact amount of available water supply rather than merely saying that
the supply is "ample." Legitimacy is also conveyed by stating a reputable
source for data. Prospects are much more likely to be swayed by an
outside authority than by your own chamber of commerce saying that the
quality of life in your community is good.

Expertise, both in fact and in appearance, is also important to the
presentation of a marketing message. Know the productyour com-
munityand know your prospect. Nothing is more damaging to your
community than an inability to provide basic information about it when
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meeting a prospect face-to-face, unless it is a failure to recognize thc
needs and interests of thc prospcct. "Proof sources" is simply a fancy
term for factual documentation of your claims, for cxamplc, a comparison
of your property tax rates to thosc in scveral ncarby towns to dcmon-
stratc that you have low taxes.

Shared characteristics and ingratiation arc basic tools of thc face-to-
facc visit with representatives of a prospcct company. Finding out that
you went to thc same college, both play golf, or both vacation at the same
resort can help to build mutual trust and can help to relieve an overly
harsh sales presentation. Ingratiation includes thc incvitablc frcc mcal
and tokcns and trinkets sent to or left with prospects. Somc words of
caution: Any prospects activcly sccking a sitc can gain a good dcal of
weight in frcc mcals and may not bc that excited by a lavish and high
caloric dinncr cithcr in thcir homc city or while visiting potcntial sitc
locations. Morcovcr, trinkets should havc somc relationship to your
community's imagc and salcs message. Active sitc selectors will also havc
a drawer (or perhaps a wastebasket) full of letter openers and cuff links.

Assessing the Response
Onc of thc most difficult aspects of an economic dcvelopment marketing
campaign is judging thc level of its success. In many markcting
situations, it is casy to judge responsejust count the number of
coupons scnt in or thc numbcr of persons calling a toll-frcc numbcr. This
is not a good idca for economic development. Thc I ikclihood of rcaching
the particular person or group in a company that will make a site
scicction at the cxact timc when thcy arc making a dccision is vcry small.
Rathcr, you arc trying to crcatc awarcncss and a favorablc imagc of your
community, response may comc many ,nonths or ycars later. Moreover,
you can ncvcr be sure whcthcr a firm would havc comc to your arca if
it had not bee- 'xposed to your marketing campaign.

A good piece of advicc to offcr in terms of markcting communica-
tions is this. Bc surc to always tcst thc mcssagc on somc "noncombatants"
firit. That is, always have several persons not working with the economic
development group and not even familiar with its programs review thc
markcting campaign. Find out what they think thc message is and how
they react. This will help refine your message and can avoid fatal crrors
of miscommunication.

Marketing Strategies and Techniques for Small
Communities
Marketing is rcgardcd by many small communities as something that
only thc "big sids"the statc development agcncics, utilitics, and largc
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cities with full-time development staffs and six-figure development
budgetscan do. While as a small community you will not be placing
advertisements in Business nek or Area Develophent magazine, you
can and must markct yourself. In conjunction with development allies,
you may even have somc advertisements in thcsc big ticket publications.

Small community development agencies canno: inatch the four-color
brochures, videos, and print advertisements produced by states and
larger clues with marketing budgets in thc tcns or hundrcds of thousands
of dollars. And these means of presenting a message are indeed
expensive. A four-color brochure costs $20,000 to $30,000 to produce
and print. Thc standard charge for producing a video is $1,000 or morc
per minute of running time for thc finished video. A full-page adver-
tisement in a development journal such as Area Development costs
thousands of dollars, while a sizable advertisement in a general business
magazine such as Business Week costs tens of thousands of dollars.
Clearly, these advertising mcdia are far too expensive for most small
communities to consider, althou.gh occasionally you will scc a community
of 10,000 or 20,000 "shoot the moon" and produce a full-color glossy
brochure or run a large ad in a development magazine.

Remember, however, that these are thc advertising media, not the
message. The samc messages can be conveyed at much lower cost
through data books, data sheets, direct mail advertising, regional ad-
vertising campaigns, and face-to-face selling, as described below. The
key is to select your target audience carefully, provide them with the hard
information that they want, and to use your development allies.

Data books and Data Sheets
The lifeblood of economic development is information. Accurate, timely,
and clearly presented data are the most important marketing tools y ou
can have. Even the smallest community should have a community data
book, a set of community data sheets, or both. A data book need not
beindeed should not bea slick, four-color presentation. Often you
can receive help in designing and preparing your data book from your
local power company or from your state department of commcrcc.
Sometimes these groups will print and pay for thc book as well.

A good example of a data book is provided in Exhibit 18 (page 147),
which reproduces a community data book for our old friend, Monticello,
Illinois. The data for this presentation were gathered locally, but the
layout, typesetting, and printing were provided by the local electric
utility, Illinois Powcr Company. Ensuring that the community data book
always contains accurate, up-to-date information should be a primary
responsibility of your own community development group.
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A low-cost approach to providing more detailed information on
specific aspects of your community is to prepare a series of separate data
sheets on various topics. Individual sheets might deal with transporta-
tion, utilities, labor force characteristics, education, or recreational and
cultural opportunities. A major advantage of separate sheets is that they
can be printed in small quantities and can be readily updated. If new data
on unemployment become available, you don't have to throw out an
entire brochure, just revise and reprint the labor force sheet, saving a
great deal of time and money.

The widespread availabiEty of desktop publishing programs for
Apple Macintosh and IBM and IBM-compatible personal computers
makcs creating and updating data sheets easy. Thc individual commu-
nity data sheets can either be printed at a quick copy shop, photocop-
iedbut make sure the machinc is high qualityor printed directly from
the computer on an as-needed basis. Individual data sheets can be
printed on colored paper (but stick to light, pastel colors) for a more
varied presentation at nominal cost. Separate data sheets also makc it
casy to provide a customized response to a request for informationyou
need only scnd the sheets with data relevant to the request. Data sheets
can bc sent separately, or they can bc put into a binder or folder.

Site Information
Site data information is another critical type of marketing tool. Economic
development is not called "site selection" for nothing! This is an arca
whcrc a small community need not be at a disadvantage compared with
larger cities. I am always amazed by large communities that have
gorgeous, four-color brochurcs and videos on their "quality of life," but
have only a poorly organized file of incomplete, fly-specked, fifth-
generation, photocopied site information, complete with hand-drawn
maps. Site data sheets can bc prepared in much the samc way as any
other data sheet, allowing quick revision and permitting you to show
prospects just the site or sites that meet their needs.

What information should a site sheet contain? The following site
evaluation checklist indicates those things a prospect will want to know
and you should bc prepared to answer.2

2. This site selection checklist is modified from the article "Selecting the Right Site. Will
You Makc the Wrong Decision?" authored by Phillip D. Phillips, which appeared in
Area Development magazine in March 1984,
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1. Physical Characteristics

Site size
Usable acreage
Slope and drainage
Designated floodplain locations (if present)

Soil type and bearing capacity

2. Environment

Present use
Zoning classification

Surrounding uses
Expansion potential

3. Utilities

Electricity

Water

Sewer

Natural gas
For each of these utilities, data should be provided on the supplier,
location, and capacity of service line(s) and on the cost and terms of
any necessary extensions.

4. Transportation

General highway access
Quality and capacity of specific site access roads

Cost and time required for necessary road improvements
Rail access (if available), including service level and cost of spur
extension or siding

5. Protection

Police jurisdiction

Fire jurisdiction

Fire insurance rating
6. Political factors

General political jurisdictions that the site is in (city, county,
township, school district, etc.)
Tax rates and assessment ratios
Annexation agreements
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7. Available incentives

Tax increment fmancing
Enterprise zone
Others

8. Ownership
Title

Easements

Mineral rights

9. Site preparation

Removal of vegetation, cost

Removal of existing structures, cost

Grading requirements, cost
10. Site cost

Option cost and terms
Sales price

Improvements included in sales price

Site cost is a must, and "negotiable" is not an acceptable answer. All
site prices are negotiable, and the prospect knows this. The question is
where the negotiating will start.

A good site map is also essential. The map does not have to be a
cartographic wonder, but it does need to be accurate, readable, and
complete. The map should clearly indicate the property boundaries of
the site, the location of access roads, and the location and size of utility
lines. An acceptable map ,..an be compiled by any competent draftsperson.
This might be someone with a local planning agency or your city
engineer or county highway department. Generally these groups will be
willing to produce a few site maps at no charge if you are willing to let
them do it as fill-in work. An example of an acceptable site map is
provided in Exhibit 19 (page 156).

The imp gtance of good data sheets and site maps cannot be
overestimate !. These are the tools by which a small community conveys
many of its basic marketing messages. Advantages in cost, quality, and
performance as well as the features that make your community special
can be presented. Moreover, high-quality data sheets and site informa-
tion are the initial way for your community to demonstrate its compe-
tence even to a prospect who has never visited you.
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Direct Mail Advertising
Direct mad is a relatively low-cust means by which a smaller community
can reach prospects who have been targeted on the basis of industry and
geographic location (chapter 7). Direct mail is such an effective and cost-
efficient sales tool because the target audience has been specifically
identified. Thus a small community in northwestern Ohio selected auto
parts producers in the Detroit and southeast Michigan area as a target
industry. Through direct mail, the community reached just these com-
panies, rathcr than all auto parts manufacturers, as it would if it had
advertised in an automotive trade journal, ur all companies in southeast
Michigan, as it would if it had advertised in a regional business magazine.

Sources of names for targeted industry mailings include professional
mailing list firms and industrial directories. Several large publishers of
special Interest industry magazines, such as Cahners Publications, pro-
vide mailing lists targeted by indusuy, location, and title of the recipient.

State manufacturing directories arc also a good way to build your
own mailing list. These directories typically give a wide variety of
information about a business, such as sales, employment, and officers,
and they are cross-indexed by product and location.

Because the audience receiving a targeted mailing is small, the sales
message can be tailored to this audience. A specific cover leiter pointing
out advantages of the area fur the firm should be included, as well as
more standard fact sheets and information on sites and available
buildings. Moreover, the mailing Lan be sent tu the personal attention of
the prospect by name and title. As with all economic development
advertising, you should nut expect a targeted mailing to ha ,e immediate
effects. Your mailing is unlikely to arrive un the day a company begins
a site search! Rather, your goals are to build awaleness of your
community and to get some information about it into th.- target firm's
files.

Response is not likely to come from a single mailing either. You
should follow up on the mailing with a telephone call to ensure that it
was received and, if possible, to arrange an in-person sales visit. Only a
low proportion of call-backs are likely to lead to any further interest and
an in-person visit. Although the potential rewards are great, this type of
selling is full of rejection and is not for everybody. Even the most
determined community booster Lan become discouraged by refusals and
lack of interest.

Face-to-Face Meetings
If a face-to-face meeting is arranged, a telephone sales call will make you
better prepared to discuss the individual firm's specific interests and
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needs. This visit will almost always be in a metropolitan center only a few
hours' distance from your community. Be sure to find out whether the
firm is actively seeking a new location or is just "tire kicking." If possible,
also find out during your telephone conversation what their most
important site selection criteria are. Even if you can't arrange a face-to-
face meeting on a telephone call-back, follow up with a personal note
and specific information relevant to the company's needs.

Be sure to do your homework before making the substantial
investment of time and money required to actually visit a prospect. Learn
as much as you can about their industry through its trade magazines, and
learn as much as possible about the firm through manufacturing
directories of specialized business described in chapter 7, "Targeting
Development Efforts." You must be prepared to explain to the prospect
why your community meets his or her company's needs, and you can't
do this if you do not know what those needs are. Also, have a group of
two to four community repreentatives visit the prospect. If possible,
never send a single individual. Another person can always be thinking
while the first is talking and can "save" him or her if the presentation
begins to go awry (which happens to the best of us). Avoid having too
many people, howeveryou don't want to overwhelm the prospect.

Keep face-to-face selling simple. Generally the company representa-
tive will not have a great deal of time to spend with you. It is, therefore,
important that you keep the presentation direct and that you don't
distract with too many gimmicks. One of the most unfortunate face-to-
face selling visits I ever saw was presented by a group of representatives
from a small community in Iowa. The delegation, which had been
allowed 20 minutes by the prospect to make its presentation, consisted
of eight peopie in two cars. Half of the group arrived while the other car
searched for a parking place. After 10 minutes of chitchat and time
killing, the second group, which had brought a video presentation,
arrived. They set up their presentation, which would not work. After 5
minutes of panic, they were able to show their video. No time remained
for questions or any other one-on-one interaction, they could have
mailed the video.

Video and Print Advertising
Vider presentations are popular in economic development today, but
like everything else they have a time and a place, and often they do not
fit well with a small community's development efforts. The cost of a
professional video is highprobably $10,000 to $12,000 for a 10- to 12-
minute video. Be warned that a poorly written and produced video will
do far more harm than good for your community's image. Moreover,
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videos quickly become outdat-xl andhave to be redone, at least in part,
at further expense. Finally, the opportunity to use a video effectively is
rare outside of a trade show or chamber of commerce office, where
people come to you.

Magazines and other print media are not likely to be part of an
individual small community's promotion efforts. An individual adver
tisement in a site selection or business magazine is expensive. A single
advertisement is also likely to be of little use because your goal is to make
site selectors aware of your community rather than to catch them on the
specific day that they arc going to make a decision, which is unlikely.
Advertising research shows that repetition is the basis of making a lasting
impressionthat's the reason you see those same commercials so often
on television. Beyond the cost of space, print advertisements entail high
costs for typesetting, art, and copy. An amateur ad is similar to an amateur
video presentation. it says a great deal about your communityall of it
bad.

Working With Development Allies
Smaller communities can take advamage of magazine advertising, use
videos, and attend trade chows by working with their "development
allies." Who arc your developinent allies?These are the other groups that
have a vested interest in seeing your community succeedregional
development coalitions, utility companies, and state development de-
partments. By being part of these groups, you can be part of a "big
budget" development organization at a modest cost or no cost whatso
ever, though being an active participant will require your time.

The Central Illinois Corridor Council is a good example of a regional
development organization. The council is a coalition of 25 de. elopment
organizations in 21 counties in central Illinois. Member organizations
range from economic del, clopment corporations in metropolitan areas,
such as Peoria and Springfield, to communities of fewer than 5,000, such
as Dwight, Gibson City, and Savoy. Membership in the Corridor Council
costs $1,000 per year for a small community. For this fee, a small
community is represented in a national media campaign (see Exhibit 20,
?age 158), high quality promotional brochures, trade show delegations,
and even foreign prospecting trips to Japan.

Departments of commerce and utility companies promote commu
nities within their state or service territory free of charge. For the state,
your community's success means more jobs, more income, and, not
incidentally, more tax revenue. The utilities serving your community
know that your success means more customers and more revenue. The
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kcy to working with these groups is performancc. Thc numbcr of good
development prospects is limited and thcy want to takc the prospects
that they do get to communities that will bc good partncrs in promoting
a location in their state or service territory. Your state commerce
department and utilities are very important. Invariably thcy bring in the
majority of outside site seekers (especially the bigger companies). They
are also invaluable allies in putting together packages to retain existing
companies and to help them cxpand.

Thc best strategy for working with development allies is:

Become known. Visit your departmc:o of commerce and utility
company development department offices.

Provid, information. Make surc that thcy have the latest community
and site data for your arca.

Gct to know the representatives serving your area on a personal
basis.

Keep up contact. Call back every few months just to chat, even if you
have no specific project in mind. Let thcm know what is happening
in your area and find out mut you can do about their activities.
Work hard for prospects that they bring through. Even ir lou don't
succeed in landing a prospcct, your development allies v.. ill bc back
if you have done a hard-working, professional job of serving clients
they bring through.

A final potential ally is thc professional sitc selection firm. A fcw
major consultants handle a large proportion of thc major manufacturing
and office locations in the Unitcd States. For example, thc PHIl Fantus
Company of Chicago and Ncw York served as site consultants for
Volkswagen, Mitsubishi, Toyota, Mazda, and Isuzu in establishing their
North American plants. Sitc selection consultants oftcn rcprescnt smaller
companies as vu,.11, so it behooves any community to be on thcir good
side. Likewise, engineering, accounting, and architectural firms often
bccomc involved in the site selection decision.

Take prospects represented by consultants very seriously (even if the
consultant will not reveal the prospect's idcntity) because consultants not
only work frequently, but thcy are paid large fees. A company is unlikely
to engage a consultant unless it is seriously interested in a new facility
location and is ready to do something. A good list of site selection
consultants may be found in the Annual Site Seekers Guide, published by
Business Facilities magazine.
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The Sales-Marketing-Community Development
Connection
Sales messages and campaigns for economic development arc part of a
long-term, strategic marketing approach. In thc short run, economic
development sales materials must minimize shortcomings and problems.
In thc longer run, however, an effective development a3ency must seek
to overcome or mitigate these problems.

A strategic approach to cconomic development, as described in this
book, will help your community develop a realistic marketing campaign
by defining its comparative advantages and targeting its sales and
retention efforts. Likewise, working to auract outside ptuspects and
retain local firms can greatly refine an economic developer's understmd
ing of the area and its assets and liabilities.

To take the greatest advantage of the marketing approach to
economic de% elopment, you must work closely with many other groups,
including local and state government, planning agencies, utilities,
chambers of commerce, and service clubs. By cooperating, these
agencies can work not only to sell your community, but can also work
toward making your area a better, more salable product and meet the
needs of future site selectors.

Such a marketing and product development approach is ital in this
era of escalating economic development competition and rapid tech-
nological change. Communities nut adopting a comprehensive market
ing and product improvement approach are almost certain to be left
behind in the increasingly competitive world of economic development.

Sources of Information
Sources of further information listed in the bibliography are Marketing
Cities in the 1980s and Beyondby John T. Bailey Marketing Strategiesfor
Local Economic Development, published by the Council for Urban Eco
nom ic Development, Marketir2 Your Community by Jeffrey P. Davidson,
"Economic Development. A Marketing Approach" by Phillip D. Phillips,
and Marketing for Communities by Toni F. Schlegel.
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Exhibit 18
Sample Community Data Brochure

A Community
Profile
1988-1989

ILLINOIS
POWER

&own: Development Department
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MONTICELLO, ILLINOIS

HIGHWAY DISTANCE TO:
MI. Km. MI. Km.

CHICAGO 154 251 ST. LOUIS 139 226

DETROIT 396 626 INDIANAPOLIS 134 243

POPULATION
1960 iwo ino 1990 (est.)'

CITY 3,219 4,130 4,753

COUNTY (Piatt) 14,960 15,496 16,581 17,031

SMSA NIA NIA NIA NIA

Source: Illinois Population Trends, Illinois Bureau of the Budget; July 1987

ENVIRONMENT
JAN APR JUL OCT ANNUAL

MEAN TEMPERATURE ('F) 24.7 :2.3 75.2 55.3 51.8

PRECIPITATION NORMALS (In.) 1.99 4.28 4.38 2.52 38.25

PREVAILING WIND West-Southwest/9.8 MPH

AIR QUALITY MAJOR POLLUTANT CLASSIFICATIONS

TOWNSHIP TSP NO, CO SO,

Platt County A A A A

9,..:

NJ
P Primary Standard Exceeded NU Primary Standard Unclassifiable
S Secondary Standard Exceeded WU Secondary Stand. Unclassifiable

AAttainment
Source. Geographic Designations of Attamment Status of Criteria Pollutants,

Illinois EPA, April 1988
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GOVERNMENT
FORM Mayor/Council

POLICE PROTECTION City . 8

FIRE PROTECTION Fulltime - 0

FIRE INSURANCE RATING Class It 7

PLANNING COMMISSIONS
City Monticello Planning Commission
County Platt County Planning Commission, Local

ZONING
City Monticello Planning Commission zoning ordinance In effect
County Piatt County zoning ordinance in effect

' ODES
BOCA. National Electric Code and State Plumbing Code

County - 10

Volunteer. - 20

TAXATION

1985 1986 1987

Township (Monticello) .3257 .2746 .1795

CITY .1813 .1755 .1652

COUNTY .7797 .7918 .7718

SCHOOL 2 3314 2.2736 2.7355

ALL OTHERS .5534 .5399 .1664

TOTAL 4.1715 4.0554 4.0184

EQUALIZER 1.0236 1.0425 1.0452

BASIS OF ASSESSMENT

Real estate property is assessed at 33-113% of fair market value.
and the tax rate is applied to each $100 of assessed valuafion.
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WATER TREATMENT
OPERATOR City of Monticello

SOURCE 4 Wells

MAXIMUM PUMPING CAPACITY 1,500,000 GPD

MAXIMUM TREATMENT CAPACITY 1,500,000 GPD

AVERAGE DAILY DEMAND 750,000 GPD

PEAK DAILY DEMAND 1,000,000 GPD

RESERVE TREATMENT CAPACITY 500,000 GPD

'Reserve Treatment Capacity = Maximum Treatment Capacity Less Peak Daily Demand

SEWAGE TREATMENT
OPERATOR City of Monticello

TREATMENT PROCESS Trickling Filter &
Activated Sludge

PLANT DESIGN CAPACITY 1,000,000 GPD

AVERAGE DAILY DEMAND 600,000 GPD

RESERVE TREATMENT CAPACITY' 400,000 GPD

'Reserve Treatment Capacity = Plant Design Capacity Less Average Daily Demand

SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
General Refuse: City of Monticello; EPA permitted

ELECTRICITY
Illinois Power Company

NATURAL GAS
Illinois Power Company

TELEPHONE
General Telephone Company
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EDUCATION
NUMBER OF NUMBER STUDENT/TEACHER
SCHOOLS ENROLLED RATIO- ---

ELEMENTARY (K8) 2 942 14.911

SECONDARY (9.12) 1 463 12.611

PRIVATE 1 PAROCHIAL 1 41 p.stl

VOCATIONAL NUMBER OF
NAME LOCATION PROGRAMS

Decatur Area Vocational
Center Decatur (26 mi. SW)

Richland Community College Decatur(22 mi. SW)

25

24

COLLEGESIUNIVERSITIES

NAME LOCATION DESCRIPTION

University of Illinois Champaign.Urbana (25 mi. NE) 4 yr state funded

Millikin University Decatur (27 mi. SW) 4 yr. private

Parkland Junior College Champaign (20 ml. NE) 2 yr state funded

Richland Community College Decatur (22 mi. SW) 2 yr. state funded

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
NUMBER

BANKS 2

SAVINGS AND LOANS 2

HEALTH CARE
HOSPITALS 1 (23 bed capacity)

DOCTORS 6

DENTISTS 3
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HIGHWAYS
ROUTE DISTANCE DIRECTION

Interstate 74 18 miles 1Jortheast East/West

Interstate 72 2 miles North East/West

interstate 57 15 miles Northeast NorthlSouth

Illinois 105 Local South

RAILROADS
COMPANY TRACK CLASSIFICATION DIRECTION

Norfolk & Western Secondary Main Line NorthlSouth

I NTERMODAL CARRIERS
(None readily accessible)

AIRPORTS
NAMEICITY DISTANCE COMMERCIAL SERVICE

Monticello Airport/Monticello 1 mile South None

Frasca Field/Urbana 25 miles Northeast None

U of I Willard Airport/Champaign 28 miles Northeast Passenger & Freight

Decatur Airport/Decatur 33 miles Southwest Passenger & Freight

WATERWAYS
(None readily accessible)

GENERAL COMMODITY MOTOR CARRIERS
Common Carriers 30 Terminals 0

Source: American Motor Carrier Directory Spring. 1988
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CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE
EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT

Platt County Labor Market Area
%

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 CHANGE'

TOTAL CIVILIAN
LABOR FORCE 7,657 7,509 7,518 1250 8,100 5.8%

EMPLOYMENT 6.734 6.841 6.884 7,450 7,400 9 9%

UNEMPLOYMENT 923 668 634 800 700 -24.2%

UNEMPLOYMENT
RATE 12.1% 8.9% 8 4% 9.5% 8 5% -29.8%

'Workers counted by place of residence
"Compares 1987 to 1983

Source: Illinois Department of Employment Security

NON-AGRICULTURAL WAGE & SALARY EMPLOYMENT
Platt County Labor Market Area'

%
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 CHANGE

MANUFACTURING

Durable Goods

Non.durable Goods

NON.MANUFACTURING

PUBLIC SECTOR

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT

Not Available

Sampling too small for

statistical validity

Counted by place of work
Compares 1987 to 1983
Source Illinois Department o' Employment Secunty
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MANUFACTURING WAGE RATES*

AVERAGE HOURLY WAGE RATES

OCCUPATION ENTRY RATE TOP RATE

Assembler Electronics 8.60 9.50

Assembler. - Production 8.60 9.50

Drill or Punch Press 8.75 11.00

Janitor. Porter, Cleaner 8.55 3.50

Machinist 9.50 10 25

Maintenance Mechanic 9.05 10.00

Sewing Machine Operator 3.00 5.00

Sheet Metal Worker 8.50 10.00

Tool & Die Maker 9.50 12.00

Warehouse Worker 8.45 10.00

Welder 9.05 11.00

'Wage rates do not include fringe benefits

Source. Illinois Department of Commmerce and Community Affairs, January. 1988
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MAJOR EMPLOYERS

FIRM
PRODUCT/
SERVICE

DATE
ESTAB.

EMPLOY.
MENT UNION

Advanced Drainage Plastic tubing 1976 30 None
Systems, Inc

General Cable Company Communication cable 1955 490 IBEW

Platt County Service
Company

Aqua ammonia,
petroleum, fertilizer.

1947 35 None

LP. gas

Ring Can Company Plastic containers 1986 30 None

Viobin Corporation Pharmaceuticals,
wheat germ

1935 60 None
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Exhibit 19
Sample Site Description

ACREAGE

OWNER

ZONING

UTILITIES

TOPOGRAPHY

TAXES

TRANS P ORTATION

SUNNYCREST SITE
(Urbana, Illinois)

78 acres. unsubdoided
Price per acre: S6.000 for up to 30 acres:
fulb improved

Wilmar Otto
202 South Chestnut
Arcola. Illinois (217)268.3051

Agriculture. Champaign County
(Annexable to City of Urbana and Enterprise Zone)

Only Sanitary Sesser and Electricity currently a%ailable to
Site:

NATURAL GAS - 6" main 40 from site,
Illinois Power Co.

WATER - 10 min 2400* from Ute,
Northern Illinois Water Co.

SANITARAY SEWER - BY MAIN (nm, CORNER)
Urbana/Champaign Sanitary Distnct

ELECTRICITY 138 KV, Illinois Power Co.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS - Illinois Bell Tek phone

Generally level. drMnage to the southeast; not located in
the Flood Hazard Area as defined by the National Flood
Insurance Program.

Available upon request
Tax Number: 30-21-14-100.003

I IIGHWAY - adjacent to US. 150. 1.6 miles from the
150/174 Interchange

RAILROAD -Conrail
AIR -9 miles from the U of I Willard Auport

DATE February 1989
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SUNNYCREST
(30-21-14-100-003)

us 150

157

1 L
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Sewer .1

scale
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ExhIbit 20
Sample Community Ads

-
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Advertisement courtesy of Central Illinois Corridor Council, Savoy, Illinois.
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Williamsport, Pennsylvania
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Peter Loeddhm, A.1.C.P.
1111114msport.14cornIng Chamber ol Commerce

454 Pine Street
Williamsport, PA 17701

01.0 Telephone :1.800,350.990V
or 717-376.1971
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(above) Advertisement courtesy of
Williamsport-Lycoming Chamber of
Commerce, Williamsport, Pennsylva-
nia.

(right) Advertisement courtesy of Sy
Economic Development Association,
Stockton, Canfornia.
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We can help your
business to expand

in:te
GREAT

tt INIG4
POUSJ

LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS

Contact: Charles C. Isely III
Waukegan/Lake County
Chamber of Commerce
414 N. Sheridan Road
Waukegan, Il 60085 -4(*t3

1

$1 f6 5 5 68 (I
IN TA\FS

Doing business in the Calumet
Region Enterprise Zone can pay
for itself. Invest $2 million now
and save $1,655,686 over the
next ten years.

+A+ i 1%$ORMATION. CALI. OR Wolf
1( 'BERT M. PILAT

$4,.t. ADMINISTRATOR
41014 PARK AVENUE

t U LTO% ILLINOIS6G419
x.19.4000

( %WW1 Moos IINTERPRISI /CM

ZION, ILLINOIS
W.fv P 1 annod For You. Cc Crow Wi th Ion"

..
.1

1

41.1ti
TI,,,a1 .NSIall

INANtoataltir ijo %%mt. /of"
tratt taa M.trtAi, lir, rA ,ip4)1,

1.4 I
Iumq-

1,0: 1,ar
il,,,,11(of I t.tarwrt-ott..n o Itt,1 iUS

I tU r.rt .1.11h q!..1"sck,,-
$4c th,,-1,1 I - 11..,0,1,1

lialehra m,it IlItleopmmt rioq,
trt .1.. I INti41)Ahta

(above left) Advertisement courtesy of Waukegaraake County Chamber of Com-
merce, Waukegan, Illinois, (above right) Advertisement courtesy of Calumet Region
Enterprtse Zone, Dolton, Illinois, (below) Advertisement courtesy of City of Zion,
Community Development, Zion, Illinois.
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Here in the heartland we
teach our kids to ride

bicycles instead of sithways
Come home to Central illinoic

And be sure to ask
about CILCO s stable enern rates and our
new Incenthe rates that could sase sour
comp.uss up to SCes on electric costs

elle101=-
CentrallIlinois Light Company

Advertisement courtesy of Central Illinois Light Company, Peoria, Illinois.
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Annotated Bibliography
Information is the basis for a successful community ec .nomic develop-
ment program, and an incredible array of information is available at
modest or no cost to an economic development agency even though it.

has a small budget. The following bibliography lists a variety of high
quality publications and provides a brief description of the contents of
each. You may wish to acquire some or all of these to create your own
development library, or you may use your local or regional public library,
which shou:: have most of these publications and may order others. This
bibliography also indicates periodicals, reference materials, and mem
bership organLations of particular interest to economic developers.
Through these sources you can tap into the flow of information and ideas
in the field and keep yourself continuously updated.

Books and Articles
American Associ2tion of State Colleges and Universities and SRI Interna-
tional. 1986. Higher Education Economic Development Connection. The
Emerging Roles for Public Colleges and Universities in a Changing
Economy. Washington, D.C.: American Association of State Colleges and
Universities and SRI International. xi + 81 pp.

Describes economic development activities that various types of
higher education institutions, ranging from community colleges to
research universities, can be involved in. Designed for a higher
education audience, but provides a good shopping list of assistance
activities for communities.

American Economic Development Council. 1984. Economic Develop-
ment Today, A Report to the Profession. Schiller Park, Ill.:, American
Economic Development Council. 48 pp.

Discusses the current sauation of the economic development pro-
fession, trends influencing economic development, the impact of
technology, education, and financing on the economic developer,
and professional opportunities for developers. Though a few years
old, this is still a very good introduction to many aspects of the field.

American Economic Development Council Educational Foundation.
1986. Readings in Economic Development, Vol. 1. Schiller Park, Ill.:
American Economic Development Council. iv + 289 pp.

A selection of articles from the Economic Development Review cov-
ering concepts, strategies, organization, financing, marketing, and
other aspects of economic development practice.
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American Economic Development Council Educational Foundation.
1988. Readings in Economic Development, Vol. II. Schiller Park, Ill.:
American Economic Development Council. 216 pp.

A selection of articles from the Economic Development Review cov-

ering strategic planning, financing, labor force, targeting, preparation
of visual materials, retention programs, new business creation,
marketing, and other aspects of economic development practice.

American Economic Development Council and The Fantus Company.
1988. Guidelines for Establishing an Economic Development Organiza-
tion. Schiller Park, Ill.. American Economic Development Council. v + 66

pp.
Discusses issues involved in creating a new economic development
group, including organizational structure, types of functions the
agency may perform, budge,6nd funding. Also presents case studies
and results of surveys of development organizations.

AmeitLan Economic Development Council Educational Foundation and
Arthur D. Little. Inc. 1987. Thchnology Application. The Role of the Eco-
nomic Developer in Improving the C'ompetitiveness of Existing Industry
Schiller Park, Ill.. American Economic Development Council. 53 pp.

Reviews the efforts of local economic development agencies to use
technology development, transfer, and application as means to
support the viability and growth of existing local industries. Provides
case studies and an annotated bibliography.

Ayres, Janet, et al. 1989. Take Charge. Economic Development in Small
C'ornmunities. Ames, Iowa. North Central Regional Center for Rural
Development.

Work sheets, checklists and exercises for assessment of community
economic base and strengths and weaknesses.

Bailey, John T. 1989. Marketing Cities in the 1980s and Beyond. New
Patterns, New Pressures, New Promise. Schiller Park, Ill.. Amcrican Eco-
nomic Development Council. ii + 57 pp.

Describes the roles of defining marketing objectives, targeting,
marketing mix, and the growing relationship of marketing and
traditional economic development. functions to broader community
development programs. Pr.:sents numerous case examples and
summary data on economic development marketing.

Bartsch, Charles S., and Andrew S. Kessler. 1989. Revitalizing Small Town
America. State and Federal Initiatives for Economic Development.
Washington, D.C.. Northeast-Midwest Institute Cent,: for Regional Policy.
v + 314 pp.
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An excellent summary with examples of state programs D assist
business financing, new business development and support of
existing businesses. Describes federal programs, including the Farm-
ers Home Administration, Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment, Department of Commerce, Small Business Administration,
Department of Transportation, and Department of Labor. Also
describes available tax incentives.

Bessire, Howard D. 1981. A Handbook for the Eighties. Industrial Devel-
opment. El Paso, Tex.: Hill Printing Company. x + 492 pp.

An excellent and complete guide to traditional industrial develop-
ment by a seasoned developer. Includes discussions of establishing
development programs, preparing the community for development,
prospect development techniques, industrial site planning and de-
velopment, and financing economic development programs.

Blakely, Edward J. 1989. Planning Local Economic Development. Themy
and Practice. Newbury Park, Calif.: Sage Publications. 307 pp.

Extensive review of community economic development programs
and policies, including national and local trends, planning and
analytical techniques, strategy development, community governmental
programs, human resource development, and assessment of the
viability of individual projects.

Browning, William 0. 1983. Economic Development. Retention and Ex-
pansion. Indianapolis, Ind.. American Chamber of Commerce Executives.
32 pp.

An excellent though somewhat older guide to the techniques of
business retention.

Conway, McKinley, and Linda L. Liston. 1987. Facility Planning Tech-
nology. Norcross, Ga.: Conway Data, Inc. viii + 935 pp.

A massive collection of more than 200 articles reprinted from
Industrial Development and Site Selection Handbook. Five major
sections cover corporate asset management and strategies, property
administration and real estate management, location analysis and site
selection, facility design technology, and telecommunications and
office development.

Corporation for Enterprise Development. Issued annually. Making the
Grade: The Development Report Card for the States. Washington, D.C.:
Corporation for Enterprise Development.

A radically different alternative to the traditional "business climate"
indices issued by the G:ant-Thornton accounting firm. Divides
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business climate into four separate areas: economic performance,
business vitality, capacity for growth, and state development policy.

Corporation for Enterprise Development. 1986. Taken for Granted. How
Grant-Thornton' s Business Climate Index Leads Astray. Washington, D.C.:
Corporation for Enterprise Development.

Provides a thorough critique of both the assumptions and methodol-
ogy of the Grant-Thornton business climate study. Concludes that
Grant-Thornton's approach is outdated and simplistic and outlines a
better rationale and methodology for measuring business climate.

Council for Urban Economic Development. 1985. Creating New Jobs by
Creating New Businesses. Washington, D.C.; National Council for Urban
Economic Development. viii + 71 pp.

A how-to oriented guide to operation of new business incubators,
including assessment of feasibility, sources of financing, provision of
services, staffing, and management. Also discusses results that can be
expected from an incubator and presents case studies.

Council for Urban Economic Development. 1986. Marketing Strategies
for Local Economic Development. Washington, D.C.. Council for Urban
Economic Development. 42 pp.

Presents the elements of a marketing plan, marketing mix, and
marketing tools and presents several examples of successful market-
ing programs.

Council for Urban Economic Development. 1987. Developing Strategies
for Economic Stabzlity and Growth. Washington, D.C.. National Council
for Urban Economic Development. 62 pp.

Presents ideas on how a community can improve Hs competitive
position. Includes discussions on evaluating business climate and
commur.ity potential for capital investment as well as targeting
developmeut efforts. Also presents case studies of larger communi-
ties.

Council for Urban Economic Development. 1987. Entrepreneurial De-
velopment. Formalizing the Process. Washington, D.C.: Council for Ur-
ban Economic Development. 39 pp.

Presents the rationale and methodologies for providing human
resource, technical, physical space, and financial assistance to start-
up companies by establishing an entrepreneurship development
corporation.

Darling, David L. Steps to a Successful Town Meeting (1984); Under-
standing Your Communiry's Economy (1987), Setting Commui.4 Eco-
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nomic Goals (1988), and Strategies for Economic Development (1988)
Kansas State University Cooperative Extension Service. 4 pp. each.

A series of short discussions of key economic development topics
suitable for distributing to development volunteers.

Davidson, Jeffrey P. 1986. Marketing Your Community. Washington, D.C..
Public Technology, Inc. xii 81 pp.

A discussion of general community marketing with an emphasis on
economic development. Describes development of marketing plans,
marketing strategies (including a chapter on low-cost strategies), and
pitfalls to avoid. Case studies and bibliography included.

Evans, Robert H. 1986. Me Practical Approach to Industrial Develop-
ment. Jonesboro, Ga.: Pacesetter Publications. 100 pp.

A seasoned economic development professional from a small Georgia
community presents his experience and observations on the practice
of industrial attraction.

Gildner, Judith, ed. 19£26. Retention and Expansion. Business Visitation
Programs. 6 pp, and 1987, Retention & Expansion. Success Stories, 5 pp.
Ames, Iowa. North Central Regional Center for Rural Development.

Describes techniques of organizing a retention and expansion
visitation program ,,nd the short- and long-term benefits of such a
program.

Grant-Thornton. Issued annually. Annual Study of the General Manu-
facturing Climates of the Forty-Eight Contiguous States of Amenca. Chi-
cago, Ill.: Grant-Thornton.

The most watched and most criticized of the business climate
measurers, this index, though recently revised, still emphasizes
traditional least-cost locations (and especially low taxes) over high
quality of education and infrastructure. (See Corporation for Enter-
prise Development for an alternative approach.)

Harding, Ford, and Phillip Phillips. 1983, April. "Bull's-Eye! How to
Target the Right Industry for Your Community." Planning, pp. 18-19.

A review of the why and how of developing a targeted program for
business expansion and community marketing.

Honadle, Beth Walter. 1986. An Annotated List of Organizations Con-
tributing to Rural Economic Development. Washington, D.C.: U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture Extension Service. 10 pp.

Includes federal agencies, public interest groups, professional asso-
ciations, and private financing corporations.
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Hustedde, Ron, Ron Shaffcr, and Glen Pulver. 1984. Community Eco-
nomic Analysis. A How n Manual. North Central Regional Center for
Rural Development. 84 pp.

Introduces the technical tools uscd in community development
analysis, including employment multipliers, location quotients, and
shift/share analysis and shows how thcy are calculated.

Illinois Department of Commerce and Community Affairs. 1986. The
Community Industrial Preparedness Manual Springfield, Ill.. Illinois
Department of Commerce and Community Affairs Bureau of Marketing.
97 pp.

This easy-to-understand manual introduces the reader to community
development. Thc information is general and applies to almost any
size community. Sample forms and questionnaires are included.

Kane, Matt and Peggy Sand. 1988. Economic Development. What Works
at the Local Level Washington, D.C.: National League of Citics. iv + 228

pp.
Presents techniques of effective development organization, assistance
to existing businesses, new business creation, downtown develop-
ment, neighborhood development, and growth management through
six-page vignettes describing successful programs. Includes program
contacts.

Keller, Barbara S. 1990, Spring. "Using Strategic Planning in Economic
Development." Economic Development Review, 8(2):20-24.

Defines strategic planning and its importance to economic devel-
opment. Also provides a step-by-step description of the strategic
planning proccss.

Kolzow, David R. 1988. Strategic Planning for Economic Development.
Schiller, Park, ill.: Amcrican Economic Development Council. 61 pp.

An excellent review of strategic planning for community economic
development, including a step-by-step description of how to initiate,
implement, and evaluate a strategic plan. Works from a goals,
objectives, and strategies framework.

Kotler, Philip. 1984. Marketing Management. Analysis, Planning, and
Control. Englewood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice Hall. xxi + 794 pp.

The standard textbook on marketing, provides a good discussion of
marketing tools and techniques with numerous examples from the
corporate world. Provides an effective basis for understanding the
more specialized world of economic development marketing.

Malecki, Edward J. 1988, February. "New Firm Startups: Key to Rural
Growth." Rural Development Perspectives, 4(2):18-2.
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Emphasizes the importance of entrepreneurship and new business
start-ups over business attraction for small communities and rural
areas.

Moriarty, Barry M. 1980. Industrial Location and Communi0) Develop-
ment. Chapel Hill, N.C.: University of North Carolina Press. 381 pp.

National Academy of Engineering. 1988. The Technological D. 4ensions
of International Competitiveness. Washington, D.C.. National Academy
of Engineering. 79 pp.

A good background on the nature of the foreign challenge to U.S.
technology, the responses to it from federal and strAe government
and schools, with a special section devoted to the importance of a
high quality labor force.

National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges. 1989.
New Alliances for Rural Economic Development, Publication #56. Ames,
Iowa: Northeast Regional Center for Rural Development.

Addresses the role that land grant universities and state colleges can
play in rural economic development. Useful as a source of ideas on
assistance that communities can seek from colleges and universities.

National Association of Towns and Townships. No date. Harvesting
Hometown Jobs. A Guide to Small-Town Economic Development. Wash-
ington, D.C.: National Association of Towns and Townships. 36 pp.

A guidebook for elected community officials in small communities
and rural areas. Emphasizes how community leaders can organize
for economic development through community assessment, working
with existing businesses, and recruiting new basic employers. Pro-
vides case studies; an accompanying video is also available.

National Association of Towns and Townships National Center for Small
Communities. 1988. Growing Our Own Jobs. A Small Town Guide to
Creating Jobs Through Agricultural Diversification. Washington, D.C..
National Association of Towns and Townships. 54 pp.

Describes development ,trategies based on divers:fying agricultural
production, value-added agricultural processing, tourism, and local
cra fts.

National Governors' Association. 1987. Jobs, Growth & Competitiveness:
Productive People, Productive Policies. Washington, D.C.: National
Governors Association. xi + 85 pp.

A summary of the importance of a productive work force for making
the United SLates competitive in the emerging world economy
Includes numerous examples of state and local initiatives for a higher
quality work force and economic development.
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National Rural Electric Cooperative Association. No date. Strengthening
the Rural Economy. America's Rural Electric Systems at Work. Wash-
ington, D.C.: National Rural Electric Cooperative Association. 73 pp.

Describes the role of rural electric cooperatives in strengthening and
diversifying ruai economies, with examples of current programs.

North Central Regional Center for Rural Development. 1987. Economic
Development for Rural Revitalization. A Handbook. Ames, Iowa. North
Central Regional Center for Rural Development. 40 pp.

Defines critical factors affecting the current rural economy and
options building community development strategies. Also presents
case studies and an annotated bibliography of community develop-
ment resources.

North Central Regional Center for Rural Development. 1988. Communio,
Economic Vitality. Major Trends and Selected Issues. Ames, Iowa. North
Central Regional Center for Rural Development. xii + 82 pp.

A collection of short pieces by various authors, the most useful deal
with the link between rural economic developn.:.nt and agriculture,
rural industrialization, rural service businesses, and rural areas as
residences for retirees.

North Dakota State University Cooperative Extension Service. 1987,
August. Do-I t-YourselfDevelopment. Clues to Rural Survival. Fargo, N.D..
North Dakota State University Cooperative Extension Service. 3 pp.

Outlines characteristics that distinguish rural communities that have
had successful economic development efforts and have experienced
population growth versus those that have not.

Phillips, Phillip D. 1988, Spring. "Economic Development. A Marketing
Approach." Economic Development Review, 6(2): 16-19.

Presents an integrated approach to economic development based on
marketing concepts, including product (community asset and liabil-
ity) analysis, development of a marketing strategy, product (com-
munity) improvement, and program implementation and evaluation.

Public Technology, Inc. 1986. Marketing Your Community. Washington,
D.C.: Public Technology, Inc. xiii 4- 81 pp.

Describes marketing program elements for business rctention and
attraction, including use of themes, public relations, and speakers'
bureaus. Presents several in-depth case studies.

Public Technology, Inc. No date. Strategies for Cities and Counties. A
Strategic Planning Guide. Washington, D.C.. Public Technology, Inc. xiii
+ 76 pp.
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A primer for the community or regional development organization
considering a strategic planning effort. Describes the henefits and
costs of strategic planning, techniques of organizing for consensus
building, and presents an eight step method for preparing a strategic
plan. Numerous real world examples are presented.

Pulver, Glen C. 1986. Commun4 Econom:c Development Strategies.
Madison, Wis.: University of Wisconsin Cooperative Extension Service.
17 pp.

An introductory description of structural changes in the U.S. economy
that are influencing rural areas and five basic strategies for commu-
nity economic development.

Reynolds, Paul. 1989, Summcr. "New Firms: Enhancing Their Growth."
Economic Development Commentag, 13(2): 4-11.

Describes the steps that a community can takc to facilitate the
establishment and success of new firms.

Schmenner, Roger W. 1982. Making Business Location Decisions.
Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall. xv + 268 pp.

A good, readable introduction to the factors that influence and
control corporate site selection decisions, the role of incentives in the
site selection decision, examples of the sitc selection process by
Fortune 500 companies, and plant closings.

Schlegel, Toni F. 1988. Marketing for Communities. Madison, Wis.. Uni-
versity of Wisconsin Extension Cooperative Extension Service. 54 pp.

An extensive annotated bibliography on marketing, markct research,
and targeting for economic development organizations.

Smith, David M. 1981. Industrial Location. An Economic, Geographical
Analysis (2nd edition). New York: John Wiley. 492 pp.

A standard university-level textbook in the field of industrial location,
provides a theore- .al background for understanding corporate sitc
selection and some practical examples. Not easy reading.

Swager, Ronald J. 1987. A Bibliography of Recent Literature in Economic
Development. Schiller Park, Ill.. American Economic Development Coun-
cil. ii + 37 pp.

An eclectic bibliography of sources on general economic develop-
ment, information sources, financing, community preparedness and
promotion, and economic development agency management, with
cross-index by key words and authors.

Thomas, Margaret G. 1988. Profiles in Rural rconomic Development. A
Guidebook of Selected Successful Rural Area Initiatives. Kar-,as City, Mo..
Midwest Research Institute. 142 pp.
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Provides profiles or morc than 69 successful rural cconomic develop-
ment initiatives in small towns and rural arcas throughout the United
States. Each two-page profile describes thc initiative, its funding
sources and benefits, and provides a local contact person. Also
includes a list of guidelincs dcrivcd from these successful devclop-
mcnt programs.

Thomas, Margarct G. 1990. Rural Economic Development. A Resource
File ofSelected Technical Assistance Providers. Kansas City, Mo.. Midwest
Research Institute. 250 pp.

Provides program descriptions and contact information for tcchnical
assistancc sourccs rcsponding to a survey of thc states conductcd by
thc Midwcst Rcscarch Institute.

U.S. Dcpartmcnt of Agriculture, Economic Rcscarch Scrvicc. 1987. Rural
Development in we 1980s. Prospects for the Future (RDDR-69). Wash-
ington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office. 395 pp.

Prcscnts the indings of a major study of cconomic conditions in rural
America and alternathe policy stratcgics for addrcssing rural prob-
lcms.

U.S. Department of Labor and Education. 1988. Bottom Line. Basic Skills
in the Workplace. Washington, D.C.. U.S. Dcpartmcnt of Labor Office of
Public Information. 50 pp.

Focuses on labor forcc quality issufts, including workplacc literacy
and how to idcntify skill nccd. Provides practical guidanc,: on how
employees can sct up a basic skill program.

U.S. Small Business Administration. 1988. Working Together. A Guide to
Federal and State Resources for Rural Development. Washington, D.C..
U.S. Small Busincss Administration. 207 pp.

Catalogucs hundrcds of programs availablc from statc and fcdcral
agcncies, with contact addrcsscs and phonc numbcrs. Includcs
finance, information, marketing, tcchnology, and work forcc pro-
grams.

Wagncr, Kcnncth C. 1978. Economk Development Manual.jackson. Miss..
University Prcss of Mississippi. vi + 158 pp.

A cleverly prcscntcd and convcrsational discussion of cconomic
development, including not only traditional topics such as sitcs and
handling prospects, but also such important but rarcly discusscd
topics as the local political aspccts of development programs.

Wcbbcr, Michael J. 1984. Industrial Location. Bcvcrly Hills, Calif.. Sage
Publications. 95 pp.
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A bricf, and to thc extent possible, readable and nontechnical
introduction to formal industrial location theory, which is bascd on
thc conccpt of a firm sccking a least-cost location.

Wisconsin Economic Development Association, Inc., and Wisconsin
Department of Development. 1988. Wisconsin Communiry Preparedness
Manual. Madison, Wis.. Wisconsin Defr.rtment of Development. 35 pp.

An easy-to-read introduction to cconomic development with scvcral
chccklists for sites, buildings, and community profiles. Describes thc
steps, activities, and documentation needed for community planning
and development.

Wisconsin, Univcrsity of, Division of Cooperativc Extcnsion. 1986.
Revitalizing Rural America. Madison, Wis.. Univcrsity of Wisconsin
Extension. 28 pp.

Discusses perspcctivcs on a changing world cconomy, changcs in
rural America, and the response of cooperativc extension to the
challenges that these present.

Periodicals
American Dernograpbics. 127 Wcst Statc Strcct, Ithaca, NY 14850 (Tel. 1-
800-828-1133).

Good source of nontechnical articles on major demographic trends
affecting markcting and labor supply (r,onthly).

Area Development. Sites and Facility Planning. Halcyon Business Pub-
lications, 400 Post Avenue, Wcstbury, NY 11590 (Tel, 1-800-735-2732).

Controlled circulation publication targeted to corporate executives
with influence on sitc scicction dccisions. Contains short, casy-to-
rcad articles on various site selection-related topics (monthly).

Business Facilities. 121 Iv1onmouth Strcct, Red Bank, NJ 07701 (Tcl. 1-
800-524-0337).

Controllcd c'rculation publication targeted to corporatc executives
with influence on sitc scicction decisions. Contains short, easy-to-
read articics on various sitc selection-related topics. Also publishcs
annual Site Seekers Guide listing cconomic development organiza-
tions (monthly).

Economic Developments. Council for Urban Economic Development,
1730 K Street NW, Washington, DC 20006 (Tcl. 202-223-4735).

Eight-pagc newsletter dircctcd to cconomic development profes-
sionals. Includcs ncws itcms, publication rcvicws, and job notices
(twice monthly).
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Economic Development Quarterly. The Journal of American Economic
Revitalization. Sage Publications Ltd., 211 West I Iillcrest Drive, Newbury
Park, CA 91360.

Bills itself as "A journal designed to bridge the gap between
practitioners, academics, and informed citizens in the field of
economic development." Comments, research results, and reviews
(quarterly).

Economic Development Review. American Economic Development
Council, 4849 North Scott Street, Schiller Park, IL 60176 (Tel. 708-671-

5646).
Specializes in short, readable articles designed to provide informa-
tion and advice to economic development r ,.titioners (quarterly).

Expansion. Suite 800, 514 Tenth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20004 (Tel.
202-347-1384).

Controlled circulation publication targeted to corporate executives
with influence on site selection decisions. Contains short, easy-to-
read articles on various site selection-related topics (bimonthly).

Industrial Development and Site Selection. Conway Data, 40 Technology
Park, Atlanta, GA 30092-0990 (Tel. 1-800-554-5686).

Targeted to corporate executives with influence on site selection
decisions. Contains short, easy-to-read articles on various site selection
related topics (monthly).

NBIA Review. National Business Incubation Association, One President
Street, Athens, OH 45701 (Tel. 614-593-4331).

News of interct to those operating or considering the establishment
of a new business incubator (quarterly).

Planning. American Planning kssociation, 1313 East 60th Street, Chicago,
IL 60637.

Short, nontechnical articles on a wide variety of planning-related
topics, including economic development.

Plant Sites and Parks. Plant Sites and Parks, Inc., 10240 West Sample
Road, Coral Springs, FL 33065 (Tel. 305-753-2660).

Controlled circulation publication targeted to corporate executives
with influence on site selection decisions. Contains short, easy-to-
read articles on various site selection-related topics (monthly).

Rural Development Perspectives. Published by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture Economics Research Service, 1301 New York Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC 20005 (Tel. 202-786-1530.

Presentations by recognized experts on a wide variety of rural
development-related topics.
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Site Selection Handbook. Conway Data, 40 Technology Park, Atlanta, GA
30092.

Controlled circulation publication targeted to corporate executives
with influence on site selection decisions. Contains short, easy-to-
read articles on va lus site selection-related topics (bimonthly).

General Corporate References
These data sources arc often relatively expensive because of the cost

of updating them to keep them timely. They arc favorites of business
investo;s, however, and should be available at any medium-sized or
large public library.

Dun and Bradstreet and Dun's Marketing Services, Parsippany N J.
Provide a variety of valuable reference sources, including 77je Millum
Dollar Directory (annual), which dyes data on officers, products,
and finances of all public companies with more than $1 million in
annual sales; and America's ^Arporate .ramilies. ne Billion Dollar
Directory(annual), which pr, .s information on corporate owner-
ship.

Encyclopedia of-Associations, Gale Research, Detroit, Mich.
Every industry has its trade assoc;ation, and these trade associations
arc a treasury of information, ranging from directories of members to
industry magazines to current data. All of these are described in the
Encyclopedia of Associations, along with addresses, telephone
numbers, and a good cross-reference system to find what you want.

Moody's Investor Services, New York.
Provides many services similar to Dun and Bradstreet, including
Moody's Industrial Manual(annual), which provides information on
domestic companies, and Moody's International Manual(annual), a
good source of information about foreign companies.

Predicasts Forecasts, Predicasts, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.
Provides a compilation of growth forecasts from various sources for
every conceivable industry. A valuable tool in targeting and reten-
tion.

Standard and Poor's, New York.
Provides a variety of corporate data services, including Industry
Surveys and Standard Coiporate Do.scriptions.
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Government Publications
Government publications are invaluable and inexpensive sources of
information about your community and about various types of industries
you are trying to retain or attract. All of the documents listed below are
available from thc U.S. Governmtnt Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402 (T .1. 202-783-3238), and should be available at your local public
library.

Census ofManufacturers. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census.

A wealth of' information on production, location, employment,
finances, makerials consumed, and oth.r critical data. Taken every 5
years in years`'ending in 2 and 7.

Census of Populationand Housing. U.S. Dcpartment of Commerce, Bu-
reau of the", Ccnsus.

The basic reference on the distributiun, growth, social and economic
characteristics, and housing characteristics, of America's population.
Data for geographic areas ranging from city blocks to the cntire
Unitcd States.

Census of Retail Trade. U S. Department of Commcrce, Burcau of the
Ccnsus.

Data un retail sales and the number of business establishments down
to thc county .c.vel and larger cities. Taken every 5 years in years
ending in 2 and 7 .

Census of Service Industries. U.S. Department of Commercc, Bureau of
the Ccnsus.

Data on the most rapidly growing sector of the economy by industry
and geographic arca. Takcn every 5 rars in ycars ending in 2 and

.2s!'

Census of Wholesale Trade. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census.

Data by industry and arca. Taken every 5 years in ycars ending in 2
a nd 7 .

County and Ciry Data Book. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
thc Census.

An inva!uable desk refercnce for hundreds of items of social and
economic information for all counties and larger communities in the
United States; issucd annually.

CounO) Business latterm. U.S. Department f Commerce, Burcau of the
Census.
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Not as well known as it should be, this data series gives information
on employment by major business sectors for all counties in the
United States and for all communities of more than 2,500 population.
Especially valuable because it is issued annually with a relatively
short time lag from data collection to publication.

Monthly Labor Review. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Labor
Statistics.

The most up-to-date information on wages, hours worked, and other
key indicators by industry and for states and major metropolitan
areas; issued monthly.

Standard Industrial Classification Manual. U.S. Office I Management
and Budget.

Lists and defines all of the several hundred Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) codes, which are used by the federal government
to collect data for various industries. These classifications are also
essential to understand virtually all private data gathering sources
which use the SIC codes as well.

Statistical Abstract of the United States. U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census.

National and often state and multistate regional data on thousands of
topics. An invaluable desk reference of comparison and historical
trend data; issued annually.

U.S. Industrial Outlook U.S. Department of Commerce International
Trade Administration.

An invaluable reference of historical and current data and future
outlook for more than 350 classifications of busin;:sses. Includes
statistical tables, graphs, information sources, and contacts for each
industry. A must both for targeting and background on existing
businesses; issued annually.

Development Organizations
American Economic Development Council, 4849 North Scott Street,
Schiller Park, IL 60176 (Tel. 312-671-5646).

A membership organization of more than 1,200 economic develop-
ment professionals. Publishes a quarterly magazine (Economic De-
velopment Review), books and pamphlets on topics of special interest
to economic developers, and a newsletter. Also sponsors an annual
meeting and meetings &id seminars on various development-related
topics. Certifies one-week Basic Economic Development courses in
many states.
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Council for Urban Economic Development (CUED), 1730 K Street, NW,
Washington, DC (Tel. 202-223-4735).

Specialists in public sector economic development efforts. Publishes
a twice-monthly newsletter (Economic Developments) and mono-
graphs and pamphlets on various subjects. Sponsors various confer-
ences on topics of interest to community economic developers.

Council of State Governments, P.O. Box 11910, Lexinv )n, KY 40578
(Tel. 606-252-2291).

Provides data and policy information for elected state government
officials and agencies. Some publications deal with economic devel-
opment.

Economic Development Institute, 1700 Asp Avenue, Norman, OK 73037
(Tel. 405-325-3891)

Three-year series of development training seminars held each August
at the University of Oklahoma and in Indianapolis, Indiana, and
leading to designation as a Certified Economic Developer. Contact
June M. Wilmot, Director, Economic Development Institute.

Economic Research Service Agriculture and Rural Economics Di% .sion
(U.S. Department of Agriculture), 1301 New York Avenue NW, Washing-
ton, DC 20005-4788 (Tel. 202-786-1530).

Conducts research and publishes reports on rural business devel-
opment, financial markets, population, income and well-being, and
labor markets.

National Association of Development Organizations, 400 North Capitol
Street NW, Suite 372, Washington, DC 20002 (Tel 202-624-7806).

Promotes economic development in rural areas and smaller com-
munities through cooperation among planning and development'
organizations, cities, educational institutions, and private business.
Publishes a weekly newsletter and holds regional training workshops
and an annual conference.

National Association of State Development Agencies, 444 Capitol Street
NW, Washington, DC 20001 (Tel. 202-624-5411).

A nonprofit membership organization that serves as a forum in which
directors of state development agencies can exchange information
and serves as a liaison with the federal government. Sponsors
conferences and workshops and provides technical assistance and
research services.

National Association of Towns and Townships, 1522 K Street NW,
Washington, DC 20005. Contact Nancy Stark (Tel. 202-737-5200).
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A not-for-profit membership organization designed to promote
effective government for townships and small communities through
educational services, analysis, and public policy recommendations.

National Business Incubator Association, One President Street, Athens,
OH 45701 (Tel. 614-593-4331)

Publishes directories, a quarterly magazine (NBIA Review), and
various informational pamphlets. Also sponsors a national annual
meeting and training institutes.

National Development Council, 211 East Fourth Street, Covington, n
41011 MI. 606-291-0220).

Experts in economic development financing, including public sector
real estate development, pooled industrial revenue bonds, and loan
packaging. Sponsors training sessions on these topics.

National League of Cities, 13J1 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Washington,
DC 20004 (Tel. 202-626-3000).

A membership organization of larger and some smaller communities
that seeks to provide its members with timely information on a
variety of topics, including economic development.

North Central Regional Center for Rural Development, Iowa State
University., Ames, IA 50011 (Tel. 515-294-8322).

Provides information and produces many publications relevant to
rural economic development, especially in the Midwest.

Public Technology, Inc., 1301 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington,
DC 20004 (Tel. 202-626-2400).

A not-for-profit organization that conducts cooperative research,
development, and technology transfer programs. Serves as the
technical arm of the National League of Cities.

Small Business Administration Small Business Development Center
Program, 1441 L Street NW, Washington, DC 20416 (Tel. 202-653-6768).

Sponsors a variety of programs for small business, including SCORE
(Service Corps of Retired Executives). Operates the (SBDC) Small
Business Development Center program.

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economics Research Service, 1301 New
York Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20005 (Tel. 202-786-1530).
U.S. Department of Agriculture Extension Service, National Program for
Economic Development, Room 3865 South Building, 14th and Indepen-
dence Avenue, Washington, DC 20250 (Fel. 202-447-7185).
U.S. Department of Commerce Economic Development Administration,
Division of Technical Assistance and Research, Room 117866, Herbert
Hoover Building, 14th and Constitution Avenue, NW, Washington, DC
20230 (Tel. 202-377-4085).
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